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ABSTRACT 

 

Within a few decades, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have revolutionized technologies 

facilitating the rapid development of new portable devices and electric vehicles. However, this 

rapid technology growth has exceeded the ability to address issues associated with mining 

lithium, cobalt, and other mineral ore resources. To reduce this reliance on strategic elements, 

organic-based electroactive materials have received considerable attention as alternative 

electrode materials for LIBs. Recently, one class to gain considerable attention is polymers 

with redox-active groups. One polymer that is popular in literature is poly(TEMPO 

methacrylate) (PTMA), which has nitroxide radicals that can reversibly store energy through 

a reduction/oxidation mechanism. Although the investigation of PTMA and fully polymeric 

batteries is found in literature, there is little consideration for the composite materials, 

nanostructured fabrication, recyclability of the redox-active polymers, or the anodic polymers 

redox mechanism. This dissertation focuses on improving the use of redox-active polymers, 

such as PTMA, in batteries to create safe and recyclable alternatives. Broken into four main 

objectives and five chapters: (1) design PTMA-based electrodes that exhibit improved 

performance, (2) fabricate and characterize nanostructured redox-active coatings, (3) use 

degradable redox-active polymers to improve the recyclability of fully polymeric batteries, 

and (4) characterize the electron and mass transport of polymers containing viologen groups. 

The main findings will be briefly summarized. When designing PTMA-based 

composite electrodes, identifying materials with similar hydrogen bonding and dispersion 

Hansen solubility parameters is key to producing electrodes with improved performance. To 

fabricate nanostructured nitroxide-based thin films, oppositely charged polymers both 
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containing the nitroxide radical should be utilized and the charge of the terminating layer will 

determine the ion transport mechanism during oxidation and reduction. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Due to the rapid expansion of electronics with rechargeable batteries in recent 

years, the demand for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) has also grown drastically.1 LIB 

demand has been focused on two main storage scales: 1) small scale storage, such as 

wearable electronics and wireless headphones and 2) large scale storage, like electric 

vehicles.2 With more countries targeting 100% zero-emission vehicles and increasing 

consumer incentives to purchase electric vehicles, demand for LIBs will continue to rise.3 

The increased demand motivates the identification of additional and alternative electrode 

chemistries to meet production goals.2 

Currently, commercial LIBs typically utilize a graphite anode and lithium cobalt 

oxide (LiCoO2) cathode (Figure 1.1 a).2,4 Although there are some health concerns due to 

the processing of the graphite, the production of the anode can meet the growing demand.1 

In contrast, there are concerns associated with the supply and acquisition of cobalt used in 

the cathode. Cobalt is a strategic element that is mainly mined in the Democratic Republic 

of the Congo and processed in China.5 Due to current political tensions, the global supply, 

and United States’ access is unstable. Additionally, the increased global demands for 

cobalt are predicted to deplete, and hit global deficits in supply, by 2030 (Figure 1.1 b).1 

Further accelerating the depletion is the low recycling rates of LIBs, which is currently < 

3 %.6,7 If the recycling rates of LIBs were increased to 90 %, the global deficit would be 

reduced albeit still present by 2030.8 Due to the supply concerns associated with cobalt, 
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alternative lithium metal oxides such as XXX have been investigated. However, supply 

and demand issues have also been reported for lithium.9 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1. a) The most common Lithium-ion battery chemistry with a graphite anode and 

LiCoO2 cathode. The supply and demand for b) cobalt and c) lithium by year. a) Adapted 

with permission from ref 4. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. b) and c) 

Adapted with permissions from ref 9. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. 

 

 

Due to this persistent deficit, alternatives to metal oxide cathodes are required to 

meet global demand for LIBs. The identified alternatives should also seek to increase the 

recycling rate while removing reliance on the strategic elements. With these criteria, an 

attractive alternative that has increased interest in recent years is organic-based redox-

active polymers for battery cathodes.10-16 There are two main classes of redox-active 

polymers that have been previously investigated: conjugated polymers and 

macromolecular radicals (Figure 1.2). 
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Figure 1.2. Comparison of the electron transport mechanism and chemical structures of 

conjugated polymers and macromolecular radicals. Adapted with permission from ref 17. 

Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. The ref can be found 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.5b02290. Any permissions related to the material 

excerpted should be directed to the ACS. 

 

 

Conjugated polymers, such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), are 

class of redox-active polymers that all have conjugated backbones. These polymers 

conduct electrons through the overlapping π-orbitals of the conjugated backbone. Due to 

the delocalized electrons, these polymers typically exhibit high electronic conductivity 

values from 10-4 – 10-9 S/cm in their undoped state and up to 1500 S/cm in certain doped 

states, which is appealing for battery applications.16 However, conductivity is also strongly 

dependent on the morphology of the polymer, with high regioregularity and crystallinity 

favoring increased conductivity.16 One downside arising from highly regioregularity and 

long conjugation lengths is processing difficulties due to their poor solubility in common 

organic solvents.4 

In contrast to conjugated polymers, recently macromolecular radicals, such as 

poly(2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxy-4-yl) (PTMA), have been reported for use in 

battery cathodes.4,10-12,18 Macromolecular radicals have linear, aliphatic backbones that 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.5b02290
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have redox-active pendant groups.19 This class of polymer conducts electrons via a site-

to-site hopping mechanism from the redox of the pendant groups.20 Due to their aliphatic 

backbones, these polymers typically exhibit significantly lower conductivities compared 

to conjugated polymers, varying from 10-2 – 10-11 S/cm depending on the polymer 

backbone.21,22 Unlike conjugated polymers, macromolecular radicals are soluble in 

common organic solvents stemming from their aliphatic backbone’s.23 This is beneficial 

in the solution processing of battery electrodes, however, it also leads to fading of battery 

performance due to dissolution into the electrolyte during operation.24,25  

The energy storage mechanism for the LiCoO2 cathodes differ from those of the 

macromolecular radical cathode. The LiCoO2 cathodes store energy through an 

intercalation/deintercalation reaction that occurs at ca. 4.0 V vs. Li/Li+ (Figure 1.3 a).26 

The theoretical capacity of LiCoO2 is ca. 273 mAh/g (with insertion of 1 Li ion), however, 

experimentally only 140 mAh/g can be achieved reversibly.26 Unlike LiCoO2, 

macromolecular nitroxide radicals store energy through the reversible reduction-oxidation 

reaction of the pendant nitroxide which occurs at ca. 3.7 V vs. Li/Li+ (Figure 1.3 b).4,10 

The most commonly used macromolecular nitroxide radical in battery cathodes is PTMA, 

which has a theoretically capacity 111 mAh/g.4,10 In contrast to LiCoO2 cathodes, the 

theoretical capacity is experimentally achievable for PTMA-based electrodes.4,10 The 

similar capacity and output voltage makes PTMA an appealing alternative to LiCoO2 for 

Li-ion battery cathodes that are not reliant on strategic elements.  
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Figure 1.3. a) The intercalation/deintercalation charge storage mechanism for lithium 

cobalt oxide cathodes. b) The reduction-oxidation charge storage mechanism for 

macromolecular nitroxide radical cathodes. 

 

 

PTMA-based cathodes are a more environmentally friendly alternative to LiCoO2 

but the insulating backbone of PTMA necessitates the addition of conductive additives, 

such as Super P carbon black, to facilitate electron transport.27 In addition to conductive 

additives, binder polymers, such as poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF), are added to ensure 

the cohesion of the components and to prevent dissolution of PTMA during battery 

cycling. The most common composition is 30 wt% PTMA, 60 wt% Super P carbon black, 

and 10 wt% PVDF. Although these PTMA-composites are common cathodes, very little 

research has focused on quantifying the interactions between the components or 

identifying alternative conductive additives and binder polymers to improve the 

performance of the electrode.23  

Although PTMA is more environmentally friendly, compared to LiCoO2, 

mechanical recycling of PTMA-based electrodes has not yet been demonstrated and the 

non-degradable aliphatic backbone prevents the chemical recycling of PTMA. Due to 
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dissolution of PTMA during battery cycling and the composite nature of PTMA-based 

electrodes, mechanical recycling will be difficult and have low yields.  

The results of this dissertation aim to explore alternative materials for LIBs, 

namely polymer-based electrodes, and batteries (Figure 1.4). Chapter 2 seeks to quantify 

the interactions between composite electrode components and improve the cohesion 

between components to improve the performance of PTMA-based cathodes. Chapter 3 

explores the assembly of nanoarchitectonics of charged nitroxide-based polymers to 

produce thin electroactive coatings. Chapter 4 focuses on incorporating degradable 

redox-active polypeptides as the anode and cathode material to produce a metal-free fully 

polymeric battery, with degradable active materials. Chapter 5 investigates the structure-

property relationship for electron transfer in anodic polypeptides. Finally, Chapter 6 

discusses ongoing work studying the anion mass transport and effect of ion valency in 

crosslinked redox-active polymer electrodes and studies of solution state conformations 

of PTMA. 
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Figure 1.4. Objectives for each chapter related to macromoelcular radicals, their 

material’s interactions, thin film fabrication, recyclability, and electroon and mass 

transport. 

 

 

Taken together, this work seeks to provides the groundwork for next-generation 

polymer-based batteries that may outperform LIBs electrode materials while retaining 

recyclability. This is accomplished through elucidation of component interactions in 

PTMA-based electrodes, determination of charge and mass transport mechanisms and 

domains for anodic redox-active polymers, and demonstration of metal-free degradable 

polymer-based batteries. By replacing traditional LIB materials, this work can reduce the 

reliance of the U.S. energy market on foreign powers, a natural source of instability, and 

commit to more sustainable, environmentally friendly alternatives that can provide 

commensurate or better performance. 
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2. NITROXIDE RADICAL POLYMER-SOLVENT INTERACTIONS AND 

SOLUBILITY PARAMETER DETERMINATION* 

 

2.1. Introduction 

In recent years, the desire for sustainable alternatives to lithium-ion batteries has 

led to increased interest in organic radical batteries (ORBs), in which macromolecular 

radicals comprise the cathode and/or anode. The most commonly investigated 

macromolecular radical is poly(2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxy methacrylate) (PTMA) 

owing to its simple synthesis, high theoretical capacity (111 mA∙h∙g-1), and fast charge-

discharge kinetics.4,10,11,18,28-30 ORBs use common lithium ion battery electrolytes, such as 

linear and cyclic carbonates. However, a large number of studies have observed 

dissolution of the macromolecular radical into the electrolyte (see Table S2.1 for specific 

examples), resulting in pronounced capacity fade with cycling.4,11,13,18,25,28,29,31-34 

Therefore, it is important to identify non-dissolving electrolytes for practical ORB design. 

Unfortunately, the PTMA-solvent interactions have not been quantified, and the solubility 

parameter of PTMA is unknown. 

More specifically, a capacity fade of ca. 75% was reported for linear PTMA in 1 

M LiPF6 in EC/DEC (1/1, v/v) electrolyte over the course of 25 cycles.35 Additionally, a 

study by Wang et al. showed quantitative results for the dissolution of PTMA during 

 

* Reprinted with permission from ref. 23. Easley, A. D., Vukin, L. M., Flouda, P., 

Howard, D. L., Pena, J. L. & Lutkenhaus, J. L. Nitroxide Radical Polymer–Solvent 

Interactions and Solubility Parameter Determination. Macromolecules 53, 7997-8008 

(2020). Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. 
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cyclic voltammetry and Zhang et al. demonstrated the solubility limit of PTMA in a DEC-

based electrolyte to vary from 3.0 to 65.1 mg∙mL-1 depending on PTMA’s molar mass.24,25 

In addition to dissolution during ORB cycling, solution-processing of PTMA 

should be conducted using a dissolving solvent that yields homogenous films or 

electrodes. This is especially important when considering the solid-state properties of 

PTMA-based films, since defects or morphological changes can alter the properties.36 For 

the production of homogenous PTMA-based electrodes, solvents and additives (binder 

and conductive additives) must be selected to dissolve or favorably interact with each 

other to optimize performance.37,38 Most commonly, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) is 

used as the dissolving medium; however, the need for more environmentally friendly 

alternatives has focused attention to other solvents. This highlights the complementary 

need to identify dissolving solvents for PTMA, where solution processing or solution-

based applications are desired. 

Therefore, we focus upon identifying the solubility parameter of PTMA to estimate 

the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, which is used to quantify polymer-solvent 

interactions.39 Equation 2.1 shows the formulation for the Flory-Huggins, , interaction 

parameter:  

𝜒 =
𝑉1
𝑅𝑇

(𝛿1 − 𝛿2)
2 + 0.34 

Equation 2.1 

where V1 is the molar volume of the solvent (cm3∙mol-1), R is the gas constant (8.314 

cm3∙MPa∙K-1∙mol-1), T is temperature (K), and δ1 and δ2 are the solubility parameters 
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(MPa1/2) of the solvent and polymer, respectively. Solubility parameters for solvents are 

measured through direct methods and many databases exist that present the values for 

most solvents.24 Traditional methods of determination for a polymer’s solubility parameter 

include group contribution,40-42 solubility spectrum,42 viscosity measurements,43,44 and 

turbidity titrations.45,46 Otherwise, the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, instead of the 

solubility parameter, may be determined using membrane osmometry and quartz crystal 

microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D).47 

Two common solubility parameters used to calculate  are the Hildebrand and total 

Hansen solubility parameter. The Hildebrand solubility parameter condenses all structural 

information into one representative value.48 This reduced dimensionality makes 

experimental determination and group contribution calculations simpler but can 

misidentify solubility due to differences in polarity or hydrogen bonding affinity.48 To 

improve upon these short comings, the Hansen solubility parameters δh, δp, and δd, which 

account for the hydrogen bonding, polarity, and dispersion forces, respectively,49 were 

developed. These parameters can also be combined to calculate a total Hansen solubility 

parameter (δt).
50 

Herein, we report the determination of PTMA’s solubility parameter for the first 

time. This is accomplished by comparing the solubility behavior of poly(2,2,6,6-

tetramethyl-4-piperidyl methacrylate) (PTMPM, which is PTMA’s precursor), PTMA 

with two different oxidation levels, and oxidized PTMA (poly(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-

oxoammonium tetrafluoroborate methacrylate, or PTMA+). These four macromolecules 

are analyzed using solubility spectrums, group contribution methods, and turbidity 
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titrations. Using the measured solubility parameters, we suggest non-dissolving and 

dissolving solvents that may be used either for ORB operation or for solution-processing, 

respectively. 

 

2.2. Experimental  

2.2.1. Materials 

The following materials were received from Sigma Aldrich and used without 

further purification: 2-phenol-2-propyl benzodithioate (CTA), toluene, tetrahydrofuran 

(THF), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), 4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl 

(4-OH-TEMPO), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, 1.25 dL/g inherent viscosity), 

acetonitrile, N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), meta-chloroperoxybenzoic acid (mCPBA, 

77 %), propylene carbonate (PC), sodium tungstate dihydrate (Na2WO4 2H2O), 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt dihydrate (Na2EDTA 2H2O), 

tetrafluoroboric acid solution (48 wt%), decane, dodecane, xylenes, dimethylacetamide, 

acetonitrile, 1,2-propanediol, ethanol, and dimethyl sulfoxide. 2,2′-azobis(2-

methylpropionitrile) (AIBN) was received from Sigma Aldrich and was recrystallized 

from ethanol before use. The following materials were received from VWR BDH 

Chemicals and used without any further purification: hexanes, chloroform, 

dichloromethane (DCM), acetone, hydrogen peroxide solution (30 wt%), methanol, 

diethyl ether, ethyl acetate, and isopropyl alcohol. 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidyl 

methacrylate (TMPM) was received from TCI America and used without purification. 

NaClO CP-722 Solution (~12 wt%) was used as received from CANI Inc. Triethylamine 
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was used as received from Acros Organics. Ultrapure water (water) was collected from a 

Milli-Q® water purification system (18 MΩ·cm). Super P® Carbon Black (Super P) was 

purchased from TIMCAL Graphite & Carbon. Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF, MW = 

600,000 g∙mol-1) was purchased from MTI Corporation. Lithium metal and 2-butoxyethyl 

acetate (BCA) were purchased from Alfa-Aesar. 

2.2.2. Synthesis of PTMPM 

Following the protocol previously published by Rostro et al., PTMA was 

synthesized using a RAFT polymerization method.51 In brief, in a 250-mL Schlenk flask 

10.0 g (44 mmol) of TMPM, 30 mg of AIBN (0.18 mmol), 40 mg (0.13 mmol) of CTA, 

and 20 mL of toluene were combined in an argon atmosphere glovebox. Resulting in a 

monomer : initiator : CTA molar ratio of 330 : 1.4 : 1. The flask was then sealed and 

transferred out of the glovebox, heated to 75°C, and left to react for 12 hrs. The reaction 

was then cooled to room temperature and exposed to ambient air to terminate the reaction. 

The reaction solution was then precipitated in hexanes and the resulting polymer, 

poly(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidyl methacrylate) with CTA end groups (or PTMPM-

CTA), was collected via vacuum filtration and vacuum dried overnight. 

The CTA end group was removed by reacting 2.50 g (11 mmol of repeat unit) 

PTMPM-CTA with an excess of AIBN (2.50 g, 15 mmol) in 50 mL of toluene at 75 °C 

for 12 hrs. The reaction was then cooled to room temperature and exposed to ambient air 

to terminate the reaction. The reaction solution was precipitated in hexanes and the 

resulting white polymer, poly(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidyl methacrylate) (PTMPM), 
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was collected via vacuum filtration and vacuum dried overnight. PTMPM was oxidized 

using mCPBA and H2O2 as previously described.21,24,51 

2.2.3. Synthesis of PTMA-mCPBA 

For mCPBA oxidation, a solution consisting of 3.06 g (17 mmol) of mCPBA 

dissolved in DCM (15 mL) was added dropwise to a solution of 1.50 g (7 mmol of repeat 

unit) of PTMPM in DCM (15 mL).24 The reaction was carried out at ambient conditions 

for 3 hours, after which the reaction solution was washed with water and saturated sodium 

bicarbonate solution, and then dried over sodium sulfate.24 The filtrate was collected after 

gravity filtration and precipitated in hexanes. Finally, the resulting orange solid (PTMA-

mCPBA) was vacuum dried overnight. 

2.2.4. Synthesis of PTMA-H2O2 

For H2O2 oxidation, 0.60 g (3 mmol) of PTMPM, 219 mg (0.7 mmol) of Na2WO4 

2H2O, 116 mg (0.3 mmol) of Na2EDTA 2H2O, and 30 mL of methanol were added to a 

150-mL round-bottom flask with a condenser.21 The solution was stirred at 60 °C for 5 

min, followed by the dropwise addition of 3 mL of 30 wt% aqueous H2O2 solution.21 The 

mixture was further reacted at 60 °C for 24 h. The solid precipitate was dissolved in DCM 

and washed with water (three times).21 The solution was concentrated under reduced 

vacuum and precipitated in cold hexanes. The orange solid (PTMA-H2O2) was collected 

via vacuum filtered and vacuum dried overnight. 

2.2.5. Synthesis of PTMA+ 

Poly(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-oxoammonium tetrafluoroborate methacrylate) (here 

called “PTMA+”) was synthesized following previous reports.52-54 In brief, 1.50 g (6.2 
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mmol of repeat unit) of PTMA-mCPBA was combined with 3.5 mL of water in a 25 mL-

round bottom flask. Once mixed, 0.8 mL of tetrafluoroboric acid solution was added 

dropwise under ambient conditions. The reaction mixture was then cooled to 0 °C. After 

cooling, 1.6 mL of NaClO solution (~12 wt%) was added dropwise. The reaction was left 

to react at 0 °C for an additional hour. Finally, the reaction mixture was washed with ice-

cold water three times, followed by vacuum filtration to collect the polymer precipitate. 

The collected yellow polymer (PTMA+) was dried under vacuum overnight. 

2.2.6. Characterization 

After synthesis, all polymers were characterized within 40 days. For NMR, 10 mg 

of the polymer, PTMPM-CTA or PTMPM, was dissolved in 1 mL of deuterated DCM and 

a 400 MHz Bruker NMR was used to collect the 1H-NMR spectra. For UV-vis 

spectroscopy, 5-10 mg of each polymer, PTMPM-CTA or PTMPM, were dissolved in 1 

mL of chloroform with spectra collected in 1 nm increments from 800 to 300 nm using a 

Hitachi U-4100 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (341-F). Pure CTA (1.8 mg/mL in 

chloroform) was used as a control to determine whether the end group was successfully 

removed. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was performed on a TOSOH EcoSEC 

(HLC-8320GPC) with UV (254 nm) and RI detectors at 40 °C with THF as the eluent with 

a flow rate of 0.35 mL min-1. The SEC sample was prepared by dissolving 5 mg of PTMA-

mCPBA or PTMA-H2O2 in 1.5 mL of THF. The molecular weights were calculated using 

a calibration curve based on polystyrene standards. The SEC columns were TSKgel 

SuperHM-M and TSKgel SuperH-RC. EPR was performed on a Bruker Elexsys at room 

temperature. A reference solution of 1 mM of 4-OH-TEMPO and 1 mM of polymer repeat 
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unit (PTMPM, PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+) were prepared in 

chloroform. 

Following a previous report by Aqil et al., UV-vis spectroscopy was utilized to 

generate a calibration curve by varying the concentration of the standard, 4-OH-TEMPO, 

from 0.01 to 0.04 M in chloroform.55 The PTMA sample was prepared at a concentration 

of 0.03 M (repeat unit basis) in chloroform. The oxidation percentage of the PTMA sample 

was calculated using the standard calibration curve at 462 nm. 

Attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra were 

recorded for powder samples of the polymers using a Shimadzu Corp. IR Prestige 21 

system and analyzed using IRsolution v. 1.40 software. All spectra were normalized to the 

C=O stretching vibration, which is attributed to the ester linkages in the side chain, (~1750 

cm-1). Finally, XPS spectra were collected on powder samples of the polymers (unless 

otherwise stated) using an Omicron XPS with an Argus detector using a monochromated 

Mg X-ray source (hm = 1253.6 eV). Survey scans were performed with an analyzer pass 

energy of 150 – 1150 eV (1.0 eV steps, 50 ms dwell time). High-resolution scans of 

nitrogen (N 1s), chlorine (Cl 2p), and fluorine (F 1s) were collected with a pass energy of 

150 eV (0.05 eV steps, 200 ms dwell time). All spectra were calibrated using the C 1s 

photoemission peak (sp2‐hybridized carbons) at 284.5 eV. Curve fitting of N 1s spectra 

was conducted using a Gaussian‐Lorentzian peak shape after a Shirley‐type background 

correction and the FWHM of the deconvoluted peaks was constrained. XPS for PTMA-

mCPBA was collected on a spin coated thin film on ITO-coated glass. 

2.2.7. Solvent Spectrum 
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The solvent spectrums were prepared by making solutions with a concentration of 

25 mg∙mL-1 for each polymer in solvents of increasing δ value. The solvents used were 

decane, hexane, triethylamine, diethyl ether, dodecane, xylene, toluene, ethyl acetate, 

THF, chloroform, DCM, acetone, dimethylacetamide, NMP, isopropyl alcohol, 

acetonitrile, dimethylformamide, 1,2-propanediol, ethanol, PC, methanol, dimethyl 

sulfoxide, and water to vary the δ value from 13.5 MPa1/2 (decane) to 47.9 MPa1/2 (water). 

The solutions were then classified as soluble if the powder completely dissolved and 

insoluble if the polymer did not dissolve in solution or formed a gel. The δpolymer was 

calculated by averaging the δ values for the solvents in which the polymer was soluble. 

This approach was used to estimate the Hildebrand and Hansen solubility parameters. The 

calculated Hansen solubility parameters were used as the center point and the radius of the 

Hansen solubility sphere was determined by drawing a circle in the δh vs. δp projection to 

enclose as many dissolving solvents as possible, while excluding non-dissolving solvents. 

2.2.8. Group Contribution 

The Hoy and Fedors group contribution methods were utilized to estimate the 

Hildebrand solubility parameter of PTMPM, PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and 

PTMA+.40,42 The three Hansen parameters (δd, δh, and δp) and the total Hansen solubility 

parameter (δt) were estimated for all four polymers using the group contribution values 

presented by Meusberger.41 

2.2.9. Turbidity Titrations 

A solution of polymer dissolved in solvent (THF, chloroform, DCM, acetone, 

NMP, or DMF) was prepared at a concentration of 30 mg∙mL-1. Two separate titrations 
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were performed for each polymer solution. A solvent of higher solubility parameter, 

dimethyl sulfoxide, and separately a solvent of lower solubility parameter, decane (for 

PTMPM) or diethyl ether (for PTMA-mCPBA and PTMA-H2O2), were slowly added and 

the volume fraction at the turbid point was recorded for both. Using the Hildebrand 

solubility parameters of the higher and lower solvents, and volume fraction at the turbid 

points for both titrations, the theoretical Hildebrand solubility parameter of the polymer 

(δ2’) was then calculated using Equation 2.2,  

𝛿2′ =
(𝑉𝑚𝑙

1/2
𝛿𝑚𝑙 + 𝑉𝑚ℎ

1/2
𝛿𝑚ℎ)

(𝑉𝑚𝑙
1/2

+ 𝑉𝑚ℎ
1/2
)

 

Equation 2.2 

 

where 𝑉𝑚𝑙 𝑜𝑟 𝑚ℎ = 𝑉𝑑𝑠𝑉𝑛𝑑𝑠/(θ𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑉𝑑𝑠 + θ𝑑𝑠𝑉𝑛𝑑𝑠) and 𝛿𝑚𝑙 𝑜𝑟 𝑚ℎ = θ𝑑𝑠𝛿𝑑𝑠 + θ𝑛𝑑𝑠𝛿𝑛𝑑𝑠 

estimate the mixed solvent molar volume (Vm) and Hildebrand solubility parameter (δm), 

respectively. V is the molar volume (cm3 mol-1) and θ is the volume fraction of the 

dissolving solvents (ds) or non-dissolving (nds) solvents at the turbid point, respectively, 

for both higher (h) and lower (l) solubility parameter solvents. Each titration was repeated 

three times to determine the error using standard error propagation. 

The turbidity after every non-dissolving solvent addition was calculated using 

Equation 2.3, where the % transmittance at 750 nm was obtained via UV-vis 

spectroscopy. 750 nm was chosen for analysis because it represents a non-absorbing 

wavelength common for all three polymers. The turbid point was determined as the 

addition which resulted in a significant increase in turbidity. 
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𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 = − ln
𝐼𝑇
𝐼0

 

Equation 2.3 

 

2.2.10. Electrochemical Testing 

PTMA-mCPBA based composite electrodes were fabricated using the PMMA or 

PVDF polymer binder, conductive additive (Super P), and processing solvent. The 

electrode slurry was prepared by grinding Super P (60 wt%), PTMA-mCPBA (30 wt%), 

and PMMA (10 wt%) in BCA with a mortar and pestle. Using the same preparation 

method control electrodes were fabricated with a composition Super P (60 wt%), PTMA-

mCPBA (30 wt%), and PVDF (10 wt%) in NMP. The slurries were doctor-bladed onto 

aluminum foil with a blade thickness of 200 μm using an automated film applicator 

(Elcometer 4340 Automatic applicator). The electrodes were dried at r.t. for 24 hrs and 

40°C under ambient pressure for two days before drying under vacuum at 40°C for 24 h. 

After drying, 16 mm diameter electrodes were cut for use. Electrode thickness was 

determined after drying using a utilized TESA μ-HITE instrument. The mass loading and 

thickness of the resulting electrodes were 0.66 mg·cm2 and 10.2 μm, respectively. 

The electrodes were used as working electrodes in a half-cell with a lithium metal 

foil reference/counter electrode, Celgard separator, and 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC (1/1, v/v) 

electrolyte. Cyclic voltammetry (50 cycles at 10 mV·s-1) and galvanostatic charge-

discharge (5 cycles each at 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 C followed by 10 cycles at 1 C) were 

performed using a Solartron Electrochemical Interface 1287 potentiostat/galvanostat. All 

cells were assembled in an argon-filled glovebox. 
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2.3. Results and Discussion 

2.3.1. Synthesis of PTMPM, PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+. 

PTMPM was synthesized using a reversible addition–fragmentation chain transfer 

(RAFT) polymerization method (Figure S2.1 – Figure S2.2) as reported by Rostro et al.51 

RAFT polymerization resulted in PTMPM with chain-transfer agent (CTA) end groups 

(PTMPM-CTA) that were removed prior to oxidation.51 Figure S2.3 – Figure S2.4 show 

1H-NMR and UV-vis spectra before and after CTA end group removal (PTMPM-CTA 

and PTMPM, respectively). UV-vis spectra showed a decrease in the shoulder associated 

with the CTA end groups (between 300 and 400 nm), and 1H-NMR spectra showed that 

peaks associated with the CTA end groups (between 7 and 7.5 ppm) disappeared. The 

changes in UV-vis and NMR spectra confirmed the successful removal of the CTA end 

groups to produce PTMPM. 

After removing the CTA end groups, the PTMPM precursor was oxidized with 

either meta-chloroperoxybenzoic acid (mCPBA) or hydrogen peroxide in the presence of 

catalytic sodium tungstate (H2O2/Na2WO4), resulting in PTMA-mCPBA and PTMA-

H2O2, respectively.19,21,25 From size exclusion chromatography (SEC) the molar mass (Mn) 

of PTMA-mCPBA was 66 kDa with a dispersity of 2.2, whereas the Mn of PTMA-H2O2 

was 67 kDa with a dispersity of 1.7. Additionally, PTMA-mCPBA was oxidized to 

produce the oxoammonium cation using tetrafluoroboric acid and sodium hypochlorite 

solutions, resulting in a polymer here called “PTMA+”.52-54 
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The radical loadings of PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2 and PTMA+ were quantified 

utilizing UV-vis spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and electron 

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, summarized in Figure S2.5 – Figure S2.7 

and Table S2.2. The average radical loadings for PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and 

PTMA+ were 62 %, 69 %, and 45 %, respectively. 

Macromolecular nitroxide radicals will possess a combination of amine, nitroxide 

radical, and oxoammonium cation groups depending on synthesis and oxidation method.19 

XPS was used to determine the elemental composition of each polymer, as well as the 

distribution of these functional groups, Figure S2.6 d - Figure S2.7 and Table S2.3. The 

survey scans indicate that all polymers contained similar amounts of carbon, oxygen, and 

nitrogen. Additionally, high resolution Cl 2p and F 1s scans confirmed that the counter 

anion for PTMA-mCPBA was the chlorine-containing ion conjugate base of mCPBA,56 

whereas the counter anion for PTMA+ was tetrafluoroborate, confirmed by the respective 

appearances of chlorine and fluorine signatures.52,53 Deconvolution of the high resolution 

N 1s scan was used to determine the fractions of amine (~399.8 eV), nitroxide radical 

(~401.3 eV), and oxoammonium cation (~405.6 eV) functionalities for the polymers 

studied.56 PTMPM, as expected, consisted entirely of amine functional groups, whereas 

PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+ bore different fractions of all three functional 

groups (Figure 2.1 and Table S2.3). 
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Figure 2.1. Distribution of functional groups for the polymers studied. 

 

 

2.3.2. Solubility Spectrum. 

We first examined the polymers’ solubility parameters using a solvent or solubility 

spectrum. Here, the solubility spectrums for PTMPM, PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and 

PTMA+ were prepared at 25 mg∙mL-1 for a variety of solvents, Figure S2.8. The resulting 

mixtures were classified as “soluble” if the polymer dissolved completely or “insoluble” 

if the polymer formed a polymer precipitate or gel. Figure 2.2 shows a subset of the 

solubility spectrums for PTMPM, PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+ in the 

solvents utilized for later for turbidity titrations. 
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Figure 2.2. Dissolving (green) and non-dissolving (red) solvents used for turbidity 

titrations. No turbidity titrations were performed for PTMA+ because of its insolubility in 

the investigated solvents.  

 

 

In general, PTMPM exhibited solubility in more solvents than PTMA-mCPBA, 

PTMA-H2O2, or PTMA+. This difference in solubility was especially evident for solvents 

with strong hydrogen bonding affinity, such as isopropyl alcohol, 1,2-propanediol, 

ethanol, and methanol (Figure S2.8), where PTMPM exhibited enhanced solubility. 

However, none of the polymers studied (including PTMPM) were water-soluble, which is 

in good agreement with previous work.57 The solubility of PTMPM in these strong 

hydrogen bonding affinity solvents is attributed to the hydrogen bonding capability of the 
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amine of the 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine pendant group. Additionally, PTMA+ was 

insoluble in all the solvents examined in this work. 

Using the results from the solubility spectrum, both the Hildebrand and Hansen 

solubility parameters for PTMPM, PTMA-mCPBA, and PTMA-H2O2 were determined by 

averaging the solubility parameters of the solvents classified as “soluble” in Figure S2.8. 

The Hildebrand solubility parameter values were 21.7 MPa1/2, 21.5 MPa1/2, and 21.5 

MPa1/2 for PTMPM, PTMA-mCPBA, and PTMA-H2O2, respectively. The solubility 

parameter for PTMA+ could not be determined because it was insoluble in all the solvents 

utilized. The Hildebrand solubility parameter condenses all structural information related 

to polymer solubility into one parameter and showed little variation among PTMPM, 

PTMA-mCPBA, and PTMA-H2O2, whereas PTMPM and PTMA (regardless of oxidation 

method) exhibited differences in solubility. Altogether, the Hildebrand solubility 

parameter failed to capture the true solution behavior of the polymers. 

Instead, we found that the Hansen solubility parameters captured the polymers’ 

solution behavior more descriptively. Table 2.1 summarizes δh, δp, and δd for PTMPM, 

PTMA-mCPBA, and PTMA-H2O2, and Figure 2.3 shows the corresponding surface 

projections (gray circles). The strongest indicator of each polymer’s solubility was δh. For 

example, PTMPM bears a higher δh than PTMA, which supports the increased solubility 

of PTMPM in strong hydrogen bonding affinity (higher δh) solvents. The radii of the 

Hansen solubility spheres were also considered and found to be 10.5 MPa1/2, 8.5 MPa1/2, 

8.5 MPa1/2, and 4.0 MPa1/2 for PTMPM, PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+, 

respectively. Due to the insolubility of PTMA+, the radius of the Hansen solubility sphere 
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was determined by using the largest possible radius that excluded the insoluble points. 

PTMPM exhibits a larger solubility radius than PTMA, meaning that PTMPM dissolves 

in a wider range of solvents. PTMA+ exhibits the smallest solubility sphere, suggesting it 

is soluble in very few solvents. This is confirmed in Figure S2.8, in which PTMA+ was 

insoluble in each of the 23 solvents investigated.  
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Table 2.1. A summary of the measured and calculated solubility parameters for PTMPM, 

PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, PTMA+, PMMA. 

 Solubility Parameter (MPa1/2) 

Method 
PMMA

a 

PTMP

M 

PTMA

-mCPBA 

PTMA

-H2O2 

PTMA
+ 

Solubility Spectrum 

Hildebran

d 
δ 19.4 21.7 21.5 21.5 NAb 

Hansen 

δd 18.6 16.8 17.2 17.2 NAb 

δp 10.5 7.5 9.6 9.6 NAb 

δh 7.5 9.7 6.8 6.8 NAb 

δt 22.6 20.8 20.8 20.8 NAb 

R 11.1 10.5 8.5 8.5 4.0 

Group Contribution 

Hildebran

d 
Hoy 18.0 18.8 19.4 19.6 19.5 

Hildebran

d 

Fedor

s 
20.3 18.8 20.5 21.0 21.0 

Hansen 

δd 17.5 20.5 19.4 21.1 21.3 

δp 5.7 2.9 3.4 3.6 3.6 

δh 7.8 7.2 10.7 11.5 11.6 

δt 22.7 22.0 23.9 24.3 24.5 

New Group Contribution (from experimental input) 

Hildebran

d 
Hoy NA NA 20.8 21.6 21.3 

Hildebran

d 

Fedor

s 
NA NA 21.1 21.7 21.7 

Hansen 

δd NA NA 20.3 20.6 20.1 

δp NA NA 4.7 4.7 5.4 

δh NA NA 7.5 7.7 7.6 

δt NA NA 22.1 22.5 22.1 

Turbidity 

Hildebran

d 
δ 20.5 24.2 21.1 21.7 NAb 

Average Hildebrand 

 19.6 ± 

1.1 

20.9 ± 

2.6 

20.6 ± 

0.9 

21.0 ± 

0.9 

20.3 ± 

1.1 
aData on PMMA are from ref. 42,58,59 

bUnable to determine due to the insoluble nature 
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Figure 2.3. The solubility surface projections of the Hansen solubility parameters for 

PTMPM, PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+. Values obtained from both the 

group contribution and solubility spectrums are used as sphere centers (except PTMA+ 

which could not be estimated with solubility spectrum due to insolubility). The 3D 

solubility sphere is presented in Figure S12. Water is off the scale of the graphs due a large 

δh value of 42.4 MPa1/2. 
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From Figure 2.3, we determined that the δh vs. δp plot most effectively 

distinguished dissolving and non-dissolving solvents for the studied polymers. This was 

concluded because for the three polymers, the δh vs. δp plot exhibited the lowest error for 

non-dissolving solvents enclosed in the solubility radius. In addition to δh
 indicating 

solvent compatibility, δh also showed the most variation for the three polymers. These 

results indicate that Hansen solubility parameters are more accurate than Hildebrand 

solubility for distinguishing macromolecular radical solubility behavior, consistent with 

past findings for other polymers.60 From these results, we conclude that the major 

contributing factor to macromolecular radical solubility is hydrogen bonding interactions 

with the solvent. 

2.3.3. Group Contribution. 

In addition to experimental methods, group contribution calculations provide 

another method to estimate the solubility parameters of polymers. Here, the Hildebrand 

and Hansen solubility parameters of PTMPM (Figure S2.9), PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-

H2O2, and PTMA+ were determined utilizing three group contribution methods (Hoy, 

Fedors, and Hansen). There are no published group contributions for the nitroxide radical 

(N-O•) and oxoammonium cation (+N=O) groups, so we applied an estimate using a 

tertiary amine with a hydroxyl group (N-OH) and an amine with a double-bonded oxygen 

(-N=O), respectively (Figure S2.10 – Figure S2.11). Additionally, PTMA-mCPBA, 

PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+ are tri-copolymers (Figure 2.1), so the fraction of each 

functional group was used in the group contribution calculations as a weighted average 

(Table S2.4).61 
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Table 2.1 summarizes the Hoy and Fedors methods estimates of the Hildebrand 

solubility parameter for PTPMP, PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+. For PTMA-

mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+, the estimated Hildebrand solubility parameters from 

the Hoy method was smaller than those from the Fedors method; a similar difference has 

been observed elsewhere for poly(methyl methacrylate) and polystyrene.42,62 However, 

for PTMPM, these estimated values were equal, which has also been seen previously for 

a polystyrene derivative.62  

Hansen solubility parameters (δh, δp, and δd) were also estimated via group 

contribution for the four polymers, Table 2.1. The group contribution estimation of the 

nitroxide and oxoammonium cation groups led to an overestimate of the hydrogen bonding 

parameter (δh) and the dispersion parameter (δd), but underestimated the polarity 

parameter (δp), compared to the results from the experimental solubility spectrum. Figure 

2.3. The solubility surface projections of the Hansen solubility parameters for PTMPM, 

PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+. Values obtained from both the group 

contribution and solubility spectrums are used as sphere centers (except PTMA+ which 

could not be estimated with solubility spectrum due to insolubility). The 3D solubility 

sphere is presented in Figure S12. Water is off the scale of the graphs due a large δh value 

of 42.4 MPa1/2. plots the solubility projections (in blue) based on these calculated Hansen 

solubility parameters, while assuming a radius identical to that found from the solubility 

spectrum. 

The solubility parameters calculated from group contribution for PTMA+ are most 

similar to PTMA-H2O2, thus suggesting that both polymers would exhibit similar solution 
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behavior. However, PTMA+ was insoluble in all the solvents used for the solubility 

spectrum. By comparison the Hansen solubility sphere radius of 4 MPa1/2 for 

PTMA+(Figure 2.3) was significantly smaller than the PTMPM or PTMA.  

2.3.4. Turbidity Titrations. 

For a more accurate experimental description for the polymer’s solubility 

parameter, we next applied turbidity titrations.45,46,62 In this method, a non-dissolving 

solvent is titrated into a polymer in a dissolving solvent while monitoring the turbidity 

using UV-vis spectroscopy. Each polymer was dissolved in six different dissolving 

solvents, with varying solubility parameters, Figure 2.4 and Figure S2.13 – Figure S2.17. 

For each dissolving solvent, two separate titrations were performed: a titration using a 

non-dissolving solvent of (1) higher solubility parameter and (2) lower solubility 

parameter. Decane was selected as the non-dissolving solvent with a lower solubility 

parameter for PTMPM, while diethyl ether (ether) was used for PTMA-mCPBA and 

PTMA-H2O2. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was selected as the non-dissolving solvent 

with a higher solubility parameter for all three polymers.  

Figure 2.4 shows representative UV-vis spectra and turbidities for PTMPM, 

PTMA-mCPBA, and PTMA-H2O2 dissolved in acetone. The turbid point of each of these 

titrations is indicated by a black colored point (and spectra). For all polymers, the peaks 

in the spectra between 300 and 350 nm are associated with the addition of the non-

dissolving solvent. For PTMA-mCPBA and PTMA-H2O2, the characteristic absorbance at 

ca. 460 nm is associated with the TEMPO radical.35 The turbid points for PTMPM 

occurred at 57 v% decane and 60 v% DMSO; PTMA-mCPBA solutions became turbid at 
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59 v% ether and 82 v% DMSO; and PTMA-H2O2 solutions became turbid at 83 v% ether 

and 80 v% DMSO. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Representative UV-vis spectra for the turbidity titrations of PTMPM, PTMA-

mCPBA, and PTMA-H2O2 dissolved in acetone. The turbid point is indicated by a black 

spectra and corresponding black point in the turbidity plot. θ is the volume fraction of the 

subscripted solvent. 
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The volume fraction of non-dissolving solvent at the turbid point was used to 

calculate the theoretical polymer solubility parameter (δ2
’), Figure 2.5 and Table S2.5 – 

Table S2.7. δ2
’ values were used to determine a line of best fit, and the intersection of that 

line with δ2 = δ1 was taken as the polymer’s solubility parameter. As a result, the 

Hildebrand solubility parameters were 24.2 MPa1/2 for PTMPM, 21.1 MPa1/2 for PTMA-

mCPBA, and 21.7 MPa1/2 for PTMA-H2O2 (Table 2.1). An example calculation for 

PTMA-mCPBA in acetone is shown in Figure S2.18. Of the solvents examined in this 

work, the ones with the most similar solubility parameters are acetonitrile for PTMPM, 

acetone for PTMA-mCPBA, and dimethylformamide for PTMA-H2O2.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. δ2
’ values for a) PTMPM, b) PTMA-mCPBA, and c) PTMA-H2O2 plotted 

against the dissolving solvent used for the titration. The intersection of the line of best fit 

with δ2 = δ1 provides an estimate of the polymer’s solubility parameter. Error bars were 

calculated using standard error propagation. 
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2.3.5. Calculation of Nitroxide and Oxoammonium Group Contribution Values. 

Using the estimated values of the Hildebrand parameter from the turbidity 

titrations and the estimated Hansen solubility parameter values from the solubility 

spectrum, the group contribution values of the nitroxide group (N-O•) and the 

oxoammonium cation (+N=O) were estimated. Here we chose to use the Hildebrand 

parameter determined from turbidity titrations due to improved sensitivity compared to 

the solubility spectrum, whereas the solubility spectrum must be used for the Hansen 

parameters. 

For the nitroxide radical the molar volume contribution was assumed to match that 

of -N-O, or 19.0 cm3∙mol-1 for the Hoy method and -5.2 cm3∙mol-1 for the Fedors method, 

whereas the oxoammonium cation group molar volume contribution was assumed to 

match that of -N=O, or 18.9 cm3∙mol-1 for the Hoy method and 8.8 cm3∙mol-1 for the 

Fedors method. The resulting group contribution values for both groups are summarized 

in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2. The estimated group contribution values of the nitroxide radical group (N-O•) 

and the oxoammonium cation (+N=O) for the Hoy, Fedors, and Hansen methods. Details 

of the calculations and an example are in the Supplementary Information. 

 Hoy Method 
Fedors 

Method 
Hansen Method 

Group 
F 

(J1/2∙cm3/2∙mol-1) 

U 

(kJ∙mol-1) 

Fd 

(J1/2∙cm3/2∙mol-

1) 

Fp 

(J1/2∙cm3/2∙mol-

1) 

Uh 

(J∙mol-

1) 

 
1410.0 39.7 10 801 5000 

 
654.5 17.0 -409 1377 0 

 

 

For the Hoy method, the nitroxide radical value is similar to a urethane group (-

OCONH-) with a value of 1261.9 J1/2∙cm3/2∙mol-1, whereas the value for the 

oxoammonium cation is similar to an ether (-O-), or 235.2 J1/2∙cm3/2∙mol-1.42 For the Fedors 

method, the nitroxide radical value is similar to a substituted urea (-NHCON<) with a 

value of 41.9 kJ∙mol-1, while the oxoammonium cation estimate is similar to an O-

hydroxylamine or 19.1 kJ∙mol-1.42 

Using the estimated values of the Hansen solubility parameters from the 

solubility spectrum, the Fd, Fp, and Uh group contribution values of the nitroxide group 

(N-O•) and the oxoammonium cation (+N=O) were estimated. For the nitroxide group 

estimate, the molar volume was assumed to match -N-O or -5.1 cm3∙mol-1, whereas the 

oxoammonium cation group molar volume was assumed to match -N=O or 7.8 cm3∙mol-

1. The resulting dispersion, polarity, and hydrogen bonding group contribution values are 

summarized in Table 2.2. 
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Using the group contribution values determined above, new solubility parameter 

values were predicted for PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+ using the Hoy, 

Fedors, and Hansen methods. These predicted Hansen solubility parameter values are 

indicated with a star in Figure 2.3. 

2.3.6. Predictions Using the New Group Contribution Values and Applications of 

PTMA’s Solubility Parameter. 

Using the group contribution values determined above for the nitroxide radical, we 

predicted the hydrogen bonding and dispersion Hansen solubility parameters for other 

nitroxide-based macromolecular radicals, Figure 2.6 a. The macromolecular radicals 

considered were poly(TEMPO norbornene) (PTNB), poly (TEMPO acrylamide) (PTAm), 

poly (TEMPO vinyl ether) (PTVE), and poly (TEMPO ethylene oxide) (PTEO), assuming 

100% radical functionalization, Table S2.8. However, 100% radical functionalization is 

rarely achieved in practice. These other macromolecular radicals had larger δh and δd 

values, as well as smaller δp values, than PTMA-H2O2 and PTMA-mCPBA. Specifically, 

the δh value of PTAm was the smallest, whereas PTNB had the largest δh value of the 

considered macromolecular radicals. Due to the large δh values, we would expect PTNB 

to dissolve in solvents of higher hydrogen bonding affinity as shown by Suga et al. in ethyl 

lactate (δh.= 12.5 MPa1/2).63 
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Figure 2.6. Hydrogen bonding and polar Hansen parameters for a) PTMPM (blue), 

PTMA-mCPBA (red), PTMA-H2O2 (same as PTMA-mCPBA here), PTMA+ (green), for 

other macromolecular radicals as predicted in Table S8 (orange), and for other commodity 

polymers. Hanson parameters for b) Conductive additives and polymer binders compared 

to PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+ and for c) 2-butoxyethyl acetate (BCA), 

which was the predicted “optimal” solvent for processing the proposed PTMA composite 

electrode with Super P and PMMA. Cyclic voltammetry at 10 mV∙s-1 for a two-electrode 

lithium metal half-cell of a PTMA composite electrode containing d) the predicted PMMA 

binder and e) the control PVDF binder. f) The galvanostatic charge-discharge rate 

performance for the electrodes containing the predicted and control binders. The 

electrolyte was 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC (1/1, v/v) and the counter and reference electrodes 

were lithium metal. 

 

 

In addition to predicting the solubility parameters of other macromolecular 

radicals, the solubility parameters for PTMA and PTMA+ were also used to evaluate 

common conductive additives, polymer binder, and processing solvents for the fabrication 

of homogenous PTMA-based composite electrodes, Figure 2.6 b. Here, we considered 
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the Hansen solubility parameters for single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs),37,64,65 

multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs),66,67 graphene,68 Ti3C2Tx MXene 

nanosheets,64,69 fullerene (C60),64,70 Super P carbon black,38 graphene oxide (GO),64 and 

reduced graphene oxide (rGO) as conductive additives64 and PVDF,71 PTFE,42 and 

PMMA as binder polymers.72,73 Most of these have been used as additives in PTMA 

cathodes previously.11,18,25,29,30,32,33,35,74-77 For the best interactions among components, the 

Hansen parameters should be similar (or have overlapping solubility spheres) to result in 

an increased cohesion among all the components and to promote the formation of a 

percolating network of conductive additives.37,50  

From these considerations, the conductive additives with similar Hansen solubility 

parameters to both PTMA and PTMA+ were SWCNTs, MWCNTs, rGO, and Super P. 

Additionally, the binder polymer with Hansen solubility parameters most similar to 

PTMA, PTMA+, and Super P was PMMA, which has not yet been tested in PTMA-based 

electrodes. Finally, the projections of the three components (PTMA, Super P, and PMMA) 

were considered to identify a casting solvent with favorable interactions for all the 

components, Figure 2.6 c. By examination of the overlapping areas, we identified 2-

butoxyethyl acetate (BCA) as a possible solvent for electrode fabrication. BCA has been 

previously used to fabricate electrodes with PMMA but not with PTMA or a composite of 

all three.78,79 The resulting electrodes exhibited a characteristic quasi-reversible redox 

couple at 3.63 V vs. Li/Li+ that is associated with PTMA. There was an increase in peak 

current for the predicted electrode and a decrease in peak current for the control electrode 

(containing PVDF and processed using NMP) over the 50 cyclic voltammetry cycles, 
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Figure 2.6 d-e. Finally, the control electrode exhibited a lower initial capacity of 28.5 

mA∙h∙g-1 with 92% capacity retention after 35 cycles, whereas the predicted electrode 

exhibited an initial capacity of 54.9 mA∙h∙g-1 with 89% capacity retention after 35 cycles, 

Figure 2.6 f. These results confirm the importance of selecting appropriate additives and 

casting solvents for electrode processing. 

Finally, we used the measured PTMA Hansen solubility parameters to recommend 

a non-dissolving electrolyte solvent. This work has so far identified that the hydrogen 

bonding Hansen solubility parameter (δh) is the largest factor impacting the dissolution of 

PTMA into the electrolyte. For example, many of the linear and cyclic carbonates 

currently used as electrolytes have δh values similar to that of PTMA (between 4.1 MPa1/2 

to 6.1 MPa1/2 vs 6.8 MPa1/2, respectively), so it is not surprising that dissolution has been 

a long-standing issue. Figure 2.6 f is one such example, in which capacity fade gradually 

occurred in EC/DEC solvent. However, solvents with larger δh values, such as isopropyl 

alcohol, 1,2-propanediol, ethanol, and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), do not dissolve 

PTMA, but not all of these solvents are suitable battery electrolytes. Other considerations 

include the electrolyte’s dielectric constant (ε) and electrochemical stability.34,80-82 For 

example, DMSO is predicted to be a non-dissolving solvent and has been studied as an 

electrolyte solvent in Li-O2 batteries.83,84 However, our attempts with DMSO have yielded 

no PTMA electroactivity, possibly due to a reaction of the oxoammonium cation with the 

DMSO.85 We also tested glycerol carbonate/dimethyl carbonate (DMC) electrolyte (DMC 

must be added to reduce the viscosity); however, the resulting electrochemical 

performance was still poor. These results indicate that solubility/non-solubility of the 
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electrolyte solvent are important but must be balanced with the viscosity and electrolyte 

penetration for optimal electrochemical performance. 

2.3.7. Comparison to PMMA. 

The studied polymers’ backbones are structurally similar to PMMA, so 

comparisons will provide insight into the effect of the side groups, Table 2.1. In general, 

the macromolecular radicals (and precursor PTMPM) had larger Hildebrand solubility 

parameters (by 0.7 to 1.4 MPa1/2) than PMMA, which is attributed to the added side 

groups.42,59 However, when considering the Hansen solubility parameters, both PTMA-

mCPBA and PTMA-H2O2 exhibited a decrease or a similar (depending on method of 

determination) δh compared to PMMA. This decrease or unchanged value is due to the 

lack of hydrogen bonding from the TEMPO and oxoammonium cation groups. Despite 

the decreased or similar δh values, our general observation is that the two PTMA’s are 

soluble in fewer solvents (as compared to PMMA) due to the smaller solubility sphere 

radii (8.5 MPa1/2 vs. 11.1 MPa1/2). In contrast, PTMPM was soluble in many solvents 

because of the increased δh-value attribute to the hydrogen bonding capability of the 

piperidine-based side group. In general, although PTMPM was more soluble than PTMA, 

PMMA is soluble in a greater number of solvents, due to its larger solubility sphere radii. 

2.3.8. Limitations and Assumptions. 

In this work assumptions were made that could lead to errors or limit the findings’ 

scope. Perhaps the most influential assumption was that that the oxoammonium group’s 

counter anion did not affect the solubility of the polymers. Specifically, the counter anion 

was not considered in the estimation of molar volumes for group contribution calculations. 
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Large changes in solubility have been observed for polymerized ionic liquids with various 

counterions, so similar effects could apply to this work.86 Also of note, we considered only 

a single molar mass for each polymer, but solubility is heavily dependent on molar mass. 

Specifically, Zhang et al. previously demonstrated decreased PTMA solubility as molar 

mass increased.25 

As for group contribution calculations, the contributions for the oxoammonium 

cation and nitroxide radical were not known a priori, so we approximated those groups as 

-N=O and N-OH, respectively, which was not an exact representation. Additionally, our 

method used to back-calculate the Hansen solubility group contribution values for the 

nitroxide radical and oxoammonium cation groups was limited because of the indirect 

experimental methods used. 

Finally, the insoluble nature of PTMA+ prevented experimental determination of 

the solubility parameter, which would be important because the fully oxidized form of 

PTMA is generated in energy storage and electronic applications during use. However, 

we do conclude that PTMA+ would exhibit little-to-no dissolution in current electrolyte 

solvents (i.e., acetonitrile and propylene carbonate), which is a desirable feature. 

2.3.9. Conclusions 

In summary, we determined the Hildebrand and Hansen solubility parameters of 

PTMPM, PTMA (from both mCPBA and H2O2 oxidation), and PTMA+. This work 

indicates that the Hansen solubility parameters provide more descriptive insights for the 

studied polymer’s solubility behavior. Specifically, the hydrogen bonding Hansen 

solubility parameter (δh) and the solubility sphere radii (R) provide the best prediction of 
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the polymer’s interactions with solvents and electrode additives. Furthermore, we used the 

experimentally determined Hildebrand and Hansen solubility parameters to determine 

group contribution values for the nitroxide and oxoammonium cation, which may be used 

to determine the solubility parameters of other nitroxide-based macromolecular radicals 

for the future. Finally, we used the determined solubility parameters to select electrode 

additives and casting solvents to fabricate a PTMA-based composite electrode that out-

performed a control-based electrode. 

Future studies should focus on studying the oxidized form in-depth to better 

identify potential electrolytes and on examining the effect of counter anion type on the 

solubility behavior (not considered in this work). Identification of future electrolyte 

solvents should focus on increasing the δh-value of the electrolyte solvent in addition to 

the dielectric constant to prevent dissolution and related capacity fade of PTMA from 

PTMA-based electrodes. 
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3. LAYER-BY-LAYER NANOARCHITECTONICS OF ELECTROCHEMICALLY 

ACTIVE THIN FILMS COMPRISED OF RADICAL-CONTAINING POLYMERS* 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Electroactive coatings (EACs) are thin films that contain redox-active species that 

undergo reduction and oxidation. EACs are promising for improved device performance 

in corrosion protection, actuators,88 organic electronics,89,90 and energy storage.91 In recent 

years, there has been an increased focus on developing EACs for organic energy storage 

devices, which utilize redox-active polymers as the coating material.92 There are two main 

classes of redox-active polymers used in EACs, conjugated polymers (e.g., polyaniline) 

and non-conjugated polymers (e.g., poly(TEMPO methacrylate), PTMA). The majority of 

work on EACs has centered on conjugated polymers due to the ease of their synthesis and 

deposition, but conjugated polymers can be limited in their practical capacity due to 

incomplete charge transfer and self-discharge.93 On the other hand, non-conjugated 

polymers bear near-theoretical capacities and less self-discharge.94 This is because the 

redox activity of non-conjugated polymers is based upon the reversible oxidation-

reduction of a pendant active group that bears electronic charge locally; in contrast, 

conjugated polymers accommodate charge in a delocalized fashion. 

 

* Reproduced with permissions from ref. 87. Easley, A., Shaligram, S., Echols, I., Nixon, 

K., Regen, S. & Lutkenhaus, J. L. Layer-by-Layer Nanoarchitectonics of 

Electrochemically Active Thin Films Comprised of Radical-Containing Polymers. J. 

Electrochem. Soc. (2022).. Copyright the Electrochemical Society. 
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It is desirable to broaden EACs to include non-conjugated polymers, but literature 

indicates certain challenges exist. These challenges include dissolution of the active 

material, diffusion limitations, and low areal loading.19,93 One approach demonstrated to 

prevent the dissolution of PTMA from EACs was the use of surface-initiated 

polymerization to polymerize PTMA as brushes from a conductive substrate.95 This 

method resulted in coatings up to 84 nm thick, however, the authors demonstrated that as 

thickness was increased there was a decrease in observed galvanostatic charge-discharge 

capacity.95 Another method that prevents dissolution and reduces the diffusion limitations 

in EACs was a PTMA-polystyrene copolymer that underwent self-assembly from solvent 

annealing.96 The authors demonstrated that these 80 nm thin films showed stable 

galvanostatic cycling performance at high current densities (23.7 μA/cm2), but exhibited 

self-discharge at lower current densities.96 However, both methods can lead to reduced 

processability of PTMA and a reduced areal loading of the redox-active unit (due to 

initiators for surface polymerization and comonomers). 

Non-conjugated, redox-active PTMA has been investigated in depth for organic 

energy storage devices due to PTMA’s synthetic simplicity and solution processability. 

However, PTMA and other TEMPO-containing polymers are subject to dissolution during 

operation, leading to a gradual loss of capacity. To prevent dissolution, previous work 

investigated TEMPO-containing polymers that bore a non-dissolving unit for >100 nm 

thick electrodes. For example, Tokue et al. demonstrated poly(TEMPO methacrylate -co- 

styrenesulfonyl(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide) with both TEMPO-containing repeat 

units and trifluoromethanesulfonylimide (TFSI-) anion-containing repeat units that 
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exhibited only slight capacity fade during battery operation.97 In contrast, Aqil et al. 

produced ionic liquid homopolymers with both TEMPO and imidazolium cations; 

however, these polymers also exhibited some capacity fade after battery operation.98,99 In 

our own work, we have addressed dissolution by introducing crosslinkable acrylate 

units.100 However, none of these approaches addressed thin film applications, which have 

different challenges, including substrate adhesion and conformability. 

As has been demonstrated for conjugated polymers,101-106 the layer-by-layer (LbL) 

assembly technique can produce EACs with controllable thickness, good adhesion, and 

conformal deposition. In the LbL technique, oppositely charged polymers are alternately 

deposited onto a surface of interest from aqueous solutions, building up layers of 

polycations and polyanions in a stepwise fashion.107,108 The internal structure of the film 

is often highly interdigitated, but stratified structures can be obtained as well.109-111 

Therefore, oppositely charged polymers that are soluble in water are required for strong 

electrostatic interactions to increase film stability and prevent polymer dissolution. This 

requirement presents a challenge for the LbL assembly of many non-conjugated redox 

active polymers because they are often neutral or insoluble in water. For these reasons, 

LbL assembly has not been widely investigated for non-conjugated redox active polymers, 

especially for those with TEMPO units. To the best of our knowledge, there exists only 

two reports of TEMPO-containing LbL films, where one study investigated an LbL film 

with a nitroxide-containing polyanion112 and the other study investigated the use of a 

nitroxide-containing polycation.113 However these films utilized a complementary 

polymer that was not redox active, thus diluting the radicals in the film and, therefore, the 
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electroactivity. As of yet, nitroxide-containing polycations and anions have not yet been 

assembled together or evaluated as LbL thin films 

Here, we report the synthesis and electrochemical characterization of a TEMPO-

based polycation and polyanion that are suitable to LbL assembly to produce EACs 

consisting entirely of radical-containing polyelectrolytes. First, the solution-state 

electrochemical behavior of these charged polymers is considered. The rate constants for 

electron transfer are determined from cyclic voltammetry and chronoamperometry. Then, 

the oppositely charged polymers are assessed for their ability to form LbL assemblies of 

tunable thickness and mass. The LbL mass, spectroscopic, and thickness growth profiles 

are determined using quartz crystal microbalance, UV-Vis spectroscopy, and 

profilometry, respectively. Last, we evaluate the electrochemical performance of the LbL 

thin films using cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic cycling. Overall, these results 

present an alternative method for producing TEMPO-based macromolecular radical thin 

films of tunable thickness and good adhesion. 

 

3.2. Experimental 

3.2.1. Materials 

Dimethylammonium chloride, 4-oxo-TEMPO, Ti(OiPr)4, poly(ethylene-alt-maleic 

anhydride) (Mw = 100,000 - 500,000 g/mol), 4-amino-TEMPO, anhydrous N,N-

dimethylformamide, tetrahydrofuran, ethanol, pyridine, diethyl ether, sodium 

borohydride, branched polyethyleneimine (bPEI, Mw = 25,000 g/mol, Mn = 10,000 g/mol), 

and hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37% w/w) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as 

received. Poly(4-vinylbenzyl chloride) (PVBC) (Mw = 39,500 g/mol, Mn = 22,500 g/mol 
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was purchased from Polymer Source Inc. and used without further purification. Acetone, 

methanol, dichloromethane (DCM), and sodium chloride (NaCl) from VWR BDH 

Chemicals were used without any further purification. Ultrapure water (MQ water) was 

collected from a Milli-Q® water purification system (18 MΩ·cm). Indium tin oxide (ITO)-

coated glass (CUV5B) was purchased from Delta Technologies. Ti/Au quartz crystal 

microbalance 5 MHz substrates (part # 149257-1) were purchased from MAXTEK and 

cleaned with 5:1:1 MQ H2O:ammonium hydroxide:hydrogen peroxide at 75 °C for 5 mins 

before use. 

3.2.2. Synthesis of the nitroxide polycation (1) 

The modified TEMPO group, 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)-TEMPO, was synthesized 

as previously described (Scheme 3.1).114 A solution of poly(4-vinylbenzyl chloride) 

(PVBC), (0.30 g, 1.96 mmol repeat unit) and 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)-TEMPO (1.184 g, 

5.92 mmol) in 8 mL of N,N-dimethylformamide was stirred at room temperature for 24 h. 

The mixture was then poured into 20 mL of diethyl ether to precipitate the polymer, 

followed by trituration (two times) with 20 mL of diethyl ether to give 500 mg (72%) of 

1. Anal. calcd. For C20H34ClN2O2 (monohydrate) C, 64.93; H, 9.26; Cl, 9,58; N, 7.57. 

Found: C, 63.48; H, 9.27; Cl, 8.73; N, 8.14. 
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Scheme 3.1. Synthetic route for the nitroxide polycation. 

 

 

 

3.2.3. Synthesis of the nitroxide polyanion (2) 

The polyanion containing a pendant nitroxide group (nitroxide polyanion) was 

synthesized following a previous report by Lappan et al (Scheme 3.2).115 In summary, a 

solution was prepared by stirring 0.50 g (3.96 mmol of repeat unit) of poly(ethylene-alt-

maleic anhydride) in 10 mL of anhydrous pyridine for 3 h at 50°C under an argon 

atmosphere. To this solution a solution made from 1.71 g (10 mmol) of 4-amino-TEMPO 

plus 5 mL of anhydrous pyridine was added. The resulting solution was stirred at room 

temperature for 3 h under an argon atmosphere. The polymer was then isolated by 

precipitation into 60 mL of n-hexane. The polymer was purified by dissolving it in 15 mL 

of anhydrous pyridine followed by precipitation in 60 mL of n-hexane. Subsequent drying 

under reduced pressure for 24 h at room temperature afforded 1.12 g (94%) of 2. Anal. 

calcd. for C15H25N2O4: C, 60.59; H, 8.47; N, 9.42. Found: C, 58.60; H, 8.90; N, 9.53. 
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Scheme 3.2. Synthetic route for the nitroxide polyanion (deprotonated carboxylic acid at 

pH 4). 

 

 

 

3.2.4. Chemical characterization 

All IR spectra were recorded on solid samples using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 

iS10 spectrometer in attenuated total reflection (ATR) mode. Elemental analysis was 

performed by Midwest Microlab. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on 

a TA Instruments Q50 with a heating rate of 10 °C/ min from ambient temperature to 900 

°C under a nitrogen environment (60 mL/min) to identify the 5% degradation temperature 

(T5d). Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed using a Q200 DSC (TA 

Instruments) with a heat–cool–heat cycle. The samples were ramped from −40 °C to T5d 

at a rate of 5 °C/min. The glass transition temperature was taken as the inflection point of 

the second heating cycle. 
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3.2.5. Preparation and characterization of nitroxide polyanion/nitroxide polycation 

LbL films 

LbL films were prepared on ITO-coated glass, which were cleaned before use by 

subsequent sonication in soap water, water, DCM, methanol, and acetone. After cleaning, 

the ITO-coated glass was plasma treated for 10 minutes before immediate submersion into 

a bPEI solution (0.1 wt% in 0.1 M NaCl in H2O) for 15 minutes followed by a 2-minute 

rinse in MQ water to generate a base layer on the substrate. After the rinse, the nitroxide 

polyanion/nitroxide polycation LbL films were deposited using an alternating immersion 

process. The bPEI-coated substrate was first immersed in a nitroxide polyanion solution 

(15 mM by polymer repeat unit, 0.1 M NaCl, pH 4) for deposition, followed by 2 min, 1 

min, and 1 min rinses in 0.1 M NaCl, pH 4 water. After the three rinses, the substrate was 

submerged in a nitroxide polycation solution (15 mM by polymer repeat unit, 0.1 M NaCl, 

pH 4) for 15 min, followed by another three rinses. This cycle completed one layer pair. 

This process was repeated until the desired number of layer pairs was attained, resulting 

in bPEI-(nitroxide polyanion/nitroxide polycation)n films, where n is the number of layer 

pairs. After assembly, the films were dried at ambient conditions for 24 h. We observed 

that drying films under vacuum results in the loss of electrochemical activity due to kinetic 

trapping of the polymer chains. 

3.2.6. Film characterization 

UV–Vis spectra were collected from 300 nm to 800 nm using a Hitachi U-4100 

UV–Vis–NIR spectrophotometer (341-F). Micrographs of the film morphology were 

collected using optical microscopy (Leica DM4 M) and atomic force microscopy (AFM, 
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Bruker Dimension Icon AFM). Profilometric thickness and root-mean-square (RMS) 

roughness (Rq) of thin films were measured using a profilometer (KLA Tencor D-100). 

Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) (MAXTEK RQCM Research) was used to determine 

the dry film composition during LbL assembly. The change in frequency was reported 

after each polymer was deposited and converted to mass using the Sauerbrey equation. 

3.2.7. Electrochemical characterization 

To confirm the redox behavior of the polymers, solution-state cyclic voltammetry 

(CV) and chronoamperometry (CA) were used with a three-electrode cell. The working 

electrode was the LbL film on ITO-coated glass, the counter electrode was platinum wire, 

and the reference electrode was Ag/AgCl (sat). CV from 0.3 to 1.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl for 45 

cycles at 50 mV/s was used to determine the polymer’s stability. Following the stability 

cycling, two cycles of CV at 2, 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100 mV/s were conducted, followed by 

CA with a step from 0.3 to 1.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The diffusion coefficient of electron 

transfer (Det) was determined by using the Cottrell equation (Equation 3.1), assuming a 

semi-infinite condition20: 

𝑖 =  
𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶𝐸

√𝜋𝑡
√𝐷𝑒𝑡 =  𝜏

𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶𝐸

√𝜋
√𝐷𝑒𝑡 

Equation 3.1 

 

where i is the current output from CA (in mA), n is the number of electrons transferred 

per repeat unit (1 equiv mol-1), A is the electrode area (in cm2), and 𝐶0
∗ is the total 

concentration of redox sites (or repeat units in mol/cm3). With the determined Det values, 
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the apparent electron transfer rate constant (kex,app) was calculated using the Dahms-Ruff 

equation (Equation 3.2). 

𝑘𝑒𝑥,𝑎𝑝𝑝 =
6𝐷𝑒𝑡
𝐶0
∗𝛿2

 

Equation 3.2 

 

where δ is the average site distance determined from MD simulations (discussed below). 

Finally, the heterogenous rate constant (k0) was determined using the method of Nicholson 

(Equation 3.3) assuming the diffusion coefficient of the oxidized and reduced species are 

equal to Det. 

𝜓 =
𝑘0

(𝜋𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑓𝜐)1/2
 

Equation 3.3 

 

where ψ is a dimensionless rate parameter (using the peak separation from 10 mV/s), v is 

the scan rate of CV (in V s-1), and Det is the diffusion of electron transfer from CA (in 

cm2/s). Last, f = F/RT, where F is Faraday constant (or 96585 C/mol e-), R is the gas 

constant (or 8.3124 J/mol K), and T is the temperature (in K). 

To study the electrochemical properties of the LbL film, CV, CA, galvanostatic 

charge-discharge (GCD), and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were 

conducted in a similar three-electrode cell, but the working electrode was the LbL film of 

interest assembled on ITO-coated glass. CV from 0.3 to 1.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl was used to 

condition the films for 45 cycles at 50 mV/s. Following conditioning, two cycles of CV 

(from 0.3 to 1.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl) at 2, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 200, and 400 mV/s were conducted 
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to determine a scan rate dependence. After CV testing, GCD was carried out for 5 cycles 

at 2, 5, 10, and 20 μA/cm2, followed by 100 cycles at 2 μA/cm2. Unless otherwise stated, 

a Solartron potentiostat (Solartron Electrochemical Interface 1287) was used for all 

electrochemical testing. EIS was conducted at a potential of 0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl (sat.) with 

an amplitude of 10 mV in a frequency range of 0.1 to 5 × 106 Hz (10 steps per decade). 

 

3.3. Results and Discussion 

3.3.1. Synthesis and characterization of the nitroxide polycation and the nitroxide 

polyanion. 

The nitroxide polycation (1) was synthesized by installation of 4-(N,N-

dimethylamino)-TEMPO to poly(4-vinylbenzyl chloride) (PVBC) (Scheme 3.1).114 4-

(N,N-dimethylamino)-TEMPO was collected from the amination of 4-oxo-TEMPO with 

dimethylamine hydrochloride, as seen from the appearance of the 1750 cm-1 vibration 

(Figure S3.1). Installation of 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)-TEMPO onto PVBC was 

confirmed by the appearance of the C-N stretching peaks (Figure S3.2). The resulting 

nitroxide polycation degree of polymerization and Đ was assumed to match that of the 

precursor PVBC (Mn ≈ 22.5 kDa and Đ ≈ 1.8) or 44.6 kDa (Table 3.1). 
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Table 3.1. Polymer and solution-state properties. 

Physical property Nitroxide Polycation (1) Nitroxide Polyanion (2) 

# of RUs 147a -b 

Mn or Mw (kDa) Mn = 44.6 Mw = 100-500b 

Đ 1.8a -b 

Det (cm2/s) 1.7 ± 0.3 × 10-6 25.2 ± 12.3 × 10-6 

kex,app (M-1 s) 1.6 ± 0.2 × 1012 23.6 ± 11.6 × 1012 

k0 (cm/s) 8.2 ± 0.6 × 10-3 30.8 ± 7.8 × 10-3 

a From precursor polymer poly(4-vinylbenzyl chloride). 

b Mw of the precursor polymer poly(ethylene-alt-maleic anhydride) from the manufacturer is listed. Because 

of the wide range, Đ and the number of repeat units were not estimated. 

 

 

The nitroxide polyanion (2) was synthesized by the installation of 4-amino-

TEMPO to poly(ethylene-alt-maleic anhydride) (Scheme 3.2). Successful installation of 

the TEMPO moieties was confirmed by the appearance of the COOH and CONH2 peaks 

(Figure S3.3). For both the nitroxide polycation and polyanion, an excess of the nitroxide-

containing moieties was used to prepare both polymers and the elemental analysis was 

consistent with a nitroxide being added to virtually all repeat units present. 

From thermogravimetric analysis, the 5% decomposition temperature (T5d) for the 

nitroxide polycation was 55.4 °C, whereas the T5d for the nitroxide polyanion was 66.0 °C 

(Figure S3.4). From differential scanning calorimetry, the Tg of the nitroxide polycation 

and the nitroxide polyanion were -26.9 °C and -29.4 °C, respectively. These glass 

transitions are considerably lower than that of neutral PTMA (ca. 170 °C), perhaps 
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because the charge groups on the nitroxide polyelectrolytes may provide extra free volume 

for faster segmental relaxation. 

After confirming the polymer structures, the redox behavior of the polyelectrolytes 

was characterized using solution-state cyclic voltammetry (CV) and chronoamperometry 

(CA). From CV, the nitroxide polycation exhibited a redox couple at E1/2 = 0.80 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl, whereas the nitroxide polyanion exhibited a redox couple at E1/2 = 0.72 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl (Figure 3.1 a-b). The nitroxide polycation exhibited a smaller peak separation 

of 54 mV, compared to 74 mV for the nitroxide polyanion. The difference in peak 

separation suggests that the redox reaction for the nitroxide polycation is more reversible 

than the nitroxide polyanion. Additionally, the nitroxide polyanion shows a pronounced 

shoulder in oxidation and reduction. This shoulder can be attributed to anion self-doping 

that occurs during the electrochemical reaction. More specifically, nitroxide-based 

charged copolymers from Tokue et al. and neutral homopolymers from Wang et al 

exhibited similar features.24,97 In addition, both the nitroxide polyanion and polycation 

here exhibited reasonable electrochemical stability with a slight fade in peak oxidation 

current (~13% fade) over 45 CV cycles for both polyelectrolytes, which could be a result 

of the nitroxide radical or oxoammonium cation oxidizing amines present in the polymer 

(Figure S3.5).116,117 Both polymers showed an increase in peak current with increased 

scan rate that scaled linearly with the square root of the scan rate, indicative of a diffusion-

limited reaction (Figure 3.2 a-b). 
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Figure 3.1. Solution state cyclic voltammograms at varying scan rates for the a) nitroxide 

polycation and b) nitroxide polyanion. The polymer was dissolved at 1 mM of repeat unit 

in 0.1 M NaCl aqueous solution. The polymer solution was tested in a three-electrode cell 

with a glassy carbon working electrode, a platinum wire counter electrode, and a Ag/AgCl 

(sat.) reference electrode. Legend in panel b) applies to panel a). Polymer structures are 

shown to the right of their corresponding cyclic voltammograms. A comparison of 2 mV/s 

for both polymers can be found in Figure S3.6. 

 

 

In addition to CV, chronoamperometry studies were conducted to determine the 

solution-state electron transfer rate constants for both polymers (Figure 3.2c-d). The 

linear region of the Cottrell plots allowed for calculation of the diffusion coefficient of 

electron transfer (Det) (Table 3.1). Once Det was calculated, the apparent electron transfer 

rate constant (kex,app) and the heterogenous rate constant (k0) were calculated using the 
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Dahms-Ruff equation and the method of Nicholson, respectively. The nitroxide polyanion 

exhibited significantly higher Det, kex,app, and k0 values compared to the nitroxide 

polycation. This enhanced rate of electron transfer for the nitroxide polyanion could be 

caused by the negative charge of the pendant group acting as a counter ion and negating 

the need for anion uptake, as previously hypothesized for bulk TEMPO-containing 

polymers.24 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Solution-state peak current vs. square root scan rate for the a) nitroxide 

polycation and b) the nitroxide polyanion from CV. Solution-state Cottrell plots of 

chronoamperometry data for the c) nitroxide polycation and d) the nitroxide polyanion. 

The electrolyte solution was 1 mM of the nitroxide repeat unit in 0.1 M NaCl in water 

with a platinum wire counter electrode, Ag/AgCl (sat.) reference electrode, and a glassy 

carbon working electrode. Legend in panel a) applies to panels b-d. 
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3.3.2. Nitroxide polycation/nitroxide polyanion LbL Films. 

Following confirmation of the polymers’ solution-state electroactivity, LbL 

assembly of the nitroxide polycation and polyanion was carried out up to 10.5 layer pairs 

(LPs) (Figure 3.3 a), for which the polyanion was the terminating layer. Digital images of 

the films were taken with varying LPs, and a change in apparent film color with increasing 

number of LPs was visible (Figure 3.3 b). UV-Vis spectroscopy also showed an increase 

in the peak absorbance for the LbL films at a similar wavelength to that of the nitroxide 

radical (ca. 500 nm) (Figure 3.3 c). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3. a) LbL assembly process including a branched polyethyleneimine (bPEI) base 

layer followed by alternating deposition of the nitroxide polyanion (2) and polycation (1) 

for the desired number of layer pairs (LPs). b) Digital images of the LbL films with 

increasing LPs. c) UV-Vis spectra for films with varying number of LPs. 

 

 

To better characterize the surface of the LbL films with different terminating layers 

(polycation or polyanion), optical microscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM) were 

used. From optical microscopy, there was little difference in surface morphology for the 
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differing terminating layers (Figure 3.4 a-b). Similar results were obtained from AFM, 

which showed that the surface morphologies of both the 10 and 10.5 LP films were similar 

with discrete agglomerates on the surface. The 10 LP film, with a polycation terminating 

layer, had an Rq of 53.1 nm, whereas the 10.5 LP film, with a polyanion terminating layer, 

had one of 107 nm. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4. a) Optical micrographs of the 10 LP film and b) 10.5 LP film. AFM 

micrographs of the c-d) height and e-f) phase for the 10 LP film (c, e) and the 10.5 LP film 

(d, f). 10 LPs indicated polycation-terminated films and 10.5 LPs indicates polyanion-

terminated films. 
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The growth profiles of the LbL films were monitored as a function of LP using 

UV-Vis absorbance at 500 nm, quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), and profilometry. The 

absorbance at 500 nm increased with increasing LPs and did not show a significant 

dependence on terminating layer (Figure 3.5 a). The profilometic thickness growth profile 

showed that the LbL films increased by 28.2 nm per LP (Figure 3.5 b). There was an 

observed increase in thickness and profilometric roughness for the 10.5 LP film with the 

polyanion terminating layer. Finally, the mass change during layer deposition was 

monitored with QCM and showed a linear increase of 2.74 ng/cm2 per LP deposited 

(Figure 3.5 c). From the QCM mass growth profiles, the film composition was determined 

to be 62.7 ± 17.7 wt% of nitroxide polyanion. The resulting film density was 1.01 g/cm3. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Growth profiles as a function of LP number from a) UV-Vis absorbance at 

500 nm, b) profilometric thickness and root mean square roughness (Rq), and c) QCM 

areal mass deposition. UV-Vis spectra are from Figure 3.3 c. In panel c), the red diamonds 

correspond to polyanion deposition and the black squares to polycation deposition. 
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3.3.3. Electrochemical properties of nitroxide polycation/nitroxide polyanion LbL 

films. 

To determine the nature of the redox reaction for the LbL films, CV and 

galvanostatic cycling were conducted in a 3-electrode beaker cell. From CV, both the 10 

and 10.5 LP films exhibited a redox couple at E1/2 = 0.65 V vs. Ag/AgCl, (Figure 3.6 a-

b). At 100 mV/s, the 10 LP film exhibited a smaller peak separation of 147 mV, compared 

to 216 mV for the 10.5 LP film. At low scan rates the 10 LP film shows peak splitting, 

whereas the 10.5 LP film did not (Figure 3.6 c). The observed peak splitting could be 

attributed to separate cation and anion transport events. Anion transport is suppressed in 

the 10.5 LP film due to Donnan exclusion of the chloride anion118 or the reduced mobility 

of the film from the odd-even effect119,120 caused by the polyanion terminating layer. This 

demonstrates that LbL assemblies can be utilized to manipulate the ion transport 

mechanism by changing the charge of the terminating layer. LbL assembly was also 

attempted here with the nitroxide polycation and poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS); however, 

the negatively charged groups of PSS led to overoxidation of the nitroxide groups and 

prevented any appreciable electrochemical response.121 The cyclic voltammogram results 

at 50 mV/s for the 10.5 LP film were compared to previous literature (Table S3.1). Our 

film was able to reach a greater thickness, which resulted in a larger peak current compared 

to other studies using nitroxide-based polyelectrolytes for LbL, indicating the added 

material led to greater energy storage.  
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Figure 3.6. Cyclic voltammograms at various scan rates for a) a 10 LP film and b) a 10.5 

LP LbL film consisting of the nitroxide polycation and the nitroxide polyanion. c) Cyclic 

voltammograms at 2 mV/s for 10 and 10.5 LP. Legend in panel a) applies to panel b). 

 

 

In addition to CV, galvanostatic cycling was also conducted to consider the 

capacity performance of the LbL films (Figure 3.7). The theoretical capacities of the 

nitroxide polycation and polyanion are 76 mAh/g and 84 mAh/g, respectively. At the 

lowest current density (2 μA/cm2), the 10.5 LP film exhibited significantly higher capacity 

(4.8 × 10-4 mAh/cm2) than the 10 LP film (2.6 × 10-4 mAh/cm2) (Figure 3.7 a-b). 

However, at current densities > 2 μA/cm2, the two films showed similar capacities. In 

general, the capacities are low, which might be attributed to diffusion limitations, limited 

accessibility of the TEMPO groups due to the tightly ion-paired LbL film, or the low mass 

loading (36.5 μg/cm2 for 10.5 LP film). In future work, this might be adjusted changing 

the assembly conditions to promote a more coiled chain conformation (such as added salt) 

which would produces films that are less dense. 
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Figure 3.7. Galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles for a) 10 LP and b) 10.5 LP LbL films 

consisting of the nitroxide polycation and the nitroxide polyanion. Comparison of c) the 

rate capability and d) the coulombic efficiency cycling stability for LbL with different 

LPs. e) Capacity vs. LP number for cycle 20 of the galvanostatic charge-discharge at a 

current density of 2 μA/cm2 from (d). The legend in (c) also applies to the curves shown 

in (d). 

 

 

The capacity performance was also considered for a varying number of layer pairs. 

As the number of LPs increased, there was an increase in capacity (Figure 3.7 c). This 

increase in capacity with LP was particularly notable at low current densities. These films 

were then cycled for 100 cycles at 2 μA/cm2 (Figure 3.7 d). With increasing LPs, the 

capacity increased fairly linearly with respect to layer pair number (Figure 3.7 e) and 

coulombic efficiency also increased. The film with 2 LPs exhibited a poor coulombic 

efficiency of ~70%, likely because the film was patchy and not well formed in the first 

few cycles of LbL assembly. For 6 LPs and greater, the Coulombic efficiency was ~100%, 

which we attribute to the formation of an electrochemically percolating film over the 
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substrate. As for capacity retention, LbL films of 6 and 8 LPs exhibited the best retention, 

but higher LP films (10 and 10.5) showed more pronounced capacity fade. The reason for 

this is not immediately clear but may arise from side reactions or irreversible swelling of 

the film. 

3.3.4. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). 

To evaluate the charge transfer characteristics of the 10 and 10.5 LP films, EIS was 

used. An equivalent circuit consisting of a solution resistance (Rs), charge transfer 

resistance (RCT), Warburg diffusion element (WO), and constant phase element (CPE) 

(Figure 3.8 a) was utilized to represent the electrolyte and LbL thin film. The Nyquist 

plots for both the 10 and 10.5 LP films exhibited characteristic semi-circle shapes 

associated with the films’ RCT (Figure 3.8 b), where the radius was slightly larger for the 

10 LP film when compared to the 10.5 LP film. There was little difference between the 

Bode plots for the 10 and 10.5 LP films (Figure 3.8 c). Table 3.2 presents the parameters 

from the equivalent circuit model for both films and two control films (only the nitroxide 

polycation and 2 LP). Specifically, RCT for the 10 LP film was slightly higher than the 

10.5 LP film, which we attribute to the lower activation barrier allowed by the polyanion-

terminating layer that can participate in self-doping. 
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Figure 3.8. a) The equivalent circuit use to model the to the EIS data. b) Nyquist plots for 

10 LP and 10.5 LP with their fit lines. EIS was conducted at a potential of 0.8 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl (sat.) with an amplitude of 10 mV in a frequency range of 5 × 106 Hz to 0.1 Hz 

(10 steps per decade). Bode plots can be found in Figure S3.7. 

 

 

Table 3.2. Equivalent circuit modeling parameters for the 2, 10, and 10.5 LP films. Thin 

film nitroxide polycation on a glassy carbon was used as a control sample. The Nyquist 

plots for the nitroxide polycation and 2 LP films are found in Figure S3.8. 

EIS Fit 

Parameter 

10 LP (cation-

terminated), 

262 nm thick 

10.5 LP 

(anion-

terminated), 

362 nm thick 

Nitroxide 

Polycation on 

Glassy 

Carbon, ca. 

570 nm thick 

2 LP (cation-

terminated), 

29 nm thick 

RS (Ω) 59 ± 0.1 58 ± 0.1 44 ± 0.1 55 ± 0.1 

RCT (Ω) 3519 ± 22 2692 ± 6 6117 ± 62 982 ± 5 

WO 0.36 ± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.01 0.18 ± 0.1 0.45 ± 0.1 

CPE (μF) 18 ± 0.1 17 ± 0.1 15 ± 0.1 22 ± 0.1 
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3.4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, the synthesis and solution state electrochemical characterization of 

a nitroxide-based polycation and polyanion were presented. From solution state 

electrochemical characterization, it was determined that the nitroxide polyanion’s redox 

reaction is slightly less reversible and exhibits a pronounced shoulder in oxidation and 

reduction associated with anion self-doping. The nitroxide polyanion also exhibited 

significantly higher Det, kex,app, and k0 values compared to the nitroxide polycation. In 

addition to solution state characterization, the nitroxide polyanion and nitroxide 

polycation were LbL-assembled to fabricate thin films of tunable thickness (28 nm/LP). 

QCM and profilometry showed that the growth of the films was linear. The ion transport 

mechanism of the LbL films during the redox reaction differed depending on the 

terminating layer, where the nitroxide polyanion can participate in self-doping, which 

leads to a contribution from cation transport. However, the LbL film with the nitroxide 

polyanion terminating layer led to an improved capacity at 2 μA/cm2. Finally, 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was utilized to study charge transfer within the 

LbL films. The nitroxide polyanion terminating layer led to a slightly reduced charge 

transfer resistance. 

Taken together, these films show the promise of nitroxide-containing 

polyelectrolytes for EACs, but more work is needed to realize their full potential. Looking 

to the future, further work should be conducted to produce thicker films that are fully 

electrochemically accessible. The films produced here were 300-400 nm thick, and 

depositing more layer pairs could, in principle, increase the areal capacity. However, this 
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might manifest in capacity fade during cycle, as we observed for the 10 and 10.5 LP films. 

To address this, one might consider adding conductive particles during the LbL assembly 

process to promote electron transfer from the redox-active polymer to the current 

collector. With future improvements, nitroxide-based polyelectrolytes might provide 

EACs that are conformal, adherent, and functional for applications ranging from energy 

storage to sensing. 
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4. POLYPEPTIDE ORGANIC RADICAL BATTERIES* 

 

4.1. Introduction 

In only a few decades, lithium-ion batteries have revolutionized technologies, 

enabling the proliferation of portable devices and electric vehicles, with substantial 

benefits for society. However, the rapid growth in technology has highlighted the ethical 

and environmental challenges of mining lithium, cobalt and other mineral ore resources, 

and the issues associated with the safe usage and non-hazardous disposal of batteries.1 

Only a small fraction of lithium-ion batteries are recycled, further exacerbating global 

material supply of strategic elements.6,7,13 A potential alternative is to use organic-based 

redox-active materials to develop rechargeable batteries that originate from ethically 

sourced, sustainable materials and enable on-demand deconstruction and 

reconstruction.123-125 Making such batteries is challenging because the active materials 

must be stable during operation but degradable at end of life. Further, the degradation 

products should be either environmentally benign or recyclable for reconstruction into a 

new battery. Here we demonstrate a metal-free, polypeptide-based battery, in which 

viologens and nitroxide radicals are incorporated as redox-active groups along polypeptide 

backbones to function as anode and cathode materials, respectively. These redox-active 

polypeptides perform as active materials that are stable during battery operation and 

 

* Modified from ref. 122. Nguyen, T. P., Easley, A. D., Kang, N., Khan, S., Lim, S.-

M., Rezenom, Y. H., Wang, S., Tran, D. K., Fan, J., Letteri, R. A., He, X., Su, L., Yu, 

C.-H., Lutkenhaus, J. L. & Wooley, K. L. Polypeptide organic radical batteries. Nature 

593, 61-66 (2021). 
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subsequently degrade on demand in acidic conditions to generate amino acids, other 

building blocks and degradation products. Such a polypeptide-based battery is a first step 

to addressing the need for alternative chemistries for green and sustainable batteries in a 

future circular economy. 

Organic radical batteries promise increased environmental friendliness, 

independence from strategic metals and faster charging rates compared to lithium-ion 

batteries.6,7,12,22,27,126-128 However, a key challenge, even taking into account the beneficial 

aspects of organic polymer materials, is the design of functional plastics with an end-of-

life consideration.129 he most-studied active materials in organic radical batteries are 

polymers that carry redox-active pendant groups,4,12,22,128,130 —such as 2,2,6,6-

tetramethyl-4-piperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO) and 4,4’-bipyridine derivatives 

(viologen),4,126,131-133 —along non-degradable, aliphatic backbones.13,133-136 Although a 

few studies have investigated redox-active degradable polymers and others have explored 

fully polymeric batteries (Table 4.1),126,127,137-141 none has combined these two concepts 

to create fully polymeric metal-free batteries that degrade on demand, which would be a 

first step towards the design of sustainable, recyclable batteries.126,127,137-140 We postulate 

that redox-active pendant groups along a polypeptide backbone might provide a suitable 

material platform for degradable organic radical batteries.142 
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Table 4.1. Performance of Select Polymer-based Batteries. 
Anode Cathode Output 

Potential 

(V) 

Cspec 

(mA∙h∙g
-

1
)

*
 

Espec 

(mW∙h∙g

-1
) 

Degr

adab

le 

Ref. 

Poly(vinyldibenzothiophe

nesulfone) 

Poly(TEMPO 

methacrylate) 

2.6 ~200
†
 541 No 136 

Viologen-chloride 

Polypeptide 

BiTEMPO Polypeptide 1.1 and 

1.6 

38 60
‡
 Yes This 

Work 

Polyviologen hydrogel Poly(TEMPO 

acrylamide) 

1.1 and 

1.5 

165 248
‡
 No 133 

Poly(2‐methacrylamide‐

TCAQ) 

Poly(2‐

vinylthianthrene) 

1.3  105 137
‡
 No 13 

Poly(anthraquinone‐

substituted ethyleneimine) 

Poly(TEMPO 

acrylamide) 

1.1 80 88
‡
 No 141 

Poly(viologen dibromide) Poly(TEMPO 

acrylamide) 

1.2 ~100
†
 120 No 124 

hydroquinonesulfonic 

acid potassium salt
§
 

p‐benzoquinone
§
 0.8 ~42

†
 32 Yes 125§

 

Poly(galvinoxylstyrene) Poly(TEMPO-

substituted norbornene) 

0.7 32 22
‡
 No 134 

Poly(nitronylnitroxylstyre

ne) 

Poly(galvinoxylstyrene

) 

0.6 29 17
‡
 No 135 

TCAQ =11,11,12,12-tetracyano-9,10-anthraquinonedimethane 

* Value taken from first charge/discharge cycle. 

† The value was not provided in text but estimated from graph. 

‡ Value calculated by multiplying specific capacity by output voltage (largest voltage if two are listed). 

§ Small molecule organic redox-flow battery  
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Here we report an on-demand-degradable, polypeptide-based battery (Figure 4.1). 

We designed and synthesized polypeptide anodes and cathodes that contain redox-active 

pendant groups, determined their redox activities, and established their behaviours in all-

polypeptide batteries. First, each polypeptide was assembled into a lithium metal half-cell 

battery to elucidate its fundamental energy-storage characteristics. Then, we constructed 

a metal-free, polypeptide-based battery. As a demonstration of recyclability, we conducted 

hydrolytic degradation under acidic conditions and determined the degradation products. 

In addition, we quantified the effects of the intact redox-active polypeptides and their 

degradation products on the viabilities of three different cell types. By merging degradable 

polypeptide backbones with the energy-storage properties of the redox-active moieties, 

this bioinspired polypeptide-based battery addresses some of the challenges of 

conventional lithium-ion batteries (for example, the use of scarce resources, safety 

concerns and high-cost recycling). 
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Figure 4.1. Schematics of a polypeptide-based organic radical battery and the reactions 

that occur during charging and discharging are shown on the left and right, respectively. 

The redox reactions for the TEMPO (top) and viologen (bottom) pendant groups are 

shown in the middle. For example, during charging, nitroxide radical functional groups at 

the cathode oxidize to oxoammonium cations, and viologen functional groups at the anode 

reduce to their neutral forms. 

 

 

4.2. Syntheses of Redox-active Polypeptides 

The redox-active polypeptides were synthesized by the Wooley Group. Synthetic 

details and the chemical and thermal characterization of all intermediates can be found in 

previous work.122,143 The final polypeptides used for electrochemical characterization are 

shown in Figure 4.2. Chemical characterization performed by the Wooley lab confirmed 

both the viologen-chloride (viol-Cl) and biTEMPO polypeptides exhibited α-helical 

conformations.122  
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Figure 4.2. Viologen-chloride and BiTEMPO Polypeptides. The chemical structures of 

the polypeptides provide by the Wooley Group. 

 

 

4.3. Electrochemical Characterization  

We used cyclic voltammetry of viol-Cl and biTEMPO polypeptide thin films (1 

μm thick, 0.5–0.6 mg cm−2) to assess the electrochemical response of the polypeptides in 

a metal-free electrolyte (0.5 M tetrabutylammonium triflate (TBACF3SO3) in propylene 

carbonate; Figure 4.3). The viol-Cl polypeptide exhibited two quasi-reversible redox 

peaks, at 2.23 V and 2.69 V versus Li/Li+ (Figure 4.3 a). The lower potential (2.23V) is 

assigned to the reversible  reaction between viologen+• (Viol+•) and viologen0 (Viol0); the 

higher potential (2.69 V) is associated with the reversible reaction between viologen2+ 

(Viol2+) and Viol+•.131,133,144 The biTEMPO polypeptide exhibited one quasi-reversible 
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redox peak, at 3.69 V versus Li/Li+, which is associated with the reversible reaction 

between the nitroxide radical (N–O•) and oxoammonium cation (+N=O; Figure 4.3 b).4 

The peak current and peak separation for both the viol-Cl and biTEMPO polypeptide thin 

films scaled with the square-root of the scan rate, which is indicative of a diffusion-limited 

reaction (Figure S4.4 - Figure S4.5).4,145 Solution-state cyclic voltammetry of the 

viologen and biTEMPO analogues (Figure S4.2) exhibited a similar response. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Cyclic voltammograms of viol-Cl (a) and biTEMPO (b) polypeptide thin films 

on ITO-coated glass substrates in a three-electrode beaker cell configuration. The 

supporting electrolyte was 0.5 M TBACF3SO3 in propylene carbonate. Lithium metal was 

used as counter and reference electrodes. 

 

 

Next, we fabricated polypeptide composite electrodes (carbon black and 

polyvinylidene fluoride; 6–7 μm thick, 0.4–0.5 mg polypeptide cm−2) for evaluation in 

lithium metal half-cells. The theoretical capacities for the viol-Cl and biTEMPO 
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polypeptides are 118.3 mA h g−1 and 71.3 mA h g−1, respectively (Equation S4.1). The 

viol-Cl polypeptide composite electrode (Figure 4.4 a-c) exhibited two quasi-reversible 

redox couples, at 2.13 V and 2.56 V versus Li/Li+, and a discharge capacity of 74.2 mA h 

g−1 (per gram of polypeptide) at 1C (the current required to reach full charge in 1 h), which 

decreased to 68.0 mA h g−1 after 30 cycles (91% capacity retention). The biTEMPO 

polypeptide composite electrode exhibited one quasi-reversible redox peak, at 3.67 V 

versus Li/Li+, and a charge capacity of 16.5 mA h g−1 at 1C, which faded to 11.6 mA h g−1 

after 30 cycles (70% capacity retention; Figure 4.4 d-f). The main mechanism of capacity 

fade is dissolution of the polypeptides into the electrolyte, as verified by solution-state 

cyclic voltammetry of the electrolyte after galvanostatic cycling (Figure S4.6).35 
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Figure 4.4. Electrochemical characterization of the viol-Cl polypeptide composite half-

cell (a–c), the biTEMPO polypeptide composite half-cell (d–f) and the viol-Cl–biTEMPO 

polypeptide full cell (g–i), including their cyclic voltammograms (a, d, g), charge–

discharge curves (b, e, h; solid, charge; dashed, discharge) and cycling response (c, f, i; 

left axis, charge or discharge capacity; right axis, Coulombic efficiency). For a–f, we used 

a viol-Cl (a–c) or biTEMPO (d–f) polypeptide composite electrode separated from a 

lithium metal reference electrode by filter paper soaked in 0.5 M TBACF3SO3 in 

propylene carbonate. For g–i, we used a viol-Cl polypeptide composite electrode separated 

from a biTEMPO polypeptide composite electrode by filter paper soaked in 0.5 M 

TBACF3SO3 in propylene carbonate. The composite electrodes were composed of 30 wt% 

active polypeptide, 60 wt% carbon black and 10 wt% polyvinylidene fluoride on ITO-

coated glass. In c and f, the C rates were varied; in i, the C rate was constant at 1C. 
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Finally, we prepared metal-free, fully polypeptide-based cells with viol-Cl 

polypeptide composite anodes and biTEMPO polypeptide composite cathodes using filter 

paper soaked with electrolyte as the separator in a sandwich-cell configuration. The 

theoretical capacity for the fully polypeptide-based cell was calculated to be 44.5 mA h 

g−1 (per gram of viol-Cl polypeptide; Equation S4.2). Cyclic voltammetry resulted in two 

pairs of peaks, centred around 1.3 V and 1.6 V, consistent with the difference in redox 

potentials of the polypeptide composite anode and cathode. Cycling stability of the 

polypeptide-based battery was determined over 250 cycles of galvanostatic charging at 

1C. In the charge–discharge curves, two plateaus occurred, at 1.1 V and 1.6 V (Figure 

S4.7). The charge capacity of the full cell at 1C faded from an initial value of 37.8 mA h 

g−1 (85% theoretical capacity) to 7.5 mA h g−1 after 250 cycles (Figure 4.4 g-i). The 

Coulombic efficiency was less than 100% for all cycles, owing to the dissolution of viol-

Cl and biTEMPO polypeptides into the electrolyte.146 Although dissolution occurred, the 

post-cycling capacity remained larger than that of the control full cell (without 

polypeptides), which confirms the activity of the remaining polypeptides even after 250 

cycles (Figure S4.9). There was no visible delamination or morphological change in either 

composite electrode after 50 cycles (Figure S4.10). A lithium-ion-based electrolyte 

battery was tested separately (Figure S4.8). 

4.4. Degradation of Viologen and BiTEMPO Polypeptides 

The Wooley Lab designed the viologen and biTEMPO polypeptides to 

contain amide links in the backbone and ester links in the side chains, which are 

prone to degradation in enzymatic, basic, and acidic conditions. They were able 
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to demonstrate, using 1H NMR, that L-glutamic acid was regenerated in near quantitative 

amounts for both the viologen-iodide and biTEMPO polypeptides. 

Reconstructing the polymers from the degradation products would be the ultimate 

demonstration of recyclability. We found that the primary issue with achieving this was 

separating the degradation products on a scale large enough for subsequent reconstruction 

into the original polymers. In principle, the redox-active polymers would be reconstituted 

by the following: (1) the regenerated glutamic acid could be fed directly back into the 

syntheses of the viologen and biTEMPO polypeptides as primary synthons; (2) the 4-OH-

TEMPO radicals could be retrieved upon separation, neutralization and oxidation of the 

degradation products, then fed into the synthetic route of the biTEMPO polypeptide; and 

(3) the degradation product of the viologen polypeptide side chains could be conjugated 

with poly(L-glutamates) to regenerate the viologen polypeptide. Alternatively, a milder 

degradation process, for instance, enzymatic breakdown, might provide a simpler route to 

a full cycle of recyclability. 

4.5. Conclusions 

We have designed a metal-free, all-polypeptide organic radical battery comprising 

redox-active amino-acid macromolecules that degrade on demand. This concept 

represents a first step towards sustainable, recyclable batteries and minimizing global 

dependence on strategic metals. Viologen and biTEMPO polypeptide anodes and 

cathodes, respectively, were synthesized via ring-opening polymerization of highly 

reactive cyclic N-carboxyanhydrides, followed by sequential post-polymerization 

modifications to incorporate the redox-active groups. The polypeptide battery reached a 
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maximum charge capacity of 37.8 mA h g−1 (theoretical capacity, 44.5 mA h g−1). The 

active components degraded on demand in the presence of acid to regenerate the starting 

amino acids and other building blocks. Looking forward, the main challenges are 

preventing dissolution of the active material and boosting the overall cell capacity. Future 

studies should focus on preventing dissolution of the polypeptides by crosslinking,147 by 

post-processing modification148 or by taking advantage of the solubility of the 

polypeptides in flow battery cells. 

4.6. Experimental 

4.6.1. Reagents 

Acetonitrile (MeCN), 3,3-dithiodipropionic acid, 4,4′-dipyridine, meta-

chloroperoxybenzoic acid (m-CPBA; 77% purity), dichloromethane (DCM), N,N′-

dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC), 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP), 2,2-dimethoxy-2-

phenylacetophenone (DMPA), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethylsulfoxide 

(DMSO), 4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (4-OH-TEMPO, TEMPOL), 

diphosgene, hexanes, n-hexylamine, hydrocinnamic acid, iodomethane, iron(II) sulfate 

heptahydrate (FeSO4•7H2O), L-glutamic acid, methanol, propargyl alcohol, sodium iodide 

(NaI), triethylamine (TEA), trifluoroethanol (TFE), trimethylsilyl chloride (TMSCl) and 

triphosgene were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. DL-Dithiothreitol (DTT) was purchased 

from Tokyo Chemical Industry. 6-Chloro-1-hexanol and acetic anhydride were purchased 

from Alfa-Aesar. All reagents were used as received, except for propargyl alcohol, which 

was distilled under an atmosphere of N2 before use. Ultrapure water was collected from a 

Milli-Q integral water purification system (18 MΩ cm). Lithium triflate (LiCF3SO3), 
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tetrabutyammonium triflate (TBACF3SO3), methanol, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP) 

and propylene carbonate (PC) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. DCM and chloroform 

were purchased from VWR. Super P carbon black (CB) was purchased from TIMCAL 

Graphite & Carbon. Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF; 600,000 g mol−1) was purchased 

from MTI. ITO-coated glass substrates were purchased from Delta Technologies, and 

cleaned by subsequent sonication in soap water, ultrapure water, acetone, and isopropyl 

alcohol, followed by drying with N2 and ozone plasma treatment for 10 min. Lithium metal 

was purchased from Alfa-Aesar. 

4.6.2. Electrochemical characterization 

Polypeptide thin films were prepared by drop-casting 300 μl of the polypeptide 

solution onto clean ITO-coated glass substrates. The polypeptide solution was composed 

of 4 mg of polypeptide in 1 ml of MeOH/H2O (1/1 v/v) for viol-Cl polypeptide or CHCl3 

for biTEMPO polypeptide. After drop-casting, the thin films were dried at ambient 

conditions for 24 h, followed by drying under vacuum at room temperature for 24 h before 

electrochemical testing. Composite electrodes for both polymers were fabricated by 

preparing a solution of CB (60 wt%), biTEMPO polypeptide or viol-Cl polypeptide (30 

wt%) and PVDF binder polymer (10 wt%) in NMP (1 ml). 300 μl of the slurry was then 

drop-cast onto a clean ITO-coated glass substrate. After drop-casting the slurry onto the 

substrates, the electrodes were dried at 40 °C under ambient pressure for two days before 

drying under vacuum at room temperature for 24 h. After drying, the electrode thickness 

was determined with a TESA μ-HITE instrument. All electrochemical measurements were 
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performed in an argon-filled glovebox with a Solartron Electrochemical Interface 1287 

potentiostat/galvanostat unless otherwise noted. 

The polypeptide thin films on ITO-coated glass substrates were used in a three-

electrode beaker cell as the working electrode with lithium metal counter and reference 

electrodes, and 20 ml of 0.5 M TBACF3SO3 or LiCF3SO3 in PC for the electrolyte. The 

thin films were conditioned using three cyclic voltammetry cycles at 10 mV s−1 followed 

by cyclic voltammetry at different scan rates (10 mV s−1, 25 mV s−1, 50 mV s−1 or 100 mV 

s−1). 

The composite electrodes were used in a half sandwich cell as working electrodes, 

with a lithium metal reference electrode and filter paper pre-soaked with 0.5 M 

TBACF3SO3 or LiCF3SO3 in PC as the separator. Cyclic voltammetry (10 mV s−1) and 

galvanostatic charge–discharge (five cycles each at 1C, 2C, 5C, 10C and 20C followed by 

25 cycles at 1C) were performed. The current (I, mA) for each C rate was calculated using 

the theoretical capacity and coated mass (X, g polypeptide) of the polypeptide. For 

example, for a biTEMPO composite electrode at 1C: I [mA] = 71.3 [mA h (g 

biTEMPO)−1] × X [g biTEMPO] × 1 [h−1]. 

All-polypeptide electrochemical sandwich cells were assembled with viol-Cl 

polypeptide composite anodes, biTEMPO polypeptide composite cathodes and 

electrolyte-soaked filter-paper separators. The electrolyte was 0.5 M TBACF3SO3 or 

LiCF3SO3 in PC. Before sandwich-cell assembly, the viol-Cl polypeptide electrodes were 

conditioned with three cyclic voltammetry cycles at 10 mV s−1 in a three-electrode beaker 

cell containing 0.5 M TBACF3SO3 or LiCF3SO3 in PC electrolyte with lithium metal 
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counter and reference electrodes. Cyclic voltammetry of the full sandwich cell was 

conducted at 10 mV s−1 before galvanostatic charge–discharge at 1C for 250 cycles. We 

also conducted electrochemical characterization of the polypeptides as composite 

electrodes in three-electrode cell configuration (Table S4.1 and Table S4.2). 
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5. ELECTRON TRANSPORT KINETICS FOR VIOLOGEN CONTAINING 

POLYPEPTIDES WITH VARYING SIDE GROUP LINKER SPACING* 

 

5.1. Introduction 

With the increase demand for lithium-ion batteries and the depleting supply of 

strategic elements alternative active materials are needed for battery electrodes. One such 

material class of interest is redox-active polymers (RAPs), which include both conjugated 

polymers and polymers with redox-active pendant groups.4,27,126,150,151 Extensive work has 

been done to investigate the structure-property relationship for conjugated polymers in the 

solid-state, due to their known conduction mechanism and synthetic control over 

regiochemistry and crystallinity.152-155 However, there has been significantly less work 

done for RAPs with pendant redox-active groups, due to their random coil and amorphous 

nature. For cathodic RAPs with pendant redox-active groups, such as 2,2,6,6-

tetramethylpiperidin1oxyl (TEMPO) containing polymers, there have been several studies 

investigating the electron transport mechanism20,93,156, however, there has been less work 

on anodic pendant RAPs, such as viologen containing polymers.157,158 Given the complex 

structure-property relationship for RAPs with pendant groups, several charge transfer 

mechanisms have been proposed. 

 

* Reproduced from ref. 149. Easley, A. D., Li, C.-H., Li, S.-G., Nguyen, T., Echols, I., 

Wooley, K., Tabor, D. & Lutkenhaus, J. Electron Transport Kinetics for Viologen 

Containing Polypeptides with Varying Side Group Linker Spacing.  (In preparation). 
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Much like solutions of redox-active molecules, the transfer of electrons between 

polymer-bound redox moieties follows similar steps. The main steps involve the diffusion 

of redox active species to a distance for electron transfer, the ionic and atomic 

rearrangement and solvent dipole orientation, and spontaneous electron transfer. Three 

main theories exist to consider the diffusion of polymer-bound redox active moieties: 

Dahms-Ruff (D-R) theory,159,160 Laviron-Andrieux-Savéant (LAS) theory,161,162 and the 

diffusion cooperative model (Figure 5.1).20 D-R theory describes the electron transfer of 

freely diffusion redox active groups.159,160 In this model, charge transport is limited by the 

diffusion of the molecules, where electron transfer can only occur as rapidly as the 

molecules will come in close contact. Explicitly stated, this model is applied in systems 

where the physical diffusion (Dphys) of the redox-active moieties is larger than the diffusion 

of electron transfer (De). Experimental studies have shown D-R theory accurately 

describes electron transfer in metal complexes,163 viologen-polymer and dimer 

solutions,158,164 ferrocene polymer solutions,164 and viologen-based ionic liquids.165 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Representation of the observed diffusion in the three main theories of electron-

transfer. 
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As the physical diffusion (Dphys) of the redox-active moieties is further restricted 

and the redox-active moieties are immobilized (Dphys ≈ 0) LAS theory is used (De is larger 

than Dphys).
161,162 Previously, LAS theory has been used to describe electron transfer of 

thin film of TEMPO-containing polyether,166 ferrocene containing polyacrylamide gels,167 

crosslinked TEMO-containing polynorbornene,168 ferrocene-based metal-organic 

frameworks,169 and viologen and TEMPO nanoparticles.170 Recently, Burgess et al. and 

Sato et al. reported deviation from both D-R and LAS theory for viologen-based polymeric 

solutions and TEMPO-based polymer thin films, respectively.20,158 

To account for this deviation, Sato et al. proposed the diffusion cooperative model, 

which considers effects the Brownian motion of the polymer has on the transport 

kinetics.20 In this model, the diffusion of electron transfer has contributions from both De 

and Dphys (from the Brownian motion of the backbone). The Dphys considered here is 

significantly reduced to compared to the free diffusion of the D-R theory but greater than 

the lack of Dphys assumed in LAS theory. This intermediate Dphys model has also been 

applied to an immobilized TEMPO-containing polyamine,171 TEMPO-substituted 

poly(ethylene sulfide),172 and a variety nitroxide containing polymers with varying 

backbone and linker groups.20 However, much of the work described here considers 

physically restricted crosslinked polymers or polymers with a lack of backbone structure 

(i.e. random coil). 

Previously, our group has reported the use of redox-active polypeptides in solid-

state and redox flow batteries.122,173 Both works presented the use of a degradable α-helical 

polypeptide as a backbone for anodic and cathodic redox-active moieties. Akhoury et al. 
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studied non-crosslinked and crosslinked ferrocene-based grafts on carbon particles.174 The 

authors found bounded diffusion and electron hopping influenced the rate of electron 

transfer for the non-crosslinked grafts, whereas only electron hopping contributed in the 

crosslinked grafts due to reduced mobility.174 Similarly, Whiting et al. studied 

poly(triphenylamine acrylate) brushes and spin coated films and found that the more 

ordered brushes led to increased rate of electron transfer as compared to the more 

disordered spin-coated films.175 In addition to the influence of the helical polypeptide 

backbone on electron transfer among redox-active pendant groups, electron tunneling 

through the helical backbone could also influence electron transport. Arikuma et al. 

demonstrated that for short ferrocene-terminated helical polypeptides (less than 16 repeat 

units), electron tunneling contributed to the overall rate of electron transfer.176 Deng et al. 

reported the synthesis of viologen containing helical polyacetylenes, however, the effect 

of the helical backbone and pendant group spacing on the electron transport mechanism 

has not studied.177 

Here, we report the synthesis of viologen-based polypeptides with varying spacing 

between the backbone and viologen pendant group. The influence of backbone structure 

is also considered through testing of a helical polypeptide backbone and control aliphatic 

backbone. The polymers were processed to produce thin-film coatings and the electron 

transfer rate constants were determined from chronoamperometry and cyclic voltammetry. 

The determined rate constants included the apparent diffusion coefficient (Dap), rate 

constant for electron self-exchange between pendant viologen groups (kex), and 

heterogenous charge transfer (k0). The physical diffusion coefficients (Dphys) for the 
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polymers in solution and the viologen pendant group relative to the backbone were 

determined using dynamic light scattering and computation methods, respectively. The 

relationship between De and Dphys was analyzed to determine the predominate mechanism 

of electron transport in the system. Finally, we evaluated the performance of the viologen-

based polypeptides in half-cell batteries to relate the electron transfer kinetics to battery 

performance. Overall, these results present the dominate theory and redox couple for 

charge transport in viologen-based polypeptides. 

 

5.2. Methods 

5.2.1. Materials 

Lithium chloride (LiCl), γ-butyrolactone (GBL), and 4-vinylbenzyl chloride 

(VBC) were used as received from Sigma Aldrich. Ultrapure water (MQ water) was 

collected from a Milli-Q® integral water purification system (18 MΩ·cm). 4-cyano-4-

(((dodecylthio)carbonothioyl)thio)pentanoic acid (CTA) was used as received from Boron 

Molecular. Methanol was used as received from VWR. Lithium metal was purchased from 

Alfa-Aesar. ITO-coated glass (ITO glass) was purchased from Delta Technologies, and 

cleaned by subsequent sonication in soap water, water, acetone, and isopropyl alcohol, 

followed by drying with N2 and ozone plasma treatment for 10 min.  

Chemical characterization 

Attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra were 

recorded for powder samples on an IR Prestige 21 system (Shimadzu Corp.). The data was 

analyzed using IRsolution v. 1.40 software. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the 
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viologen polypeptide solutions in a quartz cell were recorded, between 180 and 280 nm, 

using a wavelength step of 1.0 nm, and had a path length of 1.0 cm, on a Chirascan CD 

spectrometer from Applied Photophysics, Ltd. (Leatherhead, UK) equipped with a 150-

Watt xenon arc lamp. The viologen polypeptides were dissolved at 3 mM of repeat unit in 

H2O to generate solutions for analysis. The resulting CD spectra were analyzed using Pro-

Data v. 5 software. 1H and 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded 

on a Bruker 400 spectrometer. Glass transition temperatures (Tg) were determined from 

the inflection point of the second heating cycle measured using modulated differential 

scanning calorimetry (MDSC) on a Q200 DSC (TA Instruments) with a heat-cool-heat 

cycle. The samples were ramped from -40 °C to 200 °C at a rate of 5 °C·min−1 with 

amplitude of 1.272 °C for a period of 60 s with nitrogen purge at 50 mL·min‒1. Finally, 

dynamic light scattering (DLS) data was collected, using the same CD solutions, on a 

Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS and analyzed with Zetasizer v7.13 to get the hydrodynamic 

radius. Using the Stokes-Einstein equation, Equation 5.1, the solution state polymer 

diffusion coefficient (DDLS) can be calculated from the measured hydrodynamic radius (rh) 

in DLS. 

𝐷𝐷𝐿𝑆 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

6𝜋𝜂𝑟ℎ
 

Equation 5.1 
 

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature (in K), and η is the viscosity of the 

medium (H2O). 

5.2.2. Synthesis of viologen polypeptides with varying alkyl spacer lengths 
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The viologen polypeptides were synthesized following the method of Nguyen et 

al.122 For the C3 and C9 viologen polypeptides the method was altered slightly. Instead of 

6-Chlorohexanol in the first synthetic step, 3-Choloropropanol and 9-Chlorononanol were 

used to produce the C3 and C9 viologen polypeptides, respectively. Details of the 

synthetic steps can be found in the Supplementary Information. 

5.2.3. Synthesis of the control viologen polymer 

Poly(vinylbenzyl methyl viologen) was synthesized following a modified method 

as reported by Nagarjuna et al.178 First, methyl viologen chloride (MV-Cl) was 

synthesized following the procedure reported by Nguyen et al. followed by ion exchange 

with using Dowex® A2 ion exchange resin.122 In parallel, poly(vinylbenzyl chloride) 

(PVBC) was synthesized via  reversible addition–fragmentation chain-transfer (RAFT) 

polymerization. In a 25-mL Schlenk flask 5.0 g (32 mmol) of VBC, 11 mg of AIBN (0.07 

mmol), 54 mg (0.14 mmol) of CTA, and 7.78 mL of toluene were combined at ambient 

conditions. Resulting in a monomer : initiator : CTA molar ratio of 228 : 0.5 : 1. The flask 

was then sealed, and three freeze-pump-thaw cycles were carried out with N2 gas and 

liquid N2. After the final thaw, the flask was sealed and heated to 75°C allowed to react 

for 24 hrs. After 24hrs, the reaction was cooled to room temperature and exposed to 

ambient air to terminate the reaction. The reaction solution was then precipitated in 

hexanes and the resulting PVBC was collected via vacuum filtration and dried overnight 

at r.t. under vacuum.  

Following a procedure similar to Nagarjuna et al, 500 mg (18.7 mmol of repeat 

unit) of PVBC, 4.8 g of MV-Cl (3.3 mmol), and 15 mL of dry DMF were combined in a 
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100-mL Schlenk flask equipped with a condenser.178 The reaction was then heated to 90 

°C and allowed to react for 6 days. The reaction solution was precipitated in methanol and 

the resulting poly(vinylbenzyl methyl viologen) (PV) was collected via vacuum filtration 

and vacuum dried overnight. 

5.2.4. Experimental determination of rate constants 

Thin films of each viologen polypeptide were prepared by dissolving 8 mM of 

repeat unit for each polypeptide in 1:1 (v:v) methanol: MQ water. 80 μL of the prepared 

solution were drop casted on ITO glass (coating area ≈ 1.3 cm2) and allowed to dry at 

ambient conditions for 24 h, followed by drying under vacuum at r.t. for 24 h. After drying, 

the mass of each film was measured to determine mass loading and the thickness was 

determined using profilometry (KLA Alpha-Step D-500). Finally, the fabricated 

electrodes were utilized in a three-electrode cell (coated ITO glass working electrode with 

lithium metal reference and counter electrodes) with 10 mL of 0.5 M LiCl in GBL as the 

electrolyte. All electrochemical measurements were performed using a Solartron 

potentiostat (Solartron Electrochemical Interface 1287). Chronoamperometry (CA) was 

performed in two steps (1) from 3 V to 2.2 V vs. Li/Li+ and (2) from 2.2 V to 1.6 V vs. 

Li/Li+ to determine the properties for both redox couples separately and cyclic 

voltammetry (CV) was performed from 3.2 V to 1.5 V vs. Li/Li+ at 10, 25, 50, and 100 

mV s-1
. 

The CA data was further analyzed to estimate the apparent diffusion coefficient 

(Dap) by fitting using the Cottrell equation (Equation 5.2) assuming semi-infinite 

condition.20 
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𝑖 =  
𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶0

∗

√𝜋𝑡
√𝐷𝑎𝑝 =  𝜏

𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶0
∗

√𝜋
√𝐷𝑎𝑝  

Equation 5.2 
 

where i is the current output from CA (in mA), n is the number of electrons transferred 

per repeat unit, A is the electrode area (in cm2), and 𝐶0
∗ is the total concentration of redox 

sites (or repeat units in mol/cm3). If Dap ≥ Dphys, the rate constant for electron self-

exchange, kex was found using the Dahms-Ruff equation (Equation 5.3). 

 

𝑘𝑒𝑥 = 
6(𝐷𝑎𝑝 − 𝐷𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠)

𝐶0
∗𝛿2

 

Equation 5.3 
 

where δ is the average site distance, which is determined from MD simulations as 

discussed below. However, if Dphys < Dap and Dphys ≈ 0, kex was calculated using the 

Laviron−Andrieux−Savéant equation (Equation 5.4). 

𝑘𝑒𝑥 = 
6𝐷𝑎𝑝

𝐶0
∗𝛿2

 

Equation 5.4 
 

From the peak separation of the CV data at 10 mV s-1, the heterogeneous rate 

constant, k0, was calculated using the simplified method of Nicholson, Equation 5.5. The 

simplified form assumed the diffusion coefficient of the oxidized and reduced species are 

equal to Det. 
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𝜓 =
𝑘0

(𝜋𝐷𝑎𝑝𝑓𝜐)
1/2

 

Equation 5.5 
 

where ψ is a dimensionless rate parameter from the method of Nicholson, v is the scan 

rate of CV (in V s-1), and Dap is the apparent diffusion coefficient from CA (in cm2/s), 

respectively. f = F/RT, where F is Faraday constant (or 96585 C/mol e-), R is the gas 

constant (or 8.3124 J/mol K), and T is the temperature (in K). 

 

 

5.2.5. Evaluation of the capacity performance 

The fabricated films were also used as working electrodes in a half cell with a 

lithium metal reference and filter paper soaked in 0.5 M LiCl in GBL as the separator and 

electrolyte, respectively. Galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) was performed on the 

half cells at different c-rates (1 C is the current required to completely charge the battery 

in 1 h). GCD was performed for 5 cycles at 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2. C followed by 

10 cycles at 0.2 C. 

 

5.3. Results and Discussion 

5.3.1. Synthesis and chemical characterization of viologen polypeptides and control 

viologen polymer. 

The three viologen polypeptides were synthesized through the post-polymerization 

modification of iodo-containing polypeptide precursors. The spacing between the 
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polypeptide backbone and the viologen redox-active group was changed by the 

incorporation of alkyl chains of varying lengths (Figure 5.2 a) to systematically study side 

chain effects. In addition to these polypeptides, poly(vinylbenzyl methyl viologen) (PV) 

was synthesized as a control (Figure 5.2 b) using post-polymerization modification of a 

chloro-containing PVBC precursor. PV was selected as the control because it bears a 

hydrocarbon (non-peptide) backbone and because it has been extensively studied in the 

literature.178-181 By this design, the effect of having a peptide and non-peptide backbone 

can be compared.  
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Figure 5.2. The chemical structure of a) viologen-based polypeptides with alkyl spacer 

lengths of three (C3), six (C6), or nine (C9) carbons. b) The chemical structure of the 

control viologen (PV), bearing a non-peptide backbone. 

 

 

To understand how the side chain length affects the nature of the polypeptides’ 

redox response, cyclic voltammetry (CV) was conducted using thin films on ITO glass 

(mass loadings: 0.25 to 0.40 mg/cm2 and thicknesses: 200 to 275 nm), Figure 5.3. For the 

CVs obtained at 10 mV/s, the three polypeptides exhibited two redox couples at similar 

potentials (E1/2 = 2.12 and 2.54 V vs. Li/Li+), consistent with that of PV and previous 

literature.178 For C3 and C6, the MV2+/ MV•+ redox couple was more reversible with a 

peak separation (ΔEp) of ca. 0.25 V as compared to 0.42 V ca for the MV•+/MV0 redox 

couple. C9 exhibited the same ΔEp of 0.32 V for both redox couples. PV exhibited a ΔEp 

consistent with C3 and C6. These results generally follow past literature for PV, for which 

MV•+/MV0 is less reversible than MV2+/ MV•+.20 All polymers exhibited diffusion limited 

redox reactions, as indicated by the linear fit of peak current vs. square-root of scan rate 

(Figure S5.1). 
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Figure 5.3. Cyclic voltammograms at 10, 25, 50, and 100 mV∙s-1for a) PV, b) C3, c) C6, 

and d) C9 thin films on ITO-coated glass as working electrodes in a three-electrode beaker 

cell configuration. The supporting electrolyte was 0.5 M LiCl in γ-butyrolactone (GBL). 

Lithium metal was used as counter and reference electrodes. 

 

 

5.3.2. Experimental determination of rate constants. 

To elucidate how the side chain lengths affect the rate constants of electron transfer 

of the polypeptides’, thin films were investigated experimentally using 

chronoamperometry (CA). Specifically, Cottrell plots of CA data were used to determine 

the apparent diffusion coefficient (Dap), which was then used to calculate the rate constant 

for electron self-exchange (kex). Additionally, the peak separation from CV was used to 

calculate the heterogeneous rate constant (k0) using the method of Nicholson. 

From CA, the Cottrell plots for the three polypeptides were determined for 

oxidation and reduction and decoupled for MV2+/ MV•+ and MV•+/MV0, Figure 4. We 
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adopted an abbreviation for referring to the reduction/oxidation of each redox couple, for 

example R2+/1+ refers to the reduction from MV2+/ MV•+. The raw input/output data is 

found in Figure S5.2 and the Cottrell plots for PV are found in Figure S5.3. In general, 

PV and all three polypeptides exhibited similar CA responses for both R2+/1+ and O2+/1+, 

which is consistent with previous literature for reduction (Figure 5.4 a-c and Figure 

S5.3).158,182 The similar response slope for all the polymers is indicative of similar rates of 

electron transfer. In contrast, the O•+/0 slope for PV and the three polypeptides showed 

similar, however, for R•+/0 the slope increases in magnitude with increased spacer length 

(Figure 5.4d-f and Figure S5.3). Explicitly, the slopes for reduction from MV•+/MV0 

followed the trend of PV < C3 < C6 < C9, which would suggest C9 will exhibit the highest 

electron transfer rate. 
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Figure 5.4. Chronoamperometry (CA) Cottrell plots for the two redox couples of the three 

polypeptides. (a-c) show the CA output data for the MV2+/ MV•+ redox couple. (d-f) show 

the CA output data for the MV•+/MV0 redox couple. Viologen polypeptides coated on ITO 

glass were used as the working electrodes in a three-electrode beaker cell configuration. 

The supporting electrolyte was 0.5 M LiCl in γ-butyrolactone. Lithium metal was used as 

counter and reference electrodes. The Cottrell plots for PV are found in Figure S5.3. 

 

 

The slopes from the Cottrell plots were used to estimate the apparent diffusion 

coefficient (Dap) using Equation 5.2. 𝐶0
∗ was determined as 2.03 M for PV, 2.92 M for 

C3, 2.65 for C6, and 2.42 for C9. The site distance (δ) of the pendant viologen groups in 

all three polypeptides was determined to be 4 Å using MD simulations, which is consistent 

with previous reports for PV.158,182 The Dap values were similar for all the polymers 

investigated and on the order of 10-13 cm2/s (Figure S5.4). Within a single redox process 
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(i.e., R2+/1+), there is very little effect of linker group on Dap.  However, we saw that all 

polymers follow a similar trend where R1+/0 > R2+/1+ and O2+/1+ > O1+/0.  

To determine the mechanism of electron transfer in the system, the physical 

diffusion coefficient of the system must be compared to Dap. Two different methods were 

used to approximate the diffusion of the viologen polypeptides within their thin film. The 

first method was to determine the solution state diffusion coefficient from DLS (DDLS) and 

the second was using MD simulations to get the physical diffusion of the viologen pendant 

groups (Dphys). The obtained DDLS and Dphys values were on the order of 10-7 cm2/s (Table 

S5.1). However, both approximations had excess of solvent compared to the 

electrochemical testing conditions and result in overestimates of DDLS and Dphys. Previous 

studies on charged polymers and protein hydrogels suggest that the solution state diffusion 

coefficient is approximately 10 orders of magnitude larger than thin film diffusion (ca. 10-

12 to 10-19 cm2/s).183,184 Using this approximation, the diffusion of the viologen 

polypeptides would be ca. 10-17 cm2/s. This value was smaller than the Dap (10-13 cm2/s) 

suggesting Laviron-Andrieux-Savéant theory is the appropriate mechanism of electron 

transport in the viologen polypeptides. kex was determined using Equation 5.4. 

Table S5.2 and Figure 5.5 show the summary of log(kex) values for all the 

polymers studied. For all the polymers studied (independent of linker group), kex of R1+/0 

> R2+/1+ and O2+/1+ > O1+/0. This trend was also observed by Dalton et al. and Hatozaki et 

al. for an electrolyte swollen viologen film, where kex for MV•+/MV0 was larger than 

MV2+/ MV•+.182,185,186 When only considering kex for R1+/0, C9 exhibited the largest value 

(4.8 × 107 M-1 s-1), whereas C3 was the smallest (3.5 × 106 M-1 s-1). The larger kex value 
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for C9 could be due to the longer alkyl chain allowing for greater diffusion, from the Dphys 

values in Table S5.1, and enhanced dimerization leading to the higher rate of electron 

transfer. 
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Figure 5.5. Summary of the log(kex) and log(k0) for PV, C3, C6, and C9. The results are 

presented as separate experimental values of oxidation and reduction for the a) MV2+/ 

MV•+ and b) MV•+/MV0 redox couples. c) Plot showing all the log(kex) vs. log(k0) for 

experimental data for both redox couples. Panels a) and b) show the enlarged region 

containing the CV/CA-determined rate constants for the polypeptides studied in this work. 

d) Schematic showing the relative kex values and e) the intermolecular forces between 

viologen groups in each oxidation state. 

 

 

Using the previously discussed ΔEp values from CV at 10 mV/s, the heterogeneous 

rate constant (k0) was determined using Equation 5.4. The calculated k0 values are 

summarized in Figure 5.5 a-b and show little variation among the different redox couples 

and polymers (ca. 10-7 – 10-8 cm/s). The values for MV•+/MV0 were slightly smaller than 

MV2+/ MV•+. The similarity among the thin films studied is likely dominated by the 

consistent substrate and redox group utilized in the study.  

Further confirmation of the electron transport mechanism was evaluated by 

considering the slope of the relationship between log(kex) and log(k0) in Figure 5.5 c, 
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which was determined to be 1.85. This slope was then compared to the slopes from 

Marcus-Hush theory and the diffusion cooperative model. First, the relationship from 

Marcus et al. is presented in Equation 5.6, similar to the relation found in LAS theory.187 

(
𝑘𝑒𝑥
𝐴𝑒𝑥

)

1
2
= 

𝑘0

𝐴𝑒𝑙
 

Equation 5.6 

 

Aex and Ael are the pre-exponential factors for self-exchange and the electrode reaction. 

When reorganized, a linear relationship between kex and k0 emerges as log(kex,app) = 

2∙log(k0) + b, where b = −2log(Ael) + log(Aex). From this linear relationship, if electron 

transfer follows Marcus-Hush theory with diffusion limitations or LAS theory, it is 

expected that the slope for log(kex,app) vs. log(k0) is 2. From the diffusion cooperative 

model, a relationship between kex and k0 is found when substituting for Dphys, Equation 

5.7.20 

 

 

𝑘𝑒𝑥
16𝜋𝑎𝑁𝑎

= 
𝑘02𝐿

3𝜅𝑒𝑙𝑒
(−

𝜆
4𝑘𝑏𝑇

)
 

Equation 5.7 

 

When reorganized, the linear relationship is log(kex,app) = log(k0) + log(b), where 

b = 2L16πaNa/3κelexp(-λ/4kbT). For the diffusion cooperative model, the expected slope 

from the log (kex) vs. log(k0) is 1. Given the slope analysis of 1.85, we conclude that the 
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studied viologen polymers do not follow the diffusion cooperative model, where the 

Brownian motion of the backbone contributes to the electron transport. However, the slope 

was slightly smaller than the slope seen for Marcus-Hush theory, which supports the 

diffusion limitations we conclude for applying LAS theory and those seen in cyclic 

voltammetry (Figure S5.1). 

An additional consideration for the mechanism of electron transfer in the viologen 

polypeptides is the electron tunneling through the helical backbone. According to LAS 

theory, kex should be equal to the activation-limited rate constant (kact) determined from 

Marcus-Hush theory (Equation S5.2). However, if electron tunneling occurs it would 

manifest in an enhanced experimentally determined kex compared to kact. Here, kact values 

were using HAB and λ determined from DFT calculations., which is described in detail in 

the supplementary information. kact was ca. 109 M-1∙s-1, which slightly larger than the 

experimentally determined kex values and previously studied TEMPO-based monomer 

(ca. 108 M-1∙s-1).20 Suggesting that there is no significant electron tunneling observed in 

the viologen polypeptide thin films, which is consistent with previous results for alanine 

and aminoisobutyric acid α helical polypeptides with 48 repeat units (3.1×10−14 s-1).176 

In the kex data, three main clusters appear (Figure 5.5 d - e). The data in the red shaded 

area was dominated by electrostatic repulsion of the MV2+ and/or the MV•+ groups, which 

lead to the smallest observed kex values. In the gray shaded region, dimerization leads to 

ordering and close packing to facilitate rapid electron transfer, leading to the largest kex 

values. Finally, in the green shaded area an entropy loss due to the dimerization leads to 

slow electron transfer and the smallest kex values. 
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From the trends in kex, the future design of methyl viologen RAPs (utilizing both 

redox couples) should target longer linker groups to enhance the electron transfer of R1+/0. 

However, this will also lead to a decrease in electron transfer for O1+/0. If being used in 

energy storage applications, such as a redox flow battery, different currents could be used 

for discharge (reduction) and charge (oxidation). For example, a smaller current could be 

used for oxidation to prevent a low coulombic efficiency. However, if only the MV2+/ 

MV•+ redox couple is desired, then the RAPs linker group does not have a profound effect. 

For energy storage, this would result in a high coulombic efficiency with the same currents 

of charge and discharge. 

5.3.3. Impact of transfer kinetics on electrode performance. 

An important consideration for the future design of RAPs is the relationship 

between electron transfer rates and the charge-discharge performance. To determine the 

capacity performance of the viologen polypeptides, galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) 

was utilized at a variety of C-rates on a half cell with lithium metal, where 1 C is the 

current required to charge the battery in 1 hour. The theoretical capacities for the studied 

polymers were 149.2 mAh/g for PV, 130.3 mAh/g for C3, 118.3 mAh/g for C6, and 108.0 

mAh/g for C9. For the half cells, all the polymers studied exhibited two peaks in CV at 

2.2 – 2.5 V and 1.7 – 2.1 V vs. Li/Li+ (Figure S5.5), which was similar to those observed 

in the three-electrode beaker cells (Figure 5.3). In addition to CV, two characteristic 

plateaus at 2.15 and 2.55 V vs. Li/Li+ were observed in the GCD curves at 0.2 C associated 

with the two redox couples (Figure S5.6). 
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Figure 5.6a summarizes the discharge capacity at varying C-rates for the viologen 

polypeptides and control viologen polymer. All the polymers exhibited capacities 

significantly lower than theoretical (C6 exhibited the maximum at ca. 40% of theoretical), 

due to the lack of conductive additive and insulating backbones. Additionally, all the 

polymers exhibited capacity fade and low coulombic efficiencies likely due to dissolution 

of the polymer into the electrolyte (Figure S5.7). For all the polymers, as the C-rate 

increased there was a decrease in capacity and the two plateaus became less pronounced. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6. a) Discharge capacity summary for the polymers studied at the varied c-rates. 

The percent of total capacity from the MV•+/MV0 redox couple for b) discharge 

(reduction) and c) for charge (oxidation) for all polymers studied. The data is taken from 

the first cycle in Figure S5.6. The legend in panel a) are applicable to panels b) and c). 

 

 

At C-rates less than 1 C, C6 showed the best performance followed by C9, C3, and 

PV. After 1C, all polymers show significantly lower capacity, however, C9 exhibited the 

highest capacity. At 0.2 C, C6 exhibited the highest capacity of 1.28 × 10-2 mAh/cm2 and 

PV exhibited the lowest (0.45 × 10-2 mAh/cm2). This suggests that although the backbone 
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does not influence the electron transfer kinetics, similar kex seen for the viologen 

polypeptides and PV, it improves the capacity performance. 

The capacity contributions of MV•+/MV0 were considered by identifying the 

inflection point in the second derivative of the charge-discharge curves (Figure S5.6). 

Figure 5.6b-c shows the percent of total capacity from MV•+/MV0 in both discharge and 

charge, respectively. In discharge (reduction), MV•+/MV0+ contributes almost entirely to 

the observed discharge capacity for all the polymers. However, in charge (oxidation), 

MV•+/MV0+ contributes to about half of the observed charge capacity for C-rates less than 

1C for all polymers. Above 1 C, C9 and PV exhibited decreased contribution from 

MV•+/MV0+ to the charge capacity, whereas for C3 and C6 the contribution remains 

approximately 50% (Figure 5.6 c). These observed trends in capacity contribution for 

MV•+/MV0+ mirror similar trends to those observed for kex. Specifically, kex for R1+/0 > 

R2+/1+, meaning in reduction the electron transfer rate of MV•+/MV0 is much higher than 

MV2+/ MV•. However, upon charging kex,app for O2+/1+ is only slightly larger than O1+/0, so 

the two redox couples contributed equally to the charge capacity. 
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5.4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the successful synthesis of viologen-containing polypeptides with 

varying linker lengths were demonstrated and confirmed using a variety of spectroscopic 

methods. The polymers were cast into thin films that were used in three-electrode beaker 

cells to study the electron transfer kinetics using cyclic voltammetry (CV) and 

chronoamperometry (CA). From CV studies of C3, C6, and PV it was found that 

MV•+/MV0 is less reversible than MV2+/ MV•+, whereas for C9 the two redox couples 

exhibited the same reversibility. Additional investigation using Cottrell analysis of the CA 

data led to determination of Dap and kex. kex for all the polymers studied followed the 

pattern of R1+/0 > R2+/1+ and O2+/1+ > O1+/0. The largest difference in kex for the studied 

polymers was for R1+/0, where C9 exhibited the highest kex and C3 exhibited the smallest. 

Upon analysis of the linear relationship between log(kex) and log(k0), we conclude that the 

slope of 2 indicated Marcus-Hush theory of electron transfer was the best description of 

electron transfer in the studied polymers. Finally, galvanostatic-charge discharge of 

lithium metal half cells was used to evaluate the capacity performance. C6 showed highest 

capacity at C-rates less than 1 C, whereas at higher C-rates C9 showed highest capacity. 

It was also observed that since kex for R1+/0 > R2+/1+, MV•+/MV0 dominated the discharge 

capacity. However, upon charging kex for O2+/1+ > O1+/0 but similar, so the two redox 

couples contributed equally to the charge capacity. 

Taken together this suggests that variation of linker group for viologen-based 

RAPs has a larger impact on the MV•+/MV0 and should be considered when selecting 

battery charge-discharge rates. However, additional studies are needed to confirm the 
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structure-property relationship for anodic RAPs. Specifically, further work should be done 

to identify high throughput backbone-side group systems. The three viologen-

polypeptides studied here required the synthesis of three different precursor polymers 

followed by installation of the same viologen moiety. Future work should consider 

utilizing one precursor polymer with the installation of different redox-active moieties. 

This could help to improve the variety of polymers studied in the future while reducing 

the synthetic time. With future synthetic variety, structure-property relationships for 

anodic RAPs can be used to design the next generation of fully polymeric batteries with 

improved design criteria. 
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6. ONGOING WORK 

 

The work presented in Chapters 2 – 5 laid the groundwork for the future of 

macromolecular-based energy storage devices. Much of the focus in literature has 

followed the mass transport of cathodic macromolecular radicals. This information must 

be determined for anodic macromolecular radicals to allow for electrolyte design to 

optimize mass transport in both electrodes. Additionally, most work in the dissertation 

was focused on thin film characterization which will impact the design of solid-state 

batteries. However, additional experimentation on macromolecular radical-based 

solutions is needed to provide redox flow battery design criteria. The preliminary results 

have tried to address these unknowns through the ongoing work discussed below. 

 

6.1. Water-Coupled Anion Transport in Polyviologen Network Films 

One important consideration for redox-active polymers used in electroactive 

coatings and as polymer-based electrodes, is the volume change during reduction and 

oxidation. The volume change is usually coupled with the solvation shell of the counter 

ions diffusing in and out of the redox-active polymer film throughout the redox process. 

Previous studies have focused on the mass (ion and solvent) transport have focused on 

cathodic polymers. Specifically, polymers with pendant nitroxide radicals and quinones 

have been the most investigated.24,188-191 Some work has been done on viologen-based 

polymers, however, many studies saw minimal mass change,133 focused on only the first 

redox couple,192,193 or investigated monolayers,194 which are not ideal representation of 
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mass transport in battery electrodes. To design polymer-based batteries that do not exhibit 

diffusion limitations, the mass transport in both the cathodic and anodic polymers should 

be balanced. 

Here, the mass transport in polyviologen-based network thin films were studied. 

The monomer was synthesized through a simple one-step reaction and subsequently used 

for electropolymerization on conductive substrates to fabricate working electrodes. The 

electropolymerization and mass transport were then investigated using electrochemical 

quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation, which provides real time mass change with 

change in redox state. Additionally, the change in charge transfer resistance with viologen 

oxidation state was considered using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. For both 

characterization techniques, two anions (chloride and sulfate) were considered to 

investigate the effect of differing valences (monovalent and divalent) on mass transport. 

Ongoing work is considering a third anion (tetrafluoroborate), which has been shown to 

have the smallest solvation shell and lowest thickness change for a nitroxide-based 

polymer.188 

 

6.1.1. Methods 

6.1.1.1. Materials. 

Sodium chloride (NaCl), 4-pyridinecarbonitrile, acetonitrile (MeCN), sodium 

tetrafluoroborate (NaBF4), 1,3,5-Tris(bromomethyl)benzene (TBMB), and methanol were 

received from Millipore Sigma. Sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) was received by VWR. 

Ultrapure water (MQ water) was collected from a Milli-Q® water purification system (18 
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MΩ·cm). Indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass (CUV5B) was purchased from Delta 

Technologies. Au-coated QSense quartz crystal microbalance sensors with a Ti adhesion 

layer (QSX 338) were purchased from Biolin Scientific and cleaned with 5:1:1 MQ 

H2O:ammonium hydroxide:hydrogen peroxide at 75 °C for 5 mins before use. All 

chemicals were used as received. 

6.1.1.2. Characterization. 

1H-NMR spectra were conducted on D2O solutions using a 400 MHz Bruker 

NMR. UV-vis spectra were collected in 1 nm increments from 800 to 250 nm using a 

Hitachi U-4100 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (341-F). 

6.1.1.3. Synthesis of 1,3,5-Tris(4-cyanopyridinio)mesitylene (TPM) Bromide Salt. 

The TMP bromide salt was synthetized following a modified protocol from Sano 

et al. and is described briefly (Figure 6.1 a).133 TBMB (2.25 g, 6.3 mmol) and 4-

pyridinecarbonitrile (6.5 g, 62.4 mmol) were refluxed in acetonitrile (20 mL) for 24 h 

under nitrogen. The resulting, yellow-colored solid was recovered by filtration, washed 

with acetonitrile, and recrystallized from methanol to yield yellow needlelike crystals. 

This afforded 1.24 g of the final product (yield = 62 %). 
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Figure 6.1. a) TMP monomer used for electropolymerization, b) the viologen crosslinked 

network from electropolymerization of TMP salt. c) The redox mechanism of the viologen 

pendant group with both charge and ion transport, where A− is an anion. 

 

 

6.1.1.4. Electrochemical Measurements. 

TMP was electropolymerized from a 5 mM TMP in 0.1 M NaCl aqueous solution 

onto ITO glass in a three-electrode beaker cell with a platinum wire counter electrode and 

Ag/AgCl (sat.) reference electrode. The electropolymerization was carried out using a 

potentiostatic hold at -0.75 V vs. Ag/AgCl for 10 minutes. After deposition, the film was 

soaked in the testing electrolyte for 20 minutes to remove any unreacted TMP. The testing 

electrolytes were 0.5 NaCl, 0.5 M NaBF4, and 0.25 M Na2SO4. After soaking, conditioning 

cyclic voltammetry (CV) was carried out for three cycles at 50 mV/s, followed by two 

cycles of CV at each of the following scan rates: 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, and 200 mV/s. Finally, 

a 10-minute potentiostatic hold was used to equilibrate the sample before conducting 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). 10 mV in a frequency range of 0.1 to 5 × 

106 Hz (10 steps per decade). Equilibration and EIS was conducted at two potentials: (1) 

-0.45 V vs. Ag/AgCl and (2) -0.90 V vs. Ag/AgCl. All electrochemical data was collecting 
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using a Gamry Interface 1000 unless otherwise noted. 

6.1.1.5. Electrochemical Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation (EQCM-D). 

In-situ mass changes during electrochemistry was conducted using a QSense E1 

module (Biolin Scientific) to determine the mass changes during electrodeposition and 

CV. First, an air baseline was collected on the blank Au/Ti sensor for 2 minutes. After 2 

minutes, the 5 mM TMP in 0.1 M NaCl aqueous solution was flowed (150 µL/min) into 

the EQCM-D cell and the flow was stopped for the electropolymerization. The 

electropolymerization was then carried out using a potentiostatic hold at -0.75 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl for 4 minutes. After deposition, the testing electrolyte was continuously flowed 

at 150 µL/min into the cell for 20 minutes to remove any unreacted TMP. The testing 

electrolytes were 0.5 NaCl, 0.5 M NaBF4, and 0.25 M Na2SO4. After 20 minutes the 

electrolyte was held static and conditioning cyclic voltammetry (CV) was carried out for 

three cycles at 50 mV/s, followed by two cycles of CV at each of the following scan rates: 

5, 10, 25, 50, 100, and 200 mV/s. The QCM-D data was analyzed using Dfind (Biolin 

Scientific), where the reference period was taken as the static solution of 5 mM TMP in 

0.1 M NaCl aqueous solution before the electropolymerization began. The estimated film 

thickness after electropolymerization was ca. 120 nm. 

6.1.1.6. EQCM-D Data Modeling. 

The QCM-D data was modeled in Dfind using the composite Sauerbrey equation, 

which relates the normalized change in frequency (Δf/n) to change in mass (Equation 

6.1). For fitting, the solution density was assumed to match that of water (1 mg/mL) and 
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the polymer layer was taken to be 1.2 mg/mg. Overtones 3, 5, 7, and 9 were used to obtain 

accurate fits. 

∆𝑚 = −𝐶
∆𝑓

𝑛
 

Equation 6.1 

 

The mass change is then related to the charge transferred to determine the mass per charge 

relationship (Δm/e) and then compared to the ideal value obtained from Faraday’s law. 

 

 

6.1.2. Results and Discussion 

6.1.2.1. TMP Synthesis and Electropolymerization. 

Following a previously described protocol, 1,3,5-Tris(4-

cyanopyridinio)mesitylene (TPM) bromide salt was synthesized through the coupling of 

4-pyridinecarbonitrile and 1,3,5-Tris(bromomethyl)benzene.133,195 The successfully 

synthesis of TMP was confirmed using 1H-NMR spectroscopy (Figure 6.2 a). The 

resulting TMP bromide salt was a trifunctional monomer that could undergo cathodic 

electropolymerization to produce a fully crosslinked polyviologen film (Figure 6.1 b). 

Figure 6.2 c shows the current response during the potentiostatic electropolymerization at 

-0.75 V vs. Ag/AgCl. 
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Figure 6.2. a) 1H-NMR spectra of TMP bromide salt. b) The electropolymerization 

mechanism proposed by Saika et al.195 c) The output current during the potentiostatic 

electropolymerization onto the Au/Ti EQCM-D sensor. The supporting electrolyte was 5 

mM TMP in aqueous 0.1 M NaCl. Au/Ti crystal was the working electrode with a 

Ag/AgCl reference electrode and platinum plate counter electrode. 

 

 

After confirmation of successful synthesis, the electrochemical properties of the 

resulting polyviologen films were considered in different electrolytes. The electrolytes 

considered were sodium chloride (NaCl) and sodium sulfate (NaSO4), which were selected 

to vary the anion. Figure 6.3 shows cyclic voltammograms of the polyviologen films in 

the two electrolytes. At 100 mV/s, the polyviologen films exhibited half wave potentials 

(E1/2) of -0.8 V and -0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl in the chloride and sulfate-based electrolytes. 

Additionally, all redox couples exhibited peak separation (ΔEp) of 100 mV indicating the 

redox couples are quasi-reversible. 
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Figure 6.3. Cyclic voltammograms at varying scan rates for PTMP thin films in a) 0.5 M 

NaCl and b) 0.25 M Na2SO4 aqueous solutions as the supporting electrolyte. c) Shows the 

normalized cyclic voltammograms at 10 mV/s for all three electrolytes. PTMP 

electropolymerized on the Au/Ti EQCM-D crystal was the working electrode with a 

Ag/AgCl reference electrode and platinum plate counter electrode. The legend in a) 

applies to b). 

 

 

At low scan rates, the polyviologen film in the Na2SO4 electrolyte exhibited peak 

splitting in reduction, whereas the film did not in the NaCl electrolyte (Figure 6c). The 

observed peak splitting in Na2SO4 could be attributed to the influx of sodium ions when 

viologen exists as radical cations (1+ state), since the anion is divalent sodium is needed 

for charge balance. However peak splitting is not large, which suggests that the sulfate ion 

might act as a counter ion for two radical cation viologen groups. It is also of interest that 

peak splitting does not occur in oxidation with either supporting electrolyte, suggesting 

the mass transport mechanism differ in reduction and oxidation. Further details from real 

time mass change may clarify the ion compensation mechanism and differences in 

reduction and oxidation. 
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6.1.2.2. EQCM-D Characterization of PTMP Thin Films. 

Given the differences in cyclic voltammogram shape for polyviologen in the two 

electrolytes, it is of interest to study the real time mass-coupled electron transfer to provide 

greater insight. Using the cyclic voltammetry data for 25 mV/s, the charge transferred 

during oxidation and reduction is determined by integration (Figure 6.4). The 

polyviologen film exhibited a higher oxidation peak current in Na2SO4, compared to that 

in NaCl, corresponding to more charge transferred (Figure 6.4 a-b). However, both 

exhibited similar profiles exhibiting charge plateaus away from the redox peaks. 
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Figure 6.4. Cyclic voltammograms at 25 mV/s with overlaid charge profiles (a-b) and 

mass profiles (c-d). The supporting electrolyte was a) and c) 0.5 M NaCl or b) and d) 0.25 

M Na2SO4. PTMP electropolymerized on the Au/Ti EQCM-D crystal was the working 

electrode with a Ag/AgCl reference electrode and platinum plate counter electrode. The 

legend in d) applies to all panels. 

 

 

Additionally, using the EQCM-D data the mass change during CV was calculated 

from the Sauerbrey equation. During reduction, both films exhibited a mass decrease, 

associated with ion and/or solvent expulsion from the film. In oxidation the opposite 

behavior was observed; the mass increased associated with ion and/or solvent uptake. 

However, to gain insight into the detailed mass transport process, the mass change with 
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change in charge should be considered. For example, in an ideal system for every electron 

transferred in reduction is coupled with the expulsion of an anion from the film, since it is 

no longer needed for charge balance. For both electrolytes, the slope between mass change 

(Δm) and charge (e) was negative for the entire reduction period (Figure 6.5 a-b). This 

was indicative of mass loss throughout the process. In contrast, during oxidation the slop 

was positive, which was indicative of mass gain (Figure 6.5 c-d). 
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Figure 6.5. Mass change vs. charge transferred plots during cyclic voltammetry at 25 

mV/s with a) 0.5 M NaCl and b) 0.25 M Na2SO4 supporting electrolyte. The mass change 

and charge transferred as a function of potential in Figure 6.4. PTMP electropolymerized 

on the Au/Ti EQCM-D crystal was the working electrode with a Ag/AgCl reference 

electrode and platinum plate counter electrode. The legend in d) applies to all panels. 

 

 

Using Faraday’s law, the theoretical mass per charge ratio (in mg/C) was 

determined to be 0.39 for chloride and 1.00 for sulfate. If the experimentally determined 

slope from Figure 6.5 is larger than the theoretical value, there are additional transporting 
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species such as sodium cation or water. The theoretical slope for sodium is 0.24 and 0.19 

for water. The experimental slopes are sign dependent, where a negative sign is mass 

loss/expulsion, and a positive slope is mass gain/uptake. 

For the viologen film in reduction, there were two major slope regimes observed 

in the NaCl electrolyte (Figure 6.5 a). The initial regime had a magnitude of 0.36, which 

is similar to the theoretical value the chloride ion, suggesting it is the only species being 

expelled. After the initial regime, the slope drastically increases to 6.30, suggesting a large 

amount of water (approximately 32 water molecules per chloride ion) was also expelled. 

In oxidation (Figure 6.5 c), there were three major regimes observed, each with an 

increasing magnitude. This suggests an increasing number of water molecules transports 

in each regime, specifically 4 water molecules, then 12 water molecules, and finally 36 

water molecules. Due to the dicationic nature of the viologen and the large amount of 

water transport, a divalent anion may provide an appealing alternative. 

The mass transport within the viologen film in the sodium sulfate electrolyte is 

more complex, due to the divalent nature of the sulfate anion. In reduction, there are two 

possible routes of ion transport (Figure 6.6). In route one (Figure 6.6 a), upon reduction 

from MV2+ to MV●+ a sulfate (SO4−2) anion is expelled, and one sulfate ion is used to 

balance the charge of two MV●+ groups. Next, the reduction from MV●+ to MV0 results in 

the expulsion of another SO4−2. In contrast, in route two upon reduction from MV2+ to 

MV●+ sodium (Na+) cation uptake occurs to balance the charge. Followed by expulsion 

of both SO4−2 and Na+ during reduction from MV●+ to MV0. 
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Figure 6.6. Possible ion transport for sodium sulfate in the polyviologen film. a) In route 

1, upon reduction from MV2+ to MV●+ a sulfate (SO4
−2) anion is expelled, and one sulfate 

ion is used to balance the charge of two MV●+ groups. The final step in route 1 during the 

reduction from MV●+ to MV0 results in the expulsion of another SO4
−2. b) In route 2, upon 

reduction from MV2+ to MV●+ sodium (Na+) cation uptake occurs to balance the charge. 

The final step in route 1 during reduction from MV●+ to MV0 results in the expulsion of 

both SO4
−2 and Na+. 

 

 

Although two routes are possible, the mass vs. charge data from reduction in the 

Na2SO4 electrolytes suggests that route one was more probable (Figure 6.5 b). During 

reduction, the slope throughout was negative suggesting that there was only mass loss. 

The consistent negative slope follows more with route one, where mass uptake (or a 

positive slope) would be expected if route two was observed. There was an initial regime 

followed by two regimes for each redox peak. The initial regime and beginning regime for 
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each redox peak had a magnitude of 2.09 and 30.8, respectively. This suggests that a large 

amount of water (6 and 160 water molecules, respectively). The second regime’s for each 

redox peak drastically decreases to 0.85, which is similar to the theoretical value of the 

sulfate ion, suggesting it is the only species being expelled. In oxidation (Figure 6.5 d), 

an initial regime was observed, followed by one for each redox peak (with a slight 

transition region between). The initial regime had a slope of 5.26 corresponding to the 

uptake of a sulfate anion and 23 water molecules. The regimes for each redox couple had 

smaller slopes with decreasing values, 1.37 and 0.46, respectively. These slopes 

correspond with the uptake of two water molecules per sulfate followed by the expulsion 

of three water molecules per sulfate in the regimes for the MV2+/MV●+ and MV●+/MV0, 

respectively. This suggests that most of the water uptake occurs in the initial regime and 

short transition regime between redox couples with some water expulsion in the final 

regime. 

When comparing the two electrolytes, it was observed that for the NaCl electrolyte 

there was more water uptake during oxidation than the water expulsion observed in 

reduction. In contrast, for the Na2SO4 electrolyte similar water movement occurred in both 

oxidation and reduction, however, some water expulsion was observed in oxidation. For 

battery applications, reduced water movement is preferred to prevent large thickness 

changes that could impact the electrode resistance. 
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6.1.2.3. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy Characterization. 

As discussed, there was a large amount of water movement occurring in both 

electrolytes. One concern when there are large amounts of water uptake is that the charge 

transfer resistance (RCT) could increase due to an increased thickness. To determine RCT 

for the viologen films in each electrolyte, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

was utilized, and the resulting data was modeled using the equivalent circuit presented in 

Figure 6.7 a. The EIS curves for the NaCl electrolyte exhibited clear semi-circle behavior 

typical of redox-active polymers (Figure 6.7 b). However, the Na2SO4 electrolyte did not 

exhibit a clear semi-circle, which could be associated with large resistance or diffusion 

limitations affecting the semi-circle behavior (Figure 6.7 c).  

 

 

 

Figure 6.7. a) The equivalent circuit used to model the EIS data. Nyquist plots for 

polyviologen films in b) 0.5 M NaCl and c) 0.25 M Na2SO4 with their fit lines. EIS was 

conducted at -0.45 V and -0.90 V vs. Ag/AgCl (sat.) with an amplitude of 10 mV in a 

frequency range of 5 × 106 Hz to 0.1 Hz (10 steps per decade). 
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From the equivalent circuit parameters (Table 6.1), the viologen film exhibits a 

larger RCT for the MV2+/MV+● redox couple compared to the MV+●/MV0 for both 

electrolytes. However, the polyviologen exhibited significantly smaller RCT in NaCl 

compared to Na2SO4. 

 

 

Table 6.1. EIS equivalent circuit fit parameters at -0.45 V vs. Ag/AgCl (MV2+/ MV•+ 

redox couple) and at -0.90 V vs. Ag/AgCl (the MV•+/MV0 redox couple). 

 
MV2+/ MV•+ 

(-0.45 V vs. Ag/AgCl) 

MV•+/MV0 

(-0.90 V vs. Ag/AgCl) 

EIS Fit 

Parameter 
0.5 M NaCl 0.25 M Na2SO4 0.5 M NaCl 0.25 M Na2SO4 

RΩ (Ω) 35 ± 0.2 40 ± 0.1 34 ± 0.2 40 ± 0.2 

RCT (Ω) 1331 ± 81 3515 ± 348 648 ± 27 1165 ± 335 

WO 0.21 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.04 0.29 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.04 

CPE (µF) 59 ± 1 713 ± 9 76 ± 2 518 ± 19 
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6.2. Mark-Houwink Sakarada Constants for PTMA in Selected Solvents 

Using solution-state viscosity measurements the Mark-Houwink-Sakurada (MHS) 

equation constants (a and K) were determined for PTMA in a variety of solvents.196 To 

determine the MHS equation constants, viscosity measurements were conducted for 

PTMA with four different degrees of polymerization: 15, 44, 122, and 277. Here present 

the preliminary data for PTMA dissolved in 2-butoxyethyl acetate (BCA) at 2 mg/mL, 

which was selected due to our previous solubility parameter work (Figure 6.8 d).23 The 

viscosity results showed a moderately linear relationship between the log (intrinsic 

viscosity) and log (polymer molar mass) (Figure 6.8 a-c). Here, the steady state viscosity 

was considered for each polymer solution, however, it is suggested by some that zero-

shear viscosity be utilized.197 Additionally, Tam et al. stress the importance of utilizing an 

appropriate shear rate regime to determine the zero shear viscosity for charged 

polymers.198 Future analysis of the collected data will identify appropriate shear rate 

regimes to determine the zero-shear viscosity. 
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Figure 6.8. log (intrinsic viscosity) vs. log (molar mass) data determined using the a) 

Billmeyer, b) Solomon-Ciuta. and c)Deb-Chatterjee methods. d) The chemical structures 

of PTMA and 2-butoxyethyl acetate (BCA), which were used to produce solutions at 2 

mg/mL for analysis. e) The determined Mark-Houwink-Sakurada equation constants, a 

and K, for the three methods. 

 

 

In general, this linear relationship indicates that the solution viscosity increases 

with increasing molar mass, at a constant solution concentration. Moreover, the viscosity 

results for these solutions indicate that at the selected concentration the Billmeyer,199 

Solomon-Ciuta,200 and Deb-Chatterjee201 methods were more descriptive than the 

Huggins202 or Kramer203 methods. Additionally, all three methods provided the same slope 
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and intercept, which are related to a and K, respectively (Figure 6.8 e). The determined a 

value indicates that small aggregates of PTMA may be formed at 2 mg/mL in BCA, since 

it is less than the value typically associated with a good solvent (a ≈ 0.8). Additional 

analysis with a variety of concentrations is required to fully evaluate the solvent quality. 

In addition to BCA, battery related solvents, such as N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and 

ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate (EC/DMC, 1/1, v/v), are also being analyzed. 

Future investigations will focus on using the PTMA MHS equation constants to determine 

the optimal molar mass and solvent for non-aqueous flow battery applications. 
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6.3. Small Angle Neutron Scattering of Nitroxide-based Macromolecular Radicals 

To study the solution conformation and dynamics of PTMA dilute solutions, small-

angle neutron scattering (SANS) with deuterated solvents was performed in collaboration 

with Prof. Mark Dadmun of University of Tennessee Knoxville. A variety of PTMA 

samples with varying molar masses were studied in deuterated NMP. NMP was selected 

because it is the prominent solvent for electrode casting in literature. Our solution state 

SANS results, show that PTMA is soluble in NMP and exhibits increased scattering 

intensity with increased molar mass.204 From the raw scattering data, the Guinier model 

was used to determine the radius of gyration (Rg) for varying molar-masses of PTMA in 

deuterated NMP. Figure 6.9 shows the Rg as a function of scattering intensity, I(0), for 

the PTMA samples (data points are labeled with the number of repeat units). I(0) was used 

to minimize any form of effects on the accuracy of the analysis. The plot shows that the 

dependence of Rg ∝ I(0)0.63. For an ideal gaussian chain, this dependence is expected to 

be in the range of 0.5-0.6.6 However, a dependence of 0.63 indicates that PTMA oxidized 

with H2O2 is slightly rigid along the backbone of the polymer chain. Solution state SANS 

data provides insight of PTMAs solution state conformation; however, the thin film 

pendant group packing is also of interest.  
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Figure 6.9. log Rg vs log I(0) for PTMA of different molecular weights and similar 

oxidation levels (~98%). The data point labels correspond to the number of repeat units. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In the projects described in Chapters 2 – 6, many advances were made in the 

fundamental design and understanding of macromolecular radicals and their integration 

into thin films and electrodes. Specifically, the interactions between composite electrode 

components were quantified and resulted improved performance of PTMA-based 

cathodes. Additionally, the assembly of nanoarchitectonics composed of charged 

nitroxide-based polymers was demonstrated for thin electroactive coatings, with control 

over their mass transport mechanism. Degradable macromolecular radicals were 

synthesized by collaborators and utilized in fully polymeric batteries and their structure-

electron transport relationship was considered. Finally, the mass transport control from 

ion valency was considered. Taken together, this work has laid the groundwork for the 

future of macromolecular-based energy storage devices. Although these results are the 

first step electrode design and in the development of degradable fully polymeric batteries 

additional areas of focus should be considered to improve battery performance. Some 

future areas of interest are described below with short discussions on the influence on 

battery performance. 

 

7.1. Development of electropolymerizable hydrogels with degradable 

functionalities. 

Most dramatically, a redesign of the degradable repeat unit and synthetic route 

presents the greatest potential for performance improvement. One way to accomplish this 
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is to combine the degradable functionalities presented in Chapter 4 into the 

electropolymerizable monomer studied in Chapter 6.1. The electropolymerizable 

monomer is targeted because of the promising results from Sano et al, where the authors 

reported high rate capabilities (C-rates up to 1200 C) and were able to achieve capacities 

of 150 mAh/g at 1 C.133 However, it is desired to modify the previously reported 

electropolymerizable monomer to include on-demand degradable functionalities. One 

possible route to produce the degradable monomer would through a two-step synthetic 

route proposed below (Figure 7.1 a).  
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Figure 7.1. a) The proposed two-step synthetic route resulting in the production of a 

degradable and electropolymerizable viologen monomer (1). b) The proposed 

electropolymerization process and obtained network viologen polymer (P1) of the salt 

produced in panel a). c) The proposed degradation products from both acidic and basic 

degradation of P1. 

 

 

In the first step, N,N′,N′′-(Benzene-1,3,5-triyl)tris(2-bromoacetamide) (TBAB) 

can be synthesized with  decent yield (ca. 82%) following a procedure from Chen et al.205 

In the second step, the procedure used in Chapter 6.1 (from Sano et al.133) could be 

modified couple 4-pyridinecarbonitrile with TBAB to produce the hypothesized monomer 

1. The resulting salt can then be utilized for electropolymerization to produce a 

electroactive thin film P1 that can be utilized as a battery anode. The theoretical capacity 
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of P1 would be approximately 137 mAh/g and should exhibit redox peaks below 0 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl. After operation acid or base could be used to catalyze amide hydrolysis206 of 

P1 to degrade the above material to likely form a viologen-based carboxylic acid and an 

aromatic triamine. 

The proposed system solves two main problems previously observed for 

degradable polymers in batteries: 1) the repeat unit molar mass is reduced compared to the 

polypeptides, which leads to an increased theoretical capacity and 2) the network nature 

of P1 prevents the dissolution of the active material thus this should help prevent the 

capacity fade of the full battery and lead to an improved performance for long term 

cycling. 

The major challenge remaining for the proposed system will be identifying a 

method to produce thick electrodes (> 6 µm) with a carbon additive, which is critical for 

high performance battery electrodes. Additionally, a similar method should be considered 

to produce a network polymer for the cathode. For example, the synthetic protocol 

presented by Ji et al. could also be modified to include degradable functionalities in the 

monomer.207 

 

7.2. Replace the electrolyte with an ionic solid electrolyte. 

Another alternative to improve the performance of polymer based batteries, is 

through the selection and design of the electrolyte. For example, the steep capacity fade 

of the batteries presented in Chapters 2 and 4 were attributed to the dissolution of the 

active material into the liquid electrolytes. The liquid electrolyte and separator could be 
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replaced with an ion conducting solid electrolyte. A solid electrolyte would help to prevent 

capacity fade, thus improving the long-term capacity of the full battery. However, it should 

be noted that solid electrolytes typically exhibit lower conductivities than their liquid 

counter parts and could limit the charge-discharge rates due to increase diffusion 

limitations.  
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APPENDIX A 

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 

 

The supplementary information is presented by chapter. 

Chapter 2: Nitroxide Radical Polymer–Solvent Interactions and Solubility 

Parameter Determination 

Reprinted with permission from ref. 23 Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. 

 

 

Table S2.1. PTMA-based electrodes, electrolyte utilized, and cycling stability of the cell 

from literature. See ref. 12 for a complete review with additional examples. 

Electrode System Electrolyte 

(v/v) 

Capacity Fade/Dissolution Reference 

10 % PTMA with graphite 

and binding powder 

1 M LiPF6 in 

EC/DEC (3/7) 

Initial: 77 mA∙h∙g-1 

“No significant fade after 500 

cycles” 

28 

PTMA:acetylene 

black:PVDF 

= 77:15:8 wt% 

1 M LiPF6 in 

EC/DMC (1/1) 

Initial: 78.4 mA∙h∙g-1 

98% of the initial capacity was 

obtained after 100 cycles 

74 

PTMA:graphite:PVDF = 

10:80:10 wt% 

0.1 M TBABF4 

in DCM or 

ACN 

Initial: 77 mA∙h∙g-1 

“no significant deterioration in 

the capacity was observed up 

to 1000 cycles” 

10 

PTMA:VGCF:CMC:PTFE 

= 50:45:4:1 wt% 

1 M LiPF6 in 

EC/DEC (3/7) 

Initial: 147 mA∙h∙g-1 

82% of the initial capacity 

remained after 100 cycles 

32 

PTMA:VGCF:PVDF 

= 30:60:10 wt% 

 

1 M LiPF6 in 

EC/DEC (3/7) 

Initial: 100
a
 mA∙h∙g-1 

89% of the initial capacity 

remained after 1000 cycles 

33 

PTMA:VGCF:CMC:PTFE 

= 50:45:4:1 wt% 

1 M LiPF6 in 

EC/DEC (3/7) 

Initial: 110 mA∙h∙g-1 

87% of the initial capacity was 

obtained after 25 cycles 

29 
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Table S2.1. Continued 

Electrode System Electrolyte 

(v/v) 

Capacity Fade/Dissolution Reference 

PTMA:Super P:PVDF 

= 40:50:10 wt% 

P(VdF-HFP) 

membrane 

swollen with 1 

M LiPF6 in 

EC/DMC (1/1) 

Initial: 111 mA∙h∙g-1 

91% of the initial capacity was 

obtained after 100 cycles 

75 

PTMA:Super P:PVDF 

= 40:50:10 wt% 

1 M LiPF6 in 

EC/DMC (1/1) 

Initial: 111 mA∙h∙g-1 

~90% of the initial capacity 

was obtained after 100 cycles 

31  

PTMA:graphite:Carbon 

black:PVDF  

1 M LiPF6 in 

EC/DMC (1/1) 

Initial: 76.7 mA∙h∙g-1 

“a rapid fading of the capacity 

is observed” to 26%a of initial 

capacity after 25 cycles 

35 

PTMA:Super P:PVDF 

= 60:30:10 wt% 

1 M LiPF6 in 

EC/DMC (1/1) 

Initial: 80 mA∙h∙g-1 

~87% of the initial capacity 

was obtained after 200 cycles 

 18 

PTMA:Super P:PVDF 

= 40:50:10 wt% 

1 M LiPF6 in 

EC/DMC (1/1) 

Initial: 110 mA∙h∙g-1 

96% of the initial capacity was 

obtained after 400 cycles 

11 

PTMA:Super P = 25:75 

wt% 

1 M LiClO4 in 

EC/DEC (1/1) 

Initial: 100a mA∙h∙g-1 

82% of the initial capacity was 

obtained after 300 cycles 

(PTMA brushes were also 

fabricated to prevent 

dissolution) 

208 

PTMA:carbon 

black:graphene:PVDF 

= 10:20:60:10 % 

1 M LiPF6 in 

EC/DEC/DMC 

(1/1/1) 

Initial: 120b mA∙h∙g-1 

63% of the initial capacity was 

obtained after 100 cycles 

77 

PTMA composite:Super 

P:PVDF 

= 80:10:10 wt% 

1 M LiPF6 in 

EC/DMC (1/1) 

Initial: 110 mA∙h∙g-1 

90% of the initial capacity was 

obtained after 50 cycles 

 76 
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Table S2.1. Continued 

Electrode System Electrolyte 

(v/v) 

Capacity Fade/Dissolution Reference 

PTMA brushes on ITO 

glass 

1 M LiTFSI in 

EC/DEC (1/1) 

Initial: 94 mA∙h∙g-1 

97% of the initial capacity was 

obtained after 100 cycles 

(brushes to prevent 

dissolution) 

95 

PTMA:Super P:PVDF = 

25:65:10 wt% 

1 M LiPF6 in 

DMC  

Initial: 30 to 67 mA∙h∙g-1 

0.017% to 0.11% capacity loss 

per cycle 

25 

PTMA 0.5 M 

LiCF3SO3 in 

PC 

14 wt% mass loss over 200 s 

during cyclic voltammetry 

24 

PTMA 

copolymer:VGCF:PVDF 

= 30:60:10 wt% 

1 M LiPF6 in 

EC/DMC (1/1) 

Initial: 75a mA∙h∙g-1 

86% to 94% of the initial 

capacity was retained after 50 

cycles (crosslinked PTMA was 

also demonstrated to prevent 

dissolution) 

209 
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Table S2.1. Continued 

Electrode System Electrolyte 

(v/v) 

Capacity Fade/Dissolution Reference 

PTMA: Super P:PVDF = 

10:80:10 wt% 

1 M LiPF6 in 

EC/DMC (1/1) 

Initial: ~77.4 mA∙h∙g-1 

“the capacity of PTMA-

oxidation dropped dramatically 

within the first 30 cycles to 

~62 mA∙h∙g-1” 

210 

PTMA: Super P:PVDF 

= 30:60:10 wt% 

1 M LiPF6 in 

EC/DMC (1/1) 

Initial: 28.5 mA∙h∙g-1 

92% of the initial capacity 

was retained after 35 cycles 

This 

Work 

PTMA: Super 

P:PMMA = 30:60:10 

wt% 

1 M LiPF6 in 

EC/DMC (1/1) 

Initial: 54.9 mA∙h∙g-1 

89% of the initial capacity 

was retained after 35 cycles 

This 

Work 

EC: ethylene carbonate 

DEC: diethyl carbonate 

VGCF: vapor-grown carbon fiber 

PVDF: poly(vinylidene difluoride) 

CMC: carboxymethyl cellulose 

PTFE: poly(tetrafluoroethylene) 

TBA: tetrabutylammonium 

DCM: dichloromethane 

ACN: acetonitrile 

PC: propylene carbonate 

DMC: dimethyl carbonate 
aEstimated from plot 
bAccessed the three redox states of PTMA with a two-electron process 
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Figure S2.1. Synthetic route for PTMPM, PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+. 

 

 

 

 

Figure S2.2. PTMPM, PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+ powders collected 

after the final vacuum filtration step. 
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Figure S2.3. The 1H-NMR of PTMPM-CTA and PTMPM, showing a loss in the signal 

between 7.0 and 7.5 ppm to confirm the successful removal of the CTA end group. 

 

 

 

 

Figure S2.4. UV-Vis spectra of PTMPM-RAFT and PTMPM, confirming the successful 

removal of the CTA end group due to the loss of the shoulder between 300 and 400 nm.  
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Figure S2.5. a) The calibration curve for the standard, 4-hydroxy-TEMPO, in chloroform 

used to determine the radical content of PTMA, and b) the UV-Vis spectra for the standard 

(or 100% radical loading) and utilized polymers. 

 

 

 

Table S2.2. Radical loading percentage determined using UV-Vis spectroscopy, EPR 

spectroscopy, and XPS.  

Method of 

Measurement 

PTMPM PTMA-

mCPBA 

PTMA-H2O2 PTMA+ 

UV-Vis 0 68 67 NA 

EPR 0 67 73 13 

XPS 0 51 67 65 

Avg. Radical Loading 0 62 ± 10 69 ± 3 39 ± 37 
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Figure S2.6. a) UV-Vis spectra, b) FTIR spectra, c) EPR spectra, and d) XPS survey scans 

for PTMPM, PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+. PTMA+ UV-Vis spectra are not 

shown because PTMA+ was not soluble in chloroform at the studied concentration. FTIR 

and XPS spectra were collected for powder samples (except for XPS on PTMA-mCPBA, 

which was conducted on a thin film on ITO glass). 
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Figure S2.7. High resolution N 1s, Cl 2p, and F 1s XPS for PTMPM, PTMA-mCPBA, 

PTMA-H2O2, and PTMA+. All data was collected from powder samples, except for 

PTMA-mCPBA, which was a thin film on ITO glass. 
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Table S2.3. Summary of XPS results from deconvolution of the N 1s peak to determine 

the functional group distribution of the polymers studied. 

 

PTMPM 

PTMA-

mCPBA 

PTMA-H2O2 PTMA
+
 

C (at %) 84 83 83 76 

O (at %) 15 11 13 13 

N (at %) 4 4 4 4 

N-H (~399.8 

eV) 

100 % 36 % 27 % 15 % 

N-O• (~401.3 

eV) 

0 % 51 % 67 % 65 % 

+N=O (~405.6 

eV) 

0 % 13 % 6 % 20 % 

Cl (at %) 0 2 0 0 

F (at %) 0 0 0 7 
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Figure S2.8. The solubility spectrum for PTMPM, PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and 

PTMA+. Green indicates the solvents which dissolve the polymer and red indicates those 

which do not. The Hildebrand solubility parameters vary from 13.5 (decane) to 47.9 

(water) MPa1/2. 
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Figure S2.9. The Hoy, Fedors, and Hansen group contribution calculation for 

homopolymer PTMPM. 
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Figure S2.10. The Hoy, Fedors, and Hansen group contribution calculation for 

homopolymer PTMA. 
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Figure S2.11. The Hoy, Fedors, and Hansen group contribution calculation for 

homopolymer PTMA+. 
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Table S2.4. Group contribution of the studied polymers with adjustment for the different 

fractions of comonomers in the tri-copolymers (PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, and 

PTMA+). 

   

Hoy Fedors Hansen 

 

G
ro

u
p

 

F
ra

ct
io

n
 

F
 

(J
1

/2
 c

m
3
/2

 m
o
l-1

) 

V
 

(c
m

3
/m

o
l)

 

U
 

(k
J
/m

o
l)

 

V
 

(c
m

3
/m

o
l)

 

F
d
 

(J
1

/2
 c

m
3
/2

 m
o
l-1

) 
F

p
 

(J
1

/2
 c

m
3
/2

 m
o
l-1

) 

U
h
 

(J
 m

o
l-1

) 

V
 

(c
m

3
/m

o
l)

 

P
T

M
P

M
 

N-H 1.00 3777.8 215.4 75.2 212.8 3982 552.8 10100 193.5 

N-O• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

+N=

O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sum 3777.8 215.4 75.2 212.8 3982 552.8 10100 193.5 

P
T

M
A

-m
C

P
B

A
 

N-H 0.36 1360.0 77.6 27.1 76.6 1433.5 199.0 3636 69.7 

N-O• 0.51 2209.9 117.0 51.4 106.7 2072.6 372.1 16320 97.1 

+N=

O 0.13 490.1 29.0 9.7 26.4 531.2 191.6 1950 25.6 

Sum 4060.0 223.7 88.1 209.8 4037.3 762.7 21906 192.4 

P
T

M
A

-H
2
O

2
 

N-H 0.27 1020.0 58.2 20.3 57.5 1075.1 149.3 2727 52.2 

N-O• 0.67 2903.2 153.7 67.5 140.2 2722.9 488.8 21440 127.6 

+N=

O 0.06 226.2 13.4 4.5 12.2 245.2 88.4 900 11.8 
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Table S2.4. Continued. 

 Hoy Fedors Hansen 

 

G
ro

u
p

 

F
ra

ct
io

n
 

F
 

(J
1

/2
 c

m
3
/2

 m
o
l-1

) 

V
 

(c
m

3
/m

o
l)

 

U
 

(k
J
/m

o
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V
 

(c
m

3
/m

o
l)

 

F
d
 

(J
1

/2
 c

m
3
/2

 m
o
l-1

) 
F

p
 

(J
1

/2
 c

m
3
/2

 m
o
l-1

) 

U
h
 

(J
 m

o
l-1

) 

V
 

(c
m

3
/m

o
l)

 

P
T

M
A

-H
2
O

2
 

Sum 4149.4 225.2 92.3 209.9 4043.2 726.5 25067 191.7 

P
T

M
A

+
 

N-H 0.15 566.7 32.3 11.3 31.9 597.3 82.9 1515 29.0 

N-O• 0.65 2816.6 149.1 65.5 136.0 2641.6 474.2 20800 123.8 

+N=

O 0.2 754.0 44.7 14.9 40.6 817.2 294.8 3000 39.4 

Sum 4137.2 226.1 91.6 208.6 4056.1 851.9 25315 192.2 
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Figure S2.12. The Hansen solubility spheres for PTMPM, PTMA-mCPBA, PTMA-H2O2, 

and PTMA+. The 2D projections can be found in Figure 2.3. Water is off the scale of the 

graphs due a large δh value of 42.4 MPa1/2. 
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Figure S2.13. The UV-Vis spectra and corresponding turbidity plots (at 750 nm) 

calculated as a function of the volume fraction of poor solvent added during the titration 

for polymer solutions in tetrahydrofuran (THF).  
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Figure S2.14. The UV-Vis spectra and corresponding turbidity plots (at 750 nm) 

calculated as a function of the volume fraction of poor solvent added during the titration 

for polymer solutions in chloroform. 
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Figure S2.15. The UV-Vis spectra and corresponding turbidity plots (at 750 nm) 

calculated as a function of the volume fraction of poor solvent added during the titration 

for polymer solutions in dichloromethane (DCM). 
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Figure S2.16. The UV-Vis spectra and corresponding turbidity plots (at 750 nm) 

calculated as a function of the volume fraction of poor solvent added during the titration 

for polymer solutions in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP). 
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Figure S2.17. The UV-Vis spectra and corresponding turbidity plots (at 750 nm) 

calculated as a function of the volume fraction of poor solvent added during the titration 

for polymer solutions in dimethylformamide (DMF). 
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Table S2.5. A summary of the turbidity titration results for PTMPM. 

 

 

  

Solvent δ1 

(MPa1/2) 

V 

(cm3∙mol-1) 

Φ δ2’ 

(MPa1/2) 
Decane DMSO 

THF 18.6 81.7 0.79 ± 

0.01 

0.66 ± 

0.04 

19.2 ± 

0.74 

Chloroform 19.0 80.7 0.90 ± 

0.01 

0.75 ± 

0.02 

19.2 ± 

0.37 

DCM 19.8 63.9 0.65 ± 

0.04 

0.63 ± 

0.05 

20.2 ± 

1.25 

Acetone 20.3 74.0 0.57 ± 

0.04 

0.60 ± 

0.03 

20.7 ± 

0.86 

NMP 23.1 96.5 0.12 ± 

0.01 

0.58 ± 

0.04 

24.3 ± 

0.93 

DMF 24.8 77.0 0.20 ± 

0.08 

0.39 ± 

0.02 

24.5 ± 

1.39 
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Table S2.6. A summary of the turbidity titration results for PTMA-mCPBA. 

 

  

Solvent δ1 

(MPa1/2) 

V 

(cm3∙mol-1) 

Φ δ2’ 

(MPa1/2) 
Ether DMSO 

THF 18.6 81.7 0.27 ± 

0.01 

0.82 ± 

0.02 

22.5 ± 

0.44 

Chloroform 19.0 80.7 0.69 ± 

0.01 

0.95 ± 

0.01 

22.3 ± 

0.17 

DCM 19.8 63.9 0.50 ± 

0.03 

0.08 ± 

0.07 

18.9 ± 

1.47 

Acetone 20.3 74.0 0.59 ± 

0.02 

0.82 ± 

0.05 

22.3 ± 

1.10 

NMP 23.1 96.5 0.75 ± 

0.05 

0.78 ± 

0.01 

22.2 ± 

0.87 

DMF 24.8 77.0 0.87 ± 

0.02 

0.60 ± 

0.08 

21.6 ± 

1.75 
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Table S2.7. A summary of the turbidity titration results for PTMA-H2O2. 

 

Solvent δ1 

(MPa1/2) 

V 

(cm3∙mol-1) 

Φ δ2’ 

(MPa1/2) 
Ether DMSO 

THF 18.6 81.7 0.75 ± 

0.03 

0.81 ± 

0.03 

21.4 ± 0.82 

Chloroform 19.0 80.7 0.72 ± 

0.01 

0.95 ± 

0.01 

22.2 ± 0.27 

DCM 19.8 63.9 0.75 ± 

0.01 

0.89 ± 

0.02 

22.1 ± 0.55 

Acetone 20.3 74.0 0.83 ± 

0.01 

0.80 ± 

0.01 

21.5 ± 0.10 

NMP 23.1 96.5 0.91 ± 

0.02 

0.78 ± 

0.01 

21.5 ± 0.43 

DMF 24.8 77.0 0.92 ± 

0.02 

0.70 ± 

0.04 

21.6 ± 0.88 
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Figure S2.18. Sample Calculation for PTMA-mCPBA in Acetone, as seen in Figure 2.4. 

For mixed solvent of acetone (dissolving solvent) and ether (non-dissolving solvent): 

𝑉𝑛𝑑𝑠 = 𝑉𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 =  89.4 𝑐𝑚3/𝑚𝑜𝑙 

𝛿𝑛𝑑𝑠 =  𝛿𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 = 15.1 𝑀𝑃𝑎1/2 

𝛷𝑛𝑑𝑠 =  𝛷𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 = 0.59 

𝑉𝑑𝑠 = 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒 =  74.0 𝑐𝑚3/𝑚𝑜𝑙 

𝛿𝑑𝑠 = 𝛿𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒 = 20.3 𝑀𝑃𝑎1/2 

𝛷𝑑𝑠 =  𝛷𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒 = 0.41 

𝛿𝑚𝑙 = 𝛷𝑑𝑠𝛿𝑑𝑠 +𝛷𝑛𝑑𝑠𝛿𝑛𝑑𝑠 = (0.41) (20.3 𝑀𝑃𝑎
1
2)+ (0.59) (15.1 𝑀𝑃𝑎

1
2) = 17.2 𝑀𝑃𝑎

1
2  

𝑉𝑚𝑙 =
𝑉𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑉𝑑𝑠

(Φ𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑉𝑑𝑠 +Φ𝑑𝑠𝑉𝑛𝑑𝑠 )
=

(89.4
𝑐𝑚3

𝑚𝑜𝑙
)(74.0

𝑐𝑚3

𝑚𝑜𝑙
)

((0.59)(74.0
𝑐𝑚3

𝑚𝑜𝑙
) + (0.41)( 89.4

𝑐𝑚3

𝑚𝑜𝑙
))

= 89.4 𝑐𝑚3/𝑚𝑜𝑙  

 

For mixed solvent of acetone (dissolving solvent) and DMSO (non-dissolving solvent): 

𝑉𝑛𝑑𝑠 =  𝑉𝐷𝑀𝑆𝑂 =  71.3 𝑐𝑚3/𝑚𝑜𝑙 

𝛿𝑛𝑑𝑠 = 𝛿𝐷𝑀𝑆𝑂 = 29.7 𝑀𝑃𝑎1/2 

𝛷𝑛𝑑𝑠 = 𝛷𝐷𝑀𝑆𝑂 = 0.82 

𝑉𝑑𝑠 = 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒 =  74.0 𝑐𝑚3/𝑚𝑜𝑙 

𝛿𝑑𝑠 =  𝛿𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒 =  20.3 𝑀𝑃𝑎1/2 

𝛷𝑑𝑠 = 𝛷𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒 = 0.18 

𝛿𝑚ℎ = 𝛷𝑑𝑠𝛿𝑑𝑠 +𝛷𝑑𝑠𝛿𝑑𝑠 =  (0.18) (20.3 𝑀𝑃𝑎
1
2)+ (0.82) (29.7 𝑀𝑃𝑎

1
2) = 28.0 𝑀𝑃𝑎

1
2  

𝑉𝑚ℎ =
𝑉𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑉𝑑𝑠

(Φ𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑉𝑑𝑠 +Φ𝑑𝑠𝑉𝑛𝑑𝑠 )
= =

(71.3
𝑐𝑚3

𝑚𝑜𝑙
)(74.0

𝑐𝑚3

𝑚𝑜𝑙
)

((0.82)(74.0
𝑐𝑚3

𝑚𝑜𝑙
) + (0.18)( 71.3

𝑐𝑚3

𝑚𝑜𝑙
))

= 71.8 𝑐𝑚3/𝑚𝑜𝑙  

Final calculation of estimated solubility parameter for PTMA in acetone: 

𝛿2
′ =

 𝑉
𝑚𝑙

1
2 𝛿𝑚𝑙 + 𝑉

𝑚ℎ

1
2 𝛿𝑚ℎ 

 𝑉
𝑚𝑙

1
2 + 𝑉

𝑚ℎ

1
2  

=

 (89.4
𝑐𝑚3

𝑚𝑜𝑙
)

1
2

17.2 𝑀𝑃𝑎
1
2 + (71.8

𝑐𝑚3

𝑚𝑜𝑙
)

1
2

 28.0 𝑀𝑃𝑎
1
2 

 (89.4
𝑐𝑚3

𝑚𝑜𝑙
)

1
2

+ (71.8
𝑐𝑚3

𝑚𝑜𝑙
)

1
2
 

 

𝛿2
′ = 22.3 𝑀𝑃𝑎

1
2 
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Calculation of Nitroxide and Oxoammonium Group Contribution Values Details 

To estimate the Hildebrand group contribution values for the nitroxide group, the 

molar volume contribution of the oxygen radical (-O•) was assumed to be the same value 

as an oxygen (-O-) or 6.4 cm3∙mol-1 for the Hoy method and 3.8 cm3∙mol-1 for the Fedors 

method. This resulted in values of 1325.0 J1/2∙cm3/2∙mol-1 and 36.3 kJ∙mol-1 for the Hoy 

and Fedors methods, respectively, for the oxygen radical (-O•). The assumed molar 

volume and estimated group contribution values were combined with the known values 

for a tertiary amine to estimate the values for the entire nitroxide group (N-O•), Table 

2.2. 

To estimate the Hansen group contribution values for the nitroxide group, the same 

procedure was applied. The molar volume contribution of the oxygen radical (-O•) was 

assumed to be the same value as an oxygen (-O-) or 3.8 cm3∙mol-1. Calculations for the 

oxygen radical resulted in -21 J1/2∙cm3/2∙mol-1 for Fd, 668 J1/2∙cm3/2∙mol-1 for Fp, and 0 

J∙mol-1 for Uh, which can be used to calculate δd, δp, and δh, respectively. Solving for Fd 

and Uh would have resulted in 2003 J1/2∙cm3/2∙mol-1 and -3476 J∙mol-1, respectively, 

however, the Fd value was much larger than those seen for other functional groups (largest 

of 1528 J1/2∙cm3/2∙mol-1), so the Fd was scaled (i.e. to a third of the calculated value).42,49 

Additionally, only positive Uh values are assigned to functional groups capable of 

hydrogen bonding (for -OH, Uh= 20000 J∙mol-1) or 0 J∙mol-1 for functional groups that do 

not hydrogen bond, so a value of 0 J∙mol-1 was used for Uh.
42 Again, the assumed molar 

volume and estimated group contribution values were combined with the known values 
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for a tertiary amine to estimate the values for the entire nitroxide group (N-O•), Table 

2.2. 

Back-calculation of the dispersion contribution (Fd) for the oxoammonium cation 

would have resulted in -4812 J1/2∙cm3/2∙mol-1, which is much larger than other functional 

groups so the Fd was scaled to the largest value reported (i.e. -409 J1/2∙cm3/2∙mol-1).42 

Additionally, calculation of the polarity contribution (Fp) for the oxoammonium cation 

would have resulted in 4254 J1/2∙cm3/2∙mol-1, which is much larger than other functional 

groups (largest of 1528 J1/2∙cm3/2∙mol-1), so the Fd was scaled to be more similar (i.e. to a 

third of the calculated value).49 
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Figure S2.19. Example calculation of the nitroxide and oxoammonium group contribution 

values (for the Hoy method) from experimental input. 

 

For Hoy Method calculation of PTMA-mCPBA: 

𝛿𝑚𝐶𝑃𝐵𝐴,𝐻𝑜𝑦 =  21.1 𝑀𝑃𝑎1/2 (𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) 

𝛿𝑚𝐶𝑃𝐵𝐴 ,𝐻𝑜𝑦 =  
0.36(𝐹𝑁𝐻)+ 051(𝐹𝑁𝑂•)+ 0.13(𝐹+𝑁𝑂)

0.36(𝑉𝑁𝐻)+ 0.51(𝑉𝑁𝑂•)+ 0.13(𝑉+𝑁𝑂)
 = 21.1𝑀𝑃𝑎1/2 

where F is the group contribution sum and V is the molar volume of a polymer with only the subscripted 

functional group. The value of FNH and VNH are known from published group contribution values. VNO• and 

V+NO were estimated as described above.   

𝛿𝑚𝐶𝑃𝐵𝐴 ,𝐻𝑜𝑦 =  
3882.2 + 0.51(𝐹𝑁𝑂•)+ 0.13(𝐹+𝑁𝑂)

220.5
 = 21.1𝑀𝑃𝑎1/2 

For Hoy Method calculation of PTMA-H2O2: 

𝛿𝐻2𝑂2,𝐻𝑜𝑦 =  21.7 𝑀𝑃𝑎1/2 (𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) 

𝛿𝐻2𝑂2,𝐻𝑜𝑦 =  
0.27(𝐹𝑁𝐻)+ 0.67(𝐹𝑁𝑂•)+ 0.06(𝐹+𝑁𝑂)

0.27(𝑉𝑁𝐻)+ 0.67(𝑉𝑁𝑂•)+ 0.06(𝑉+𝑁𝑂)
 = 21.7𝑀𝑃𝑎1/2 

𝛿𝐻2𝑂2,𝐻𝑜𝑦 =  
3869.1 + 0.67(𝐹𝑁𝑂•)+ 0.06(𝐹+𝑁𝑂)

221.2
 = 21.7𝑀𝑃𝑎1/2 

 

Simplifying both expressions: 

PTMA-mCPBA: 707.6 = 0.51𝐹𝑁𝑂• +  0.13𝐹+𝑁𝑂 

PTMA-H2O2: 931.7 = 0.67𝐹𝑁𝑂• +  0.06𝐹+𝑁𝑂 

 

Solving for PTMA-mCPBA equation for  𝑭+𝑵𝑶: 

𝐹+𝑁𝑂 =
707.6− 0.51𝐹𝑁𝑂•

0.13
= 5927.7− 3.9𝐹𝑁𝑂•  

 

Plugging the expression for 𝑭+𝑵𝑶 into PTMA-H2O2 equation to solve for 𝑭𝑵𝑶•: 

931.7 = 0.67𝐹𝑁𝑂• +  0.06(5927.7− 3.9𝐹𝑁𝑂•) 

576.0 = 0.4𝐹𝑁𝑂• 

𝐹𝑁𝑂• = 1325.0 J1/2 ∙ cm3/2 ∙mol−1 

 

Plugging 𝑭𝑵𝑶• into PTMA-mCPBA equation to solve for  𝑭+𝑵𝑶: 

707.6 = 0.51(1325.0)+  0.13𝐹+𝑁𝑂 

𝐹+𝑁𝑂 = 243.5 J1/2 ∙ cm3/2 ∙mol−1 
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Table S2.8. Hydrogen bonding (δh), polar (δp), and dispersion (δd) and Hansen solubility 

parameters for the polymers studied in this work, predicted values for other 

macromolecular radicals, commodity polymers, binder polymers, and conductive 

additives. 

 

 

 

Compound Abbreviatio

n 

δh 

(MPa1/2

) 

δp 

(MPa1/2

) 

δd 

(MPa1/2

) 

Referenc

e 

Ti3C2Tx MXene NA 23.2 13.4 17.8 64,69 

graphene oxide GO 15.7 10 17.1 64 

Super P carbon 

black 

Super P 

12.9 2.42 17.6 

38 

poly(2,2,6,6-

tetramethylpiperidin

e methacrylate) 

PTMPM 9.7 7.5 16.8 This 

Work 

poly(vinylidene 

difluoride) 

PVDF 

9.2 12.5 17.2 

71 

poly(TEMPO 

norbornene) 

PTNB 8.3 3.8 21.5 Predicted 

from This 

Work 

poly(methyl 

methacrylate) 

PMMA 7.8 5.7 17.5 42 

graphene - 7.7 9.3 18 68 

poly(TEMPO 

ethylene oxide) 

PTEO 7.7 7.1 19.6 Predicted 

from This 

Work 

single-walled 

carbon nanotubes 

SWCNTs 

7.6 7.5 17.8 

37,64,65 

reduced graphene 

oxide 

rGO 

7.5 8.5 18 

64 
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Table S2.8. Continued. 

 

  

Compound Abbreviatio

n 

δh 

(MPa1/2

) 

δp 

(MPa1/2

) 

δd 

(MPa1/2

) 

Referenc

e 

poly(TEMPO vinyl 

ether) 

PTVE 6.9 8.0 18.9 Predicted 

from This 

Work 

poly(TEMPO 

methacrylate) mCPBA 

oxidation 

PTMA-

mCPBA 

6.8 9.6 17.2 This 

Work 

poly(TEMPO 

methacrylate) H2O2 

oxidation 

PTMA-

H2O2 

6.8 9.6 17.2 This 

Work 

poly(TEMPO 

acrylamide) 

PTAm 6.6 7.4 18.7 Predicted 

from This 

Work 

multi-walled carbon 

nanotubes 

MWCNTs 

4.8 7 18.5 

66,211 

fullerene C60 2.7 2.9 19.7 64,70 

polystyrene PS 2.1 0.9 19.2 42 

polyethylene PE 0.0 0.0 17.3 42 

poly(tetrafluoroethyle

ne) 

PTFE 0.0 0.0 12.7 42 
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Figure S2.20. Cyclic voltammetry at 10 mV∙s-1 for a three-electrode beaker cell. The 

working electrode was a PTMA thin film on ITO-coated glass. The electrolyte was 0.5M 

LiCF3SO3 in EC/DEC (3/7, v/v) and the counter and reference electrodes were lithium 

metal. 
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Chapter 3: Layer-by-Layer Nanoarchitectonics of Electrochemically Active Thin 

Films Comprised of Radical-Containing Polymers 

Reprinted with permission from ref. 87Copyright 2020. 

 

 

 

Figure S3.1. IR spectra of 4-oxo-TEMPO and 4-(N,N-Dimethylamino)-TEMPO. 
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Figure S3.2. IR spectra of PVBC and the nitroxide polycation (1). 
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Figure S3.3. IR spectra of poly(ethylene-alt-maleic anhydride) and the nitroxide 

polyanion (2). 

 

 

 

 
Figure S3.4. Thermogravametic analysis a) weight remaining and b) derivative weight for 

the nitroxide polyanion and polycation. c) Differential scanning calorimetry with indicated 

glass transition temperatures (Tg) for the nitroxide polyanion and polycation. 
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Figure S3.5. Solution state cyclic voltammograms for 45 cycles at 50 mV/s for the a) 

nitroxide polycation and b) nitroxide polyanion. The electrolyte solution was 1 mM of the 

nitroxide repeat unit in 0.1 M NaCl in H2O with a platinum wire counter electrode, 

Ag/AgCl (sat.) reference electrode, and a glassy carbon working electrode. 

 

 

 

 
Figure S3.6. Solution state cyclic voltammograms at 2 mV/s for both the nitroxide 

polycation and nitroxide polyanion. The polymer was dissolved at 1 mM of repeat unit in 

0.1 M NaCl aqueous solution. The polymer solution was tested in a three-electrode cell 

with a glassy carbon working electrode, a platinum wire counter electrode, and a Ag/AgCl 

(sat.) reference electrode. 
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Table S3.1. Comparison previous studies of LbL films using nitroxide-modified 

polyelectrolytes. 
Polycation Polyanion LPs Thickness 

(nm) 

Oxidation 

Potentialb  

(vs. 

Ag/AgCl) 

Peak 

Oxidatio

n 

Current

b 

Ref. 

nitroxide 

polycation 

nitroxide 

polyanion 

10.5 363 0.73 230 μA This 

Wor

k 

poly(ethyleneimine

) 

TEMPO-

modified 

poly(acrylic 

acid) 

4.5 12c 0.66 175 μAa 112 

polyvinylamine-g-

TEMPO 

Poly(styrenes

ulfonate) 

4 5a 0.59 V 3 μAa 113 

aEstimated from graph in corresponding reference. 

bScan rate of 50 mV/s. 

cThickness from a 9 LP film. 
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Figure S3.7. Bode plots for 10 LP and 10.5 LP with their fit lines. EIS was conducted at 

a potential of 0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl (sat.) with an amplitude of 10 mV in a frequency range 

of 5 × 106 Hz to 0.1 Hz (10 steps per decade). 

 

 

 

 
Figure S3.8. a) Nyquist and b) Bode plots for nitroxide polycation and 2 LP films with 

their fit lines using the equivalent circuit model in Figure 3.8a. EIS was conducted at a 

potential of 0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl (sat.) with an amplitude of 10 mV in a frequency range of 

5 × 106 Hz to 0.1 Hz (10 steps per decade). 
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Chapter 4: Polypeptide Organic Radical Batteries 

Modified from ref. 122 

 

 

Theoretical Capacity Calculation 

The theoretical capacities of the analogs and polypeptides were calculated using 

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  (
𝑛𝐹

3600 𝑀
) · 1000     (

mA · h

g
) 

Equation S4.1 

 

where n is the moles of electrons transferred per molecule or repeat unit, F is Faraday 

constant (≈ 96,485 s·A·mol-1), M is the molar mass (g·mol-1) of the molecule or polymer 

repeat unit.  Capacities were calculated using the discharged states for both pendant groups 

(TEMPO and viologen2+).  For the viologen analog and viologen-chloride polypeptide, 

the counterions (iodide and chloride, respectively) were considered for the molar mass of 

the repeat unit. The theoretical capacities were 81.4 mA·h·g-1 for the viologen analog and 

69.4 mA·h·g-1 for the biTEMPO analog. 

The theoretical capacity of the full cell composed of a biTEMPO polypeptide-

based cathode and a viologen-chloride polypeptide-based anode was calculated using  

𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
1

(
1

𝐶𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒
+

1
𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒

)
     (

mA · h

g
) 

Equation S4.2 
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where Ccathode is the theoretical capacity for the cathode (calculated in Equation S4.1) and 

Canode is the theoretical capacity for the anode (calculated in Equation S4.2). 

 

Electrochemical Characterization of Analog Solutions in Three-electrode Beaker 

Cells 

Solution state CV was conducted for the viologen and biTEMPO analogs.  The 

analogs were dissolved at 1 mM in 20 mL of 0.5 M LiCF3SO3 in PC electrolyte.  In the 

three-electrode beaker cell for solution state CV, a glassy carbon working electrode was 

used with lithium metal counter and reference electrodes (Figure S4.1 A).  After three 

conditioning cyclic voltammetry (CV) cycles at 10 mV·s-1, CV was performed at different 

scan rates (10, 25, 50 and 100 mV·s-1).  All electrochemical measurements were performed 

in an argon filled glovebox with a Solartron Electrochemical Interface 1287 

potentiostat/galvanostat unless otherwise noted. 

 

Fabrication and Electrochemical Characterization of Polypeptide Composite 

Electrodes in Three-electrode Beaker Cells 

Composite electrodes for both polypeptides were fabricated by preparing a slurry 

of viologen-chloride polypeptide or biTEMPO polypeptide (30 wt%), CB (60 wt%) and 

PVDF binder polymer (10 wt%) in NMP (1 mL).  200 μL (for viologen-chloride 

polypeptide slurry) or 300 μL (for viologen-chloride polypeptide slurry) of the slurry was 

then drop-casted onto a clean ITO-coated glass.  After drop-casting, the electrodes were 

dried at 40 °C for 2 d before drying under vacuum at r.t. for 24 h.  The fabricated electrodes 
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were utilized in a three-electrode beaker cell as working electrodes with lithium metal 

reference and counter electrodes and 20 mL of 0.5 M LiCF3SO3 or 0.5 M TBACF3SO3 in 

PC as electrolyte (Figure S4.1 B).  Three conditioning CV cycles at 10 mV·s-1 followed 

two CV cycles at each scan rate (10, 25, 50, and 100 mV·s-1).   

 

 

Figure S4.1. Electrochemical characterization set-ups discussed in the manuscript. (A) 

The three-electrode solution beaker cell: glassy carbon working electrode and lithium 

metal counter/reference electrodes. (B) The three-electrode beaker cell: polypeptide 

composite working electrode and lithium metal counter/reference electrodes. 
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Figure S4.2. Cyclic voltammograms at (A) 10 mV∙s-1, (B) 25 mV∙s-1, (C) 50 mV∙s-1, and 

(D) 100 mV∙s-1 for the viol-Cl polypeptide and viol-I polypeptide thin films on ITO-coated 

glass in a three-electrode beaker cell configuration. The supporting electrolyte was 0.5 M 

LiCF3SO3 in propylene carbonate. Lithium metal was used as counter and reference 

electrodes. 
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Figure S4.3. Solution state cyclic voltammetry of (A) viologen analog and (B) biTEMPO 

analog at 1 mM in 0.5 M LiCF3SO3 in PC electrolyte. A glassy carbon electrode was 

utilized as the working electrode in a three-electrode beaker cell with lithium metal 

reference and counter electrodes. 
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Table S4.1. Comparison of the oxidation/reduction peak potential (Eo/ER), the peak 

separation (ΔEp), half-wave potential (E1/2), oxidation/reduction peak width (Wo/WR), and 

oxidation/reduction peak area (Ao/AR) for the biTEMPO analog, biTEMPO polypeptide 

thin film and biTEMPO polypeptide composite electrode at 10 mV∙s-1 in a three-electrode 

beaker cell. 

Parameter 

BiTEMPO 

Analog 

Solutiona 

BiTEMPO 

Polypeptide 

Thin Filma 

BiTEMPO 

Polypeptide 

Thin Filmb 

BiTEMPO 

Polypeptide 

Composite 

Electrodea 

BiTEMPO 

Polypeptide 

Composite 

Electrodeb 

EO (V) 3.70 3.77 3.98 3.80 3.91 

ER (V) 3.69 3.60 3.73 3.56 3.73 

ΔEp (V) 0.06 0.17 0.25 0.24 0.18 

E1/2 (V) 3.67 3.69 3.86 3.68 3.67 

WO (V) 0.26 0.24 0.70 0.26 0.65 

WR (V) 0.19 0.19 0.76 0.24 0.47 

AO (W) 4.13 × 10-6 1.23 × 10-4 2.47 × 10-5 2.36 × 10-4 5.29 × 10-4 

AR (W) 2.07 × 10-6 8.43× 10-5 3.29 × 10-5 1.46 × 10-4 6.04 × 10-4 

a 0.5 M LiCF3SO3 in PC utilized as the supporting electrolyte 
b 0.5 M TBACF3SO3 in PC utilized as the supporting electrolyte 
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Table S4.2. Comparison of the oxidation/reduction peak potential (Eo/ER), the peak 

separation (ΔEp), half-wave potential (E1/2), oxidation/reduction peak width (Wo/WR), and 

oxidation/reduction peak area (Ao/AR) for both peaks of the viologen analog, viologen-

chloride polypeptide thin film and viologen-chloride polypeptide composite electrode at 

10 mV∙s-1 in a three-electrode beaker cell. 

Reaction 

Paramete

r 

Viologe

n 

Analog 

Solution

a 

Viologen-

chloride 

Polypeptid

e Thin 

Filma 

Viologen-

chloride 

Polypeptid

e Thin 

Filmb 

Viologen-

chloride 

Polypeptid

e 

Composite 

Electrodea 

Viologen-

chloride 

Polypeptid

e 

Composite 

Electrodeb 

Viol+•/Viol2

+ 

EO (V) 2.51 2.64 2.77 2.99 2.86 

ER (V) 2.46 2.42 2.61 2.17 2.52 

ΔEp (V) 0.05 0.22 0.16 0.82 0.34 

E1/2 (V) 2.49 2.53 2.69 2.58 2.69 

WO (V) 0.17 0.62 0.61 0.56 0.47 

WR (V) 0.15 0.44 0.44 0.62 0.46 

AO (W) 1.31 × 

10-6 

3.44 × 10-4 4.87 × 10-5 3.37 × 10-4 2.81 × 10-4 

AR (W) 8.20 × 

10-7 

3.47 × 10-4 4.28 × 10-5 2.50 × 10-4 2.29 × 10-4 

Viol0/Viol+• EO (V) 2.12 2.22 2.31 2.43 2.39 

ER (V) 2.06 1.93 2.14 1.74 2.07 

ΔEp (V) 0.06 0.29 0.17 0.69 0.32 

E1/2 (V) 2.09 2.08 2.23 2.09 2.23 
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Table S4.2. Continued. 

Reaction 

Paramete

r 

Viologe

n 

Analog 

Solution

a 

Viologen-

chloride 

Polypeptid

e Thin 

Filma 

Viologen-

chloride 

Polypeptid

e Thin 

Filmb 

Viologen-

chloride 

Polypeptid

e 

Composite 

Electrodea 

Viologen-

chloride 

Polypeptid

e 

Composite 

Electrodeb 

Viol0/Viol+

• 

WO (V) 0.15 0.54 0.47 0.64 0.59 

WR (V) 0.18 0.57 0.75 0.41 0.60 

AO (W) 8.57 × 

10-7 

6.91 × 10-4 5.15 × 10-5 3.09 × 10-4 6.27 × 10-4 

AR (W) 1.18 × 

10-6 

5.67 × 10-4 5.81 × 10-5 4.04 × 10-5 2.44 × 10-4 

a 0.5 M LiCF3SO3 in PC utilized as the supporting electrolyte 
b 0.5 M TBACF3SO3 in PC utilized as the supporting electrolyte 
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Figure S4.4. Peak current vs. square-root of scan rate from the cyclic voltammograms for 

(A) polypeptide thin film electrodes and (B) polypeptide composite electrodes of i. 

Viol+•/Viol2+ and ii. Viol0/Viol+• for the viol-Cl polypeptide and iii. for the biTEMPO 

polypeptide.  The viol-Cl polypeptide composite electrode did not exhibit a Viol+•/Viol2+ 

oxidation peak at 100 mV·s-1. 
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Figure S4.5. Peak separation vs. square-root of scan rate from the cyclic voltammograms 

for (A) polypeptide thin film electrodes and (B) polypeptide composite electrodes of i. the 

viologen-chloride polypeptide and ii. the biTEMPO polypeptide.  The viol-Cl polypeptide 

composite electrode did not exhibit a Viol+•/Viol2+ oxidation peak at 100 mV·s-1. 
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Figure S4.6. Solution state CV after testing (A) the viol-Cl polypeptide half sandwich cell 

(B) the BiTEMPO polypeptide half sandwich cell and (C) the full sandwich cell (with 

both composite electrodes). After half or full sandwich cell testing, the separator was 

soaked in 15 mL of 0.5 M TBACF3SO3 in PC after electrochemical testing and the 

resulting solution was used for solution state CV testing. The CV was conducted at 100 

mV∙s-1 in a three-electrode beaker cell with a glassy carbon working electrode and lithium 

metal counter and reference electrodes. 
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Figure S4.7. Differential capacity curves from galvanostatic cycling curves of (A) the 

viol-Cl polypeptide composite electrode half sandwich cell at 10 C, (B) the biTEMPO 

polypeptide composite electrode half sandwich cell at 10 C and (C) the filter paper 

sandwich cell at 1C. The composition of the composite electrode was 30 wt% active 

polypeptide with 60 wt% CB and 10 wt% PVDF) on ITO glass. An adjacent-averaging 

filter with a 5-point window was applied in OriginPro 2020 to remove noise in the data. 
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Figure S4.8. Electrochemical characterization of (A) the viol-Cl polypeptide composite 

half cell, (B) the biTEMPO polypeptide composite half cell and (C) the viol-Cl/biTEMPO 

polypeptide full cell, including their i. cyclic voltammograms, ii. charge-discharge curves 

and iii. cycling response.  (A) and (B) utilized a polypeptide composite electrode | 0.5 M 

LiCF3SO3 in PC + filter paper | lithium metal configuration while (C) utilized a viol-Cl 

polypeptide composite electrode | 0.5 M LiCF3SO3 in PC + filter paper | biTEMPO 

polypeptide composite electrode configuration.  The composite electrodes were composed 

of 30 wt% active polypeptide with 60 wt% CB and 10 wt% PVDF on ITO-coated glass. 

In Aiii. and Biii., the C rates were varied, while in Ciii. the C-rate was constant at 1 C. 
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Figure S4.9. Electrochemical characterization of a PVDF + CB symmetric full cell is 

shown, including cyclic voltammograms (i), charge–discharge curves (ii) and cycling 

response at 1C (iii) (PVDF + CB composite electrode, 0.5 M TBACF3SO3 in PC and filter 

paper, PVDF + CB composite electrode). The composite electrodes were cast in an 

identical manner to the polypeptide composite electrodes, with a composition of 86 wt% 

CB and 14 wt% PVDF on ITO-coated glass substrates. After 250 cycles, the capacity was 

1.7 mA h g−1, whereas the capacity of the polypeptide-based full cell was 7.5 mA h g−1 

(Figure 4.4 g-i). 
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Figure S4.10. Scanning electron micrographs of the viol-Cl polypeptide 

composite electrode (a) and the biTEMPO polypeptide composite electrode (b), 

before (i) and after (ii) 50 charge–discharge cycles in the full sandwich cell 

configuration (viol-Cl polypeptide composite electrode, 0.5 M TBACF3SO3 in 

PC and filter paper, biTEMPO polypeptide composite electrode). 
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Chapter 5: Electron Transport Kinetics for Viologen Containing Polypeptides with 

Varying Side Group Linker Spacing 

Reproduce from ref 149. 

 

 

Figure S5.1. Peak current vs. square-root of scan rate from the cyclic voltammograms for 

PV (a,f), C3 (b,g), C6 (d,h), and C9 (e,i). 
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Figure S5.2. Chronoamperometry (CA) input and output data for a) PV, b) C3, c) C6, and 

d) C9. 
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Figure S5.3. Chronoamperometry (CA) Cottrell plots for the two redox couples of the 

control viologen polymer (PV). (a) shows the CA output data for the MV2+/ MV•+ redox 

couple. (b) shows the CA output data for the MV•+/MV0 redox couple. Polymer coated on 

ITO glass was used as the working electrodes in a three-electrode beaker cell 

configuration. The supporting electrolyte was 0.5 M LiCl in γ-butyrolactone. Lithium 

metal was used as counter and reference electrodes 
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Figure S5.4. log(Det) values for the considered polymers. The values are separated for 

the oxidation and reduction of both redox couples. 
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Diffusion coefficients of the viologen-based polymers. An important factor 

influencing the rate of electron transport in swollen RAPs is the physical diffusion of the 

pendant redox-active group. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is one experimental option 

to measure the diffusion coefficient of a polymer chain, but it does not directly measure 

the diffusion of the redox-active pendant group, yet past literature assumes their 

equivalency.20 Additionally, the diffusion coefficients of the redox-active methyl viologen 

groups (Dphys) were extracted from the trajectories of MD simulations of the oligomers in 

either swollen or solvated states, taking GBL as the solvent. Table S5.1 shows the 

diffusion coefficients (Dphys) of the redox groups for the two different redox processes 

(MV2+/ MV•+ and MV•+/MV0) calculated using MD simulations. For comparison, the 

DLS-measured rh of the polypeptides in the MV2+ form and Equation 5.1 were used to 

experimentally estimate the diffusion coefficient of the polymer in solution (DDLS). 
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Table S5.1. Experimentally determined DDLS and MD calculated Dphys constant values 

(×10-7 cm2/s) for both redox couples. 

 DDLS and Dphys 

 MV2+ MV•+ MV0 

×10-7 

cm2/s 
DDLS 

Dphys 

(swollen) 

Dphys 

(solvate

d) 

Dphys 

(swollen) 

Dphys 

(solvate

d) 

Dphys 

(swolle

n) 

Dphys 

(solvate

d) 

PV 0.8 ± 0.10  N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

C3 1.2 ± 0.25 5.2 ± 3.5 
2.2 ± 

0.91 
0.7 ± 0.38 

3.0 ± 

0.86 

5.2 ± 

1.0 

11.9 ± 

3.1 

C6 1.0 ± 0.12 
0.1 ± 

0.17 

1.3 ± 

0.64 
0.6 ± 0.13 8.9 ± 3.0 

8.1 ± 

1.4 

11.1 ± 

2.7 

C9 4.6 ± 0.74 4.4 ± 2.1 4.0 ± 1.8 2.1 ± 0.93 9.2 ± 3.3 
7.7 ± 

2.0 

11.9 ± 

3.5 
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Determination of kact from Marcus-Hush Theory. In additional to the dynamics 

of the polymer backbone and redox active groups in pendant RAPs, the energy barrier to 

electron transfer between redox centers needs to be considered to properly estimate kact 

and k0. More explicitly, the electron transfer mechanism between methyl viologen groups 

is best represented by a consecutive reaction mechanism, such as between a donor (D) and 

an acceptor (A): 

 

Equation S5.1 

 

where kdiff is the diffusion-limited rate constant and kact is the activation-limited 

rate constant. kact can be determined from Marcus-Hush theory following:  

𝑘𝑎𝑐𝑡 = 𝐾𝑎 [(−
𝜋

𝜆𝑘𝑏𝑇
)
1/2

 −
𝐻𝐴𝐵
2

ℏ
 𝑒𝑥𝑝  −

∆𝐺‡

𝑘𝑏𝑇
 ] 

Equation S5.2 

 

where Ka is the association constant (ca. 0.38 M-1 for viologen),212 λ is the reorganization 

energy, kb is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, HAB is the electronic coupling, ℏ 

is the reduced Planck constant, and ΔG‡ is the activation energy for the transition state. 

For self-exchange electron transfer, ΔG‡ can be further approximated by (λ - 2HAB)2/ 4λ.181 

To calculate kact, HAB and λ were first determined by DFT methods. The calculations 

resulted in estimates of the λ between MV2+/ MV•+ and MV•+/MV0 of 1.65 and 1.31 eV, 

respectively.  
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Table S5.2. log (kex) (L/ mol s) values determined experimentally using CA and Equation 

5.4. 

 log (kex) 
 MV2+/MV•+ MV•+/ MV0 

 CA Ox. CA Red. CA Ox. CA Red. 

PV 3.1 ± 0.42 3.3 ± 0.54 2.1 ± 0.66 4.1 ± 0.40 

C3 2.9 ± 0.16 2.9 ± 0.16 2.3 ± 0.08 3.7 ± 0.07 

C6 2.8 ± 0.13 3.0 ± 0.05 2.2 ± 0.22 4.0 ± 0.15 

C9 3.2 ± 0.04 3.4 ± 0.14 1.9 ± 0.50 4.7 ± 0.12 
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Table S5.3. Experimentally determined log (k0) (cm/s) values for both reduction and 

oxidation for both redox couples (using Equation 5.5). 

 log (k0) 

 MV2+/MV•+ MV•+/ MV0 

 CV Ox. CV Red. CV Ox. CV Red. 

PV -6.8 ± 0.21 -7.0 ± 0.27 -7.6 ± 0.33 -6.6± 0.20 

C3 -7.1 ± 0.08 -7.1 ± 0.08 -7.4 ± 0.04 -6.7 ± 0.04 

C6 -7.1 ± 0.06 -7.0 ± 0.03 -7.5 ± 0.14 -6.5 ± 0.04 

C9 -7.0 ± 0.02 -6.8± 0.07 -7.6 ± 0.25 -6.2 ± 0.31 
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Figure S5.5. Cyclic voltammograms of a half-sandwich cell for a) PV, b) C3, c) C6, and 

d) C9. The working electrode was a thin film on ITO glass in a half cell with lithium metal. 

The separator was filter paper soaked in 0.5 M LiCl in GBL electrolyte.  
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Figure S5.6. Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves for the a) PV, b) C3, c) C6, and d) C9 

half cells against lithium metal. The working electrode was a polymer thin film on ITO-

coated glass and 0.5 M LiCl in GBL on filter paper as the supporting electrolyte and 

separator, respectively. 
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Figure S5.7. GCD Summary plots of a half-sandwich cell for a) PV, b) C3, c) C6, and d) 

C9. The working electrode was a thin film on ITO glass in a half cell with lithium metal. 

The separator was filter paper soaked in 0.5 M LiCl in GBL electrolyte.  
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